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RECORDING, MOTION PICTURE,
AUDIO - VIDEO and
BROADCASTING STUDIO

SPEECH-INPUT and
PLAYBACK
EQUIPMENT

* MICROPHONES
CARDIOID - OMNIDIRECTJONAL - CONDENSER - DYNAMIC

* CONSOLES
STANDARD AND CUSTOM

* AMPLIFIERS
LINE - BOOSTER - PROGRAM- MIXER - COMPRESSOR
LIMITER - MONITOR - PRE-RECORDING-
REMOTE - PLAYBACK

* EQUALIZERS
PROGRAM - GRAPHIC - MICROPHONE

* FIXED FILTERS

* ATIENUATORS

* MIXER NETWORKS
* MATCHING and FIXED LOSS PADS

* VARIABLE HIGH and LOW PASS FILTERS

* SPEAKER SYSTEMS
MONITOR - PLAYBACK

* TRANSFORMERS
MATCHING - LINE



ALTEC LANSING
1515 South Manchester Avenue,
Anaheim, California.

9660\. M.icrophone Equalizers .
9061A and 9063B Program Equalizers
9062A and 9073A Graphic Equalizers
9064A, 9065A, 9066A and 907lA

Fixed Filters and Attenuators
9067A, 9068A and 9069A Variable

High and Low Pass Filters
Attenuators

M20 Condenser Microphone System
M30 Cardioid Microphone System
632C and 633A/C Dynamic Microphones
639 A/B Multi-Pattern Microphone
674A, 675A, 678A, 679A Dynamic Microphones
677A "Lavalier" Microphone
68lA Omnidirectional Microphone
682B Omnidirectional Microphone
68JB Cardioid Microphone
684B Omnidirectional Microphone
685B Cardioid Microphone
686A "Lavalier" Microphone
688B Omnidirectional Microphone
689B & 689BX Professional

Cardioid Microphones
Microphone Accessories

l28B Power Amplifier
250SU Control Console
J5lC Power Amplifier
36lB Mixer/Power Amplifier
4J6c Compressor Amplifier
4J8c Compressor Amplifier
l566A Preamplifier
l567A Mixer Amplifier
Solid State Modules
9470A Amplifier
9475A Amplifier
Amplifier Accessories

AL-1488-l
AL-1486-2
AL-1489-2

AL-149l-2

AL-1487-l
AL-1496-l

AL-14l7-3
AL-1443-2
AL-1430-2
AL-143l-4
AL-1707
AL-1708
AL-1455-2
AL-1456-3
AL-1457-2
AL-1458-2
AL-1459-2
AL-146o-2
AL-147l-l

AL-1472-l
AL-14J9-8

AL-142J-2
AL-1448-4
AL-1469-3
AL-1483-l
AL-14ol-4
AL-1402-4
AL-144l-2
AL-1442-2
AL-149J-l
AL-148l-l
AL-1485-l
AL-144o-6



Loudspeaker Systems
4l2C, 4l5C Biflex Loudspeakers
Sectoral Horns (51IA, 811B)
601C, 602C, 605B Duplex Loudspeakers
604E Super Duplex Loudspeaker
802D & 806A Driver Loudspeakers
Speaker Cabinets
Dividing Networks & Diaphragm/Voice

Coil Assemblies
70 & 25 Volt Line Transformers

AL-1498-l
AL-14l5-4
AL-1433-9
AL-14l2-6
AL-1492-2
AL-1477-l
AL-1499

AL-1436-5
AL-1438-8



9060A Microphone Equalizers 9060A
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Features
Up to 12 db High- and Low-

Frequency Equalization
Down to -16 db High- and Low-

Frequency Attenuation

Precision-Calibrated
in 2 db steps

Wide Range over
Entire Audio Spectrum

Vertical Slider Controls
for Greater Accuracy -

Easiest Reading

Compensation for Wide
Variations in Microphone/
Ambient Characteristics

Passive Circuit Elements -
No Power Required

Plug-In Connections
to Mounting Frame

May be Inserted Directly
in Audio Line

Miniature Size -
Readily Installed

Quietness of Operation

Long-Term Stability

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING, BROADCAST AND REMOTE
CONTROLS - PUBLIC ADDRESS AND SOUND

REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS - MOTION PICTURES
Multi-channel recording allows the audio engineer to select the particular
microphone which provides an optimum response and pickup pattern for
each of a variety of soloists, ensembles or acoustic environments. This pro-
cedure of using different types of microphones for recording a single master,
however, may produce an uneven overall response in the finished product.
The Altec 9060A Microphone Equalizer is designed to correct the variations
in response which occur under these circumstances, and to compensate for
variations in apparent frequency response caused by changes in the micro-
phone-to-subject distance, and for acoustical characteristics of the recording
area (indoor or outdoor, 'dead' room or 'live' room, etc.)

In remote and 'on location' broadcast and sound recording applications, the
continuously variable low and high frequency controls of the 9060A make
possible immediate attenuation of many ambient disturbances with minimal
effect on the program material. In high-quality sound reinforcement usage,
the 9060A is exceptionally valuable in reducing low-frequency signal pickup,
thereby minimizing acoustic feedback from this source.

The compact 'plug-in' design and precision sliding lever controls facilitates
installation of the 9060A in virtually any type of fixed or mobile mixer con-
sole. The passive l/C/R bridged '1' network circuit requires no power
supply and may be inserted directly into a 600 ohm transmission line at
any point where the maximum/minimum input levels are satisfied.

The positive operation, small size, extreme quietness of operation and wide
range make the Altec 9060A Microphone Equalizer the ideal choice for the
finest microphone compensation in all professional sound applications.



-ALTEC 9060A------------
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Circuit:

Impedance:

Insertion Loss:

Calibration:

Equalization:

Passive L!C/R Bridged 'T', Constant 'K'

Input - 600 ohms
Output - 600 ohms

14 db (with controls at '0')

2 db steps

HF: Maximum +12 db at 7 kc; Minimum -16
db at 10 kc
LF: Maximum + 12 db at 100 cps; Minimum
-16 db at 100 cps

OUT
COMMON

@ COMMON

"CASE GROUND

4.00

3.500

L
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Minimum: -70 dbm to
Maximum +20 dbm

2 vertical slider type, silent operation

Plug-in mounting

None

3'12" H x 1112" W x 51/2' D
1 lb. 12 oz.
Black anodized escutcheon with bright nickel
hardware

Controls:

Connections:

Power Requirements:

Dimensions:
Weight:

Finish:

J:'8t>.~2KET-S --~
CAN BE LOCATED ON PLUG EXTENDS ONE INCH
ALTERNATE POSITION BEYOND CASE
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9061A Dnd 90638 ProgrDm EquDlizers
9061A
90638

Felltures
Continuously Variable low

and High Frequency
Equalization

Selectable Equalization
Points

Up to 12 db Boost at 40
& 100 Cycles

16 db AHenuation at 100 Cycles
Up to 12 db Boost

at 3, 5, 10, or 15 KC
(16 db AHenuation at 10 KC)

Silent Operation

Passive Circuitry - Negligible
Noise level

Switchable
''IF·HF-ln-Out'' Positions

Standard Rack Mounting

DISC, TAPE AND MOTION PICTURE RECORDING
AND RE-RECORDING - NETWORK RADIO RELAY STATIONS
- SOUND SYSTEMS IN HIGH-REVERBERATION AREAS-

BROADCAST TRANSMISSION
The Altec 9061 A and 9063B Program Equalizers provide for continuously
variable equalization at selectable low- and high-frequencies for sound
recording and transmission. Such equalization allows corrections to be
made for the limitations of electro-mechanical equipment, reduces low fre-
quency rumble, and permits the creation of the proper sonic 'illusions'
necessary for the completed master or transmission to duplicate the fre-
quency range and dynamic qualities of the original performance. In net·
work relay or remote pickups where losses occur in the frequency spectrum,
they may be corrected by use of the Program Equalizer. In public address
or sound reinforcement usage, acoustic characteristics of the listening area
may be compensated.
These Altec Program Equalizers provide continuously variable equalization
at six important frequencies: at 40 or 100 cycles in the low frequency
range, and - in the high frequency area - at 3, 5, 10 or 15 kc; and with
calibrated attenuation frequency fixed at 10 kc. The relative amplitude of
the high and low frequency peak is selected by individual controls which
permit a maximum boost of + 12 db and a maximum attenuation of -16
db. Roll-off remains at 100 cycles and 10 kc regardless of the setting of
the frequency selector switches. Both equalizers incorporate a passive net-
work so that no noise is introduced into the system, nor is any external
power source required.
The Altec 9061 A Program Equalizer includes a mounting frame which, once
installed in the console, permits the unit to be plugged in or removed as
desired. The 9061 A features two slider-type controls for ease of operation
and greater accuracy. The unit measures 3Y,' H x 1YO' W x 5Y,' D, and
weighs only 1 lb. 12 oz.
The Altec 9063B Program Equalizer, identical in circuitry to the 9061 A, is
designed for standard 19" rack mounting for those installations where
space limitations are not a problem. The Altec 9063B has rear-mounted
input and output terminals normaled through front panel jacks and features
rotary switches instead of slider controls. It measures 3Y2" H x 19" W 5v,,"
D, and weighs 12 Ibs.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York
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Circuit:

Impedance:
Bridged T, Constant 'K'

Input - 600 ohms
Output - 600 ohms

14 db (with controls at '0')

-70 dbm minimum to +20 dbm maximum
None

Insertion Loss:

Input Level:

Power Requirements:

JC.~-BR-AC-'K-ET-S ---~fr
CAN BE LOCATED ON PLUG EXTENOS ONE INCH
ALTERNATE POSITION BEYOND CASE
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9061A
2 vertical slider type, adjustable in 2 db steps
at (IF) 40 or 100 cycles (HF) 3, 5, 10 or 15 kc

9063B
4-HF Rotary Equalizer

IF Rotary Equalizer
HF Frequency Selector
Equalizer 'In-Out' Selector

9061A

9063B
Rack mounted, wi'h rear terminals norma led
with front panel input and output jacks.

'O,[b~A<~K<-TS--fr
CAN BE LOCATED ON PLUG EXTENDS ONE INCH
ALTERNATE POSITION BEYOND CASE

0 0 0 0 lJ[[][][] OUT [[][][]
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CASE GROUND

l
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WITH MOUNTING BRACKET

PRINTED IN U,SA 2/66
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9062A lint! 9073A Gfllphi, Equlllizefs
9062A
9073A

Felltufes
TAPE, DISC AND MOTION PICTURE SOUND RE-RECORDING
SOUND REINFORCEMENT FOR THEATRES AND CONCERT HALLS
NETWORK BROADCAST AND TELECAST TRANSMISSION

Calibrated in 1 db Steps

Controlled Selectivity

Smooth, Noiseless Vertical
Slide Fingertip Controls

Plug-In Filter Units

Dirt and Lint Barrier

Gold Plated Glass Epoxy
Etched Circuit Boards

Readily Installed

Long Term Stability

No Maintenance

Optional Panels for
19"-Rack Mounting

Sound recording often requires a means of immediate equalization simul-
taneously at various important points within the audio spectrum. Such
equalization often is employed to accentuate a vocal or instrumental soloist
or group, to compensate for high-frequency loss, to reduce peaks caused by
unwonted mechanical resonances, or to change the overall frequency curve.

For broadcast use, multi-frequency equalization provides accurate control
of remote and network transmissions which, otherwise, would suffer greatly
from on improper overall response because of transmission line limitations.
For public address and sound reinforcement use, the multi-frequency equal-
izer may accentuate certain frequencies for best intelligibility while simul-
taneously reducing other frequencies to prevent acoustic feedback or
'muddiness' of the reproduced sound.
The Altec 9062A and 9073A Graphic Equalizers have completely passive
circuitry which induces no hum or noise at levels from -70 to +24 dbm.
The compact design permits installation of either unit in virtually all types
of fixed and mobile consoles.
The Altec 9062A unit provides the engineer with quiet, positive, variable
boost or attenuation - in steps of 1 db - at seven critical frequencies. The
9073A unit will boost or attenuation six different frequencies of +8 or
-8 db in 1 db steps. The precise slider controls, having on accuracy of
±O.5 db for each step, enable a frequency overlap which produces on
essentially flat response when all controls are positioned in a straight line
at any position of boost or attenuation. A new and improved brush design
features dual contacts on each brush, and each brush is a gold-tipped,
biforcated contact.
The 9062A Graphic Equalizer measures 3Y,' H x 10" W x 5'4" D, and the
9073A measures 3Y2" H x 83;"" W x 5'4" D. Both units have adjustable
side-mount brackets for flush, recessed or protruding mounting. Accessory
panel escutcheons are available to permit either unit to be mounted in a
standard 19-inch rock. The Altec 9626 Escutcheon Panel fits the 9062A
Graphic Equalizer, and the Altec 9627 Escutcheon Panel is designed for use
with the 9073A unit.

Selected Frequencies of
Variable High and Low

Equalization and Attenuation

Passive Circuit Elements

1
1~I ----l~

,~ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York ~
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Circuit:

Input and Output
Impedances:

Insertion Loss:

Operating Level:

Controls:

Calibration:

Accuracy:

Hum and Noise Level:

Power Requirements:

Terminals:

Finish:
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600 ohms

16 db (with all controls at '0')

-70 to +24 dbm

9062A
Seven - each providing from -8 db to +8
db of equalization at frequencies of: 50, 130,
320, 800, 2000, 5000, and 12,500 cps.
9073A
Six - each providing from -8 db to +8 db
of equalization at frequencies of: 64, 160,400,
1000, 2500, and 6300 cps.

16 steps of 1 db for each control

±0.5 db at all steps

None

None

Screw Terminals

Black anodized escutcheon with bright nick led
hardware

Altec 9626 Escutcheon Panel
9062A Graphic Equalizer
19" rack).

Altec 9627 Escutcheon Panel
9073A Graphic Equalizer
19" rack).

(to mount the
in a standard

(to mount the
in a standard



9064A, 9065A, 9066A Dnt! 9071A
Fixet! Filters Dnt! A ttenuDtors

9064A
9065A
9066A
9071A

FeDtures

Customer-Selected
Cut-Off Point

Constant "K" Networks

Zero Insertion Loss

Either 18 or 30 db Per Octave
Attenuation Rate

High Maximum Attenuation
No Ringing

Compact Design

Easily Mounted

No Maintenance

No Power Required

9071A Meets NARTB, AES,
and RIAA Requirements

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING, BROADCAST
AND TELEVISION STUDIOS - PUBLIC ADDRESS AND SOUND

REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS - MOTION PICTURES

These Altec units are efficient, accurate and compact. They utilize passive, constant
'K' circuits which require no power and have input and output impedances of
600 ohms. Use of toroidal coils assures minimum noise pick-up or hum, and per-
mits the units to be mounted adjacent to other sound equipment operating at
various levels without fear of the induction of extraneous noise.

The Altec 9064A Notch Filter eliminates unwanted narrow band frequencies. Un-
desirable sounds such as camera noise, generator drone, arc-light sputter, air
conditioner rumble, etc., may be reduced in recorded material with virtually no
effect on the program material. Because the specific frequency of undesirable
disturbances varies, the 9064A is custom made to specifications submitted by the
customer. The unit is available as a single or dual notch filter which attenuates
two different frequencies, eliminating the need for two separate units. Notch
frequencies may be ordered from 50 to 200,000 cps. The 9064A will accept input
levels from -70 to +24 dbm. It measures 2" x 3" X 2'K6'" and weighs approxi-
mately 12 ounces for the single notch filter; 1 pound for the dual notch unit.
The Altec 9065A and 9066A Filters provide attenuation at a fixed rate of 18 db
per octave from a selected cut-olf point. (Upon request, 30 db per octave units
are available,) Since insertion loss, internal noise, and 'ringing' are not present,
these filters are ideal for installation anywhere in transmission lines where input
level varies from -70 to +24 db. For PA and sound reinforcement systems, these
filters will prove useful in eliminating or reducing unwanted signals or noise that
could deteriorate the program material. The 9065A low Pass Filter may be ordered
to any specified cut-off point from 50 to 20,000 cps, and is exceptionally valuable
in reducing acoustic feedback, high-frequency 'chirps', etc. The 9066A High Pass
Filter will eliminate or reduce unwanted low frequency signals or noises below
a selected cut-off point (from 40 to 20,000 cps) preventing overmodulation, lack of
intelligibility, etc. Both filters weigh 10 ounces each and measure 1')1,/' x 1')1,6" x 2')1,/'.
The Altec 9071 A RIAA Equalizer is designed for transcription pickups to obtain the
proper RIAA playback characteristics from disc masters. The 9071A has an input
level from -70 to +24 db, and an insertion loss of 20 db at 1000 cps. The unit
weighs only 14 ounces and measures 1')1,6" x 1')1,/' X 2')1,6"·

1~1lIlII ~-', ~. ~~--...-..~
,_ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York ~



AlTEC 9064A, 9065A, 9066A lint! 9071A
9064A SINGLE NOTCH FILTER - The 9064A may be ordered for
any frequency from 50 to 20,000 cps, and for single, dual (or
more) notch(es) of any depth to 14 db.
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9065A FIXED LOW PASS FILTER - The 9065A may be ordered for
any frequency from 50 to 20,000 cps and will be down 3 db at the
specified frequency.
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9066A FIXED HIGH PASS FILTER - The 9066A may be ordered for
any frequency from 40 to 20,000 cps and will be down 3 db at the
specified frequency.
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Circuit:

Impedance:

Passive, constant 'K'

Input - 600 ohms
Output - 600 ohms

None (20 db at 1000 cps on 71 A)

~ne
4 holes on 1'/2 centers for 6-32 machine screws

9064A-optional from 20 to 20,000 cps
9065A-optional from 50 to 20,000 cp'
9066A-optional from 40 to 20,000 cps

9064A & 9071 A
-70 minimum to
+24 maximum

9065A & 9066A
-70 minimum to
+28 maximum
9065A & 9066A
18 db per octave
(30 db per octave available on request)

On 9064A, 9065A & 9066A specify model
number and notch or cut-off frequency desired
when ordering.

Insertion Loss:

Power Required:

Mounting:

Notches
Cut-Off Frequency:



9067A, 9068A, ant/9069A
VariableHigh ant/low Pass Filters

9067 A VARIABLE
HIGH AND LOW PASS FILTER

Features:
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE

DISC, TAPE AND FILM RECORDING - BROADCAST
AND TELECAST STUDIOS - !'SOUND EFFECTS"-

MOTION PICTURE SOUND STAGES - "SPECIAL EFFECTS"
PUBLIC ADDRESS AND SOUND REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS

These Altec variable filters are ideal for all phases of broadcasting, record-
ing and reproduction of sound. As 'sound effects' or 'special effects' com-
ponents, they are unsurpassed. The wide variety of effects possible-coupled
with the simplicity and ease of operation-make these filters a necessity for
professional audio applications wherever accurate control of the audio
spectrum is required.

Incorporating both the 9068A and the 9069A, the Altec 9067 A Variable low
Pass and High Pass Filter affords complete flexibility in one compact unit. The
entire filter may be switched in and out of the transmission line instantly,
or-if desired-either or both sections may be switched individually. The
low frequency control provides 10 cut-off characteristics: at 70, 100, 150,
250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 5000 and 7500 cycles. An equal number are
available with the high frequency control at 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000,
4000, 5000, 6000, 8000, and 10,000 cycles. Regardless of the selected
cut-off frequency, the attenuation rate remains constant at 18 db per octave.
Both controls have an 'off' position which allows the full frequency range
of the program material to be transmitted. The silent action of positive
detents allows frequency cut-off changes to be made during actual sound
processing.
All inductances employed are toroidally wound, permitting the unit to be
used in extremely low-level circuitry without noise or hum pick-up. The zero
insertion loss facilitates the connection of these units to any paint in the
transmission line (having a level from -70 to +28 dbml without the need
for external power supplies or additional amplification stages.

The Altec 9067 A is totally enclosed with rear-mounted input and output
terminals normaled through front panel jacks. It measures only 3Y2" high
by 19" wide and is 5'1.." deep, and weighs 15 pounds.
The Altec 9068A Variable low Pass Filter and the Altec 9069A Variable High
Pass Filter are electrically identical to the filters incorporated within the
Altec 9067 A, but are furnished as individual units for custom mounting. Four
1'1.. inch mounting centers are provided on the front panel of these units.
They measure 2'1.." W x 3" H X 5Y2" D, and weigh 2 pounds each.

10 Positions of LF
and HF Cutoff

18 db per Octave
Attenuation at

Any Selected Frequency

Completely Silent
Control Action

Immediate Selection
of Either or Both Filters

into Circuit

No Hum Pickup -
Even in Low-Level Circuitry

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York

9067A
9068A
9069A
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Circuit:
Impedance:

Bridged '1', constant 'K'
Input - 600 ohms
Output - 600 ohms
None
None
+24 dbm maximum
-70 dbm minimum

Insertion Loss:
Phase Distortion:
Input Level:

(IF) 70, 100, 150, 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
3000, 5000, and 7500 cycles.
(HF)250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000, 8000, and 10,000 cycles.
18 db per octave
None
Rear-mounted input and output terminals
norma led through with front panel jacks allow
units to be permanently connected or patched
in and out of the circuit with standard patch
plugs and cables.

Attenuation:
Power Requirements:

Connections:
(9067A)
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1.120 Condenser Microphone System 1.120

M20 Microphone
with 170B Windscreen

Attached
210 Microphone, 165A Base,

166A Attachment

Features

Lapel, stand, hand or
suspension mount
without accessories

The Altec M20 "lipstik" Microphone System represents a degree of quality,
performance, and flexibility which cannot be found in any other commercial
microphone. Heart of the system is the 21 D Candenser Microphone which
is the only embodiment of the condenser principle that has successfully
combined the quality that makes this type of microphone desirable as a
laboratory standard and the durability necessary for the most grueling
commercial use. In fact, its smooth wide-range response makes it superior
to any other type of commercial microphone, and it is so rugged that it
will withstand the severest shocks.

The complete M20 system consists of the 21 D Microphone, the 165A Base,
the 166A "slip-on" Stand Holder and Swivel, 15 feet of slender, highly
flexible Fiberglas covered mike cable and the 525A Power Supply. As sup-
plied, the M20 system can be used as a stand-mounted or suspended micro-
phone, can be quickly slipped from its stand holder for hand use or com-
plete freedom of movement, may be clipped to the lapel or clothing with
the sturdy clip attached to the base.

The 525A Power Supply provides the necessary voltages to polarize the
condenser microphone, the sub-miniature impedance-matching tube and
printed circuit in the 165A Base, to which the microphone is attached.

Output from the Power Supply is for unbalanced lines. Balanced output can
be obtained through the addition of the accessory 4665 Matching Transformer.

The extreme smoothness of response and great uniformity of the omni-
directional pickup make the M20 Microphone System ideal for all quality
recording and broadcast requirements. Its smoothness permits higher aver-
age sound levels in public address systems before feedback is encountered.

In addition, its ruggedness and freedom from magnetic pickup make it ideal
in the most difficult industrial and outdoor applications.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheimr Calif.
New York



--A LIECM20
Type:
Frequency Response:
Output Level (Unbalanced):

Condenser - Omnidirectional
20 to 15,000 cycles
@ 30 ohms, -59 dbm/10 dynes/em'
@ 150 ohms, -53 dbm/10 dynes/em'
@ 600 ohms, -49 dbm/10 dynes/em'
@ Hi Z, 44 dbm/10 dynes/em' (10,000 ohms)
or -30 db/l v/10 dynes/em'
Using 4665 plug-in transformer:
30, 150, or 600 ohms, -48 dbm/l 0 dynes/em'
30, 150,600 and 10,000 ohms, unbalanced
30, 150, and 600 ohms, balanced using 4665 transformer
Omnidirectional
Not susceptible to magnetic fields
6 mmf.
%" diometer, height 3fs"
% oz.
The microphone may be separated from the power supply up to 400 feet with-
out any impairment in operation.
One 5840
Length 2'Y,/' (length in 166A attachment 5%" including 21 D)
Diameter 'Y,6"
Weight 2% oz.
Length 3%"
Diameter 3;""
Length 8%"
Width 23fs"
Depth 7Y2"
Weight 5Y2 Ibs.
117 volts, 60 cycle, 15 watts
Suspension or hand held; and, with 166A attachment, %" - 27 thread
Microphone unit: stainless steel. Stand attachment: instrument gray with high
impact styrene plastic. Power supply: instrument gray.

168A Windscreen
170B Windscreen
4665 Transformer

Pickup Pattern:
Hum:

Capacitance:
21D Microphone Dimensions:
21 D Microphone Weight:
Unit Separation:

Cathode Follower Tube:
16SA Base Dimensions:

52SA Power Supply
Dimensions:

52 SA Power Requirements:
Microphone Mounting:
Finish:

See "Microphone Accessories" catalog sheet for desk and floor stands, balanced line transformers, extension cable
sets, bulk cable, rack mounting facilities, wind screens, and other microphone accessories.

This microphone system shall be of the condenser type complete with power supply
and connecting cable and plug. The microphone shall have a smooth frequency response
over the range of 20 to 15,000 cycles and shall be free from "peaks" and "valleys"
permitting high gain without "feedback." The system output level shall be: at 30 ohms,
-59 dbm/10 dynes/cm2; at 150 ohms, -53 dbm/10 dynes/cm2; at 600.ohms, -49
dbm/10 dynes/cm2; at Hi Z, -30 db/1 v/l0 dynes/cm2; balanced, using 4665 plug-in
transformer, 30, 150, or 600 ohms, -48 dbm/l0 dyne~/cm2. The system shall be
designed to be non-susceptible to magnetic fields, the condenser element shall have
an omnidirectional pi'ckup pattern and the capacitance of the element shall be 6 mmf.

The condenser element shall measure no more than %" diameter, %" high, weigh
J.4 oz., and when fixed to the cathode follower base shall measure no more than
2'Y,/' over-all. The system shall contain a standard attachment with %" - 27 thread.

The standard attachment shall be of the slip-on type and when attached to the cathode
follower base shall not exceed 5J.4" over-all length with a diameter no greater than %".

The complete system shall be composed of: a condenser microphone element with
cathode follower base which shall not exceed 5J.4" over-all length with a diameter no
greater than lY,6"; and shall have a power supply to provide all necessary voltages for
proper operation. Shall contain a clamped diaphragm of gold and glass in a stainless
steel casing.

Microphones utilizing plastic components with painted finish shall not be acceptable
under these specifications.

If used on balanced lines, prOVIsions shall be available in the power supply for a
plug-in transformer. This transformer shall have 90 db shielding encased in a metal
housing and shall measure in the order of 2Y,/' h, 2" w, and 1%" d.

The microphone system shall be Altec Lansing Model M20.
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POLAR CHARACTERISTIC

.·30 CARDIOID MICROPHONE

The Altec M-30 Cardioid Condenser Microphone System represents a truly
new standard for quality in directional microphones. It has all of the smooth,
extended frequency response characteristics and damage resistance nor-
mally associated with Altec condenser microphones, and it has a direc-
tional cardioid pattern that is outstanding in its discrimination. In addition
it has the advantage of extremely small size.

The frequency range is from 20 to 20,000 cycles, being down only 3 db at
50 cycles and flat to beyond 18,000 cycles. Midrange discrimination exceeds
20 decibels and discrimination at the extremes of the frequency range is
better than 10 db.

Heart of the M-30 system is the 29B Condenser microphone. It is inter-
changeable with the omnidirectional 21 type microphone in existing M-20
systems with only minor modifications to the associated equipment.

The 29B is attached to the 175A Base which houses a premium performance
subminiature impedance matching tube and provides interconnection be-
tween the 29B and the 525A Power Supply. The 175A Bose is supplied
with fifteen feet of abrasion resistant fibreglas microphone cable.

Completing the system is the 525A Power Supply which provides the nec-
essary voltages to the impedance matching tube and the 29B microphone,
and the 169A Shock Mount Stand Holder for use in critical recording and
pick-up conditions.

The M-30 Microphone System will be found superior to all others for its
small size, regularity of discrimination and smoothness of frequency re-
sponse. It is the first miniature directional microphone capable of translating
the entire frequency and dynamic range without false accentuations.
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298 Microphone
Type:
Directivity:
Frequency Range:
Frequency Response:
Discrimination:
Hum:
Capacitance:
Operating Temperature:
Dimensions:
Finish:

Dimensions:
Tube:
Finish:

Power Requirements:
System Output Level from
Power Supply:
Unbalanced:
High Impedance
(10,000 ohms or higher)
600 ohms
150 ohms
30 ohms

Balanced:
Using 4665 Plug-in
Transformer for 30,
150 or 600 ohms

Load Impedance:

Condenser
Cardioid
20 to 20,000 cps
See curve
See curve
Not susceptible to magnetic fields
50 mmf
-20· to +140· (F)
%" Diameter, 2~2" Seated Height
Stainless Steel

1.!1'6"Diameter, 217(6" Long
1 type 5840
Anodized gray

Ye" - 27 thread
Gray

- 35 db/ 1v/10 dynes/ cm2 (open circuit voltage)
-54 dbm/l0 dynes/cm2

-58 dbm/l0 dynes/cm2

-64 dbm/l0 dynes/cm2

-53 dbm/IO dynes/cm2

30, 150, 600 balanced (using 4665 Transformer)
30, 150, 600, 10,000 ohms unbalanced
2%" H, 8Ye" W, 7~" D
Gray anodized panel, silver gray case

ACCESSORIES (order separately as required)
170A Wind Screen (clamps between microphone and base) Diam: 1~" Max. Length: 2Ya"
4665 Plug-in Transformer for balanced output line
167A Extension Coble 25 feet long equipped with Connon RWK 6-22C and RWK 6-21C coble connectors.
1883-H6 Cable-slim Fiberglas covered cable as supplied with 165A 8ase
11853 RockMounting Assembly for two 525A Power Supplies. Rock Space: 3~". Finish: Green.

The microphone system shall be of the condenser type with a cardioid directional
pick-up pattern. To insure stable operation, it shall not employ oscillator/demodulator
or other means requiring radio frequencies. Frequency response shall be uniform from
20 to 20,000 cps. A cathode follower circuit shall be in close proximity to the micro-
phone and the entire assembly shall not be greater than %" in diameter and 32~)-,.'
in length. Weight of the microphone shall not exceed 2 ounces. Larger microphones
which tend to obstruct view of the user will not be acceptable under this specification.

Output level shall be at least (choose one) (a) -54 dbm when terminated by 600 ohms
and unbalanced, (b) -58 dbm when terminated by 150 ohms and unbalanced, (c)
-64 dbm when terminated by 30 ohms and unbalanced, (d) -53 dbm when terminated
by a nominal impedance and balanced with respect to ground. The cardioid direc-
tional microphone shall provide at least 20 db front to back discrimination throughout
the entire mid-range and shall have at least 10 db front to back discrimination at the
frequency extremes. It shall be Altec Lansing Model M-30 Cardioid Condenser Micro-
phone System.



632C lint! 633A/C Dynllmic Microphones 632C
63JA/C

Felltures

Temperature and
Humidity Proof

TELECASTING - BROADCASTING - RECORDING
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

Altec models 633 and 632C, rugged, high quality dynamic microphones,
have become "classics" in the industry.
The Altec 633 "Salt Shaker" Omnidirectional Dynamic Microphone, the
accepted standard for the broadcast industry, remains the choice of pro-
fessional audio engineers. This continuing demand is adequate proof of the
633's exceptional design and outstanding service in broadcasting, recording,
sound distribution systems and other applications where high intelligibility,
durability and long life are essential.
The Altec 632C Omnidirectional Dynamic Microphone, specifically designed
for clear, intelligible speech reproduction, is a close-talking microphone
which provides excellent results even where high ambient noise, or rever-
beration cause conventional microphones to be unsatisfactory. The acousti-
cally equalized frequency response of the 632C eliminates the need for
special speech equalization equipment in the associated amplifier system.
Each microphone has a Mylar® diaphragm with tangential compliance, a
copper voice coil, and a highly efficient magnetic structure. The 633 is avail-
able in two models: the 633A with an output impedance of 30/50 ohms,
and the 633C with a selectable output impedance of either 30/50 ohms,
or 150/250 ohms. The 632C has an output impedance of 30/50 ohms.
The 633 "Salt Shaker" microphone has a frequency response of 35 to
12,000 cycles with a gradually rising response from 1500 to 8000 cycles
to provide a high degree of intelligibility for speech reproduction. The
632C has a rising characteristic from 150 to 10,000 cycles. The addition
of an Altec 8B Baffel will assist in achieving a directivity characteristic for
these microphones for use in public address systems and broadcast useage.
Other accessories which add to the flexibility of these microphones include
the Altec 9A Swivel for angle mounting. For installations where it is un-
desirable to wire the microphone to its cable permanently, the 311 A Plug
may be attached for "plug-in" facility. The Altec 443A Jack is used to
terminate the microphone cord. Complete data on these and other acces-
sories will be found on the Microphone Accessories data sheet.
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632C
Ai TEC633A/C

633A/C
Moving Coil Dynamic
35 to 12,000 cps
633A-30/50 0
633C-30/50, 150/2500

(selective)
-55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

Type:
Frequency Response:
Output Impedance:

Moving Coil Dynamic
100 to 10,000 cps
30/500

Output Level:
Dimensions:
Length -
Diameter-

Weight:

2Va"
2"

Finish:
Mounting:

Instrument gray
Sfs" - 24 thread

633A-10 oz.
633C-13 oz.
Instrument gray
Sfs" - 24 thread

ACCESSORIES
See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off switches, adapters,

and other microphone accessories.

(633)
This microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type. The microphone shall have a Mylar®
diaphragm with tangential compliance and a copper voice coil. The frequency response shall
be from 35 to 12,000 cycles. At 30 cycles it shall not be more than 6 db down, and at 12,000
cycles not more than 8 db down. The microphone shall be available in (633A - 30/50) (633C
30/50 and 150/250, selectable) ohms and shall be balanced in respect to ground. The diameter
of the microphone shall not exceed 2" with a length of not more than 3Y2". The swivel adapter
shall have %" - 24 thread.

The microphone shall be so designed as to accept a separate baffle for semi-directional pickup
pattern. The microphone shall weigh not more than (633A - 10 oz.l (633C - 13 oz.). The unit
shall be designed to be used with plug, jack, and adapter where specified. The output level
of the microphone shall be at least -55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2�

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under
these specifications.

The microphone shall be Altec lansing Model 633 (A) (C).

(632C)
The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type. The microphone shall have a Mylar®
diaphragm with tangential compliance and a copper voice coil. The frequency response shall be
from 100 to 10,000 cycles. At 100 cycles it shall be approximately 6 db down and at 10,000
cycles shall be approximately 5 db down. From 150 to 10,000 cycles it shall bave a gradually
rising characteristic. The microphone shall have an impedance of 30/50 ohms and shall be
balanced with respect to ground. The diameter of the microphone shall not exceed 2" with a
length of not more than 2V.". The mounting adapter shall have %" . 24 threads.

The microphone shall weigh not more than 8'.4 ounces. The microphone shall be designed for
close-talking operation. The unit shall be such as to be used with plug, jack and adapter where
specified. The output level of the microphone shall be at least -55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2�

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under
these specifications.

The microphone shall be Altec lansing Model 632C.



639 AI' Multi· Pottern Microphone 639

UNPARALLELEDSUPERIORITY FOR USE BY:
MOTION PICTURE AND TELEVISION SOUND STAGES

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING STUDIOS
'LIVE' AM & FM RADIO BROADCASTING

Felltures Designed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and originally manufactured by the Western
Electric Company, the Altee 639A and 6398 Multi-Pattern Cardioid Microphones hove, for
years, enjoyed an unprecedented acceptance by all phases of the audio industry. Indeed,
it may be stated that the majority of all wide-range sound recording - from its initial
appearance on motion picture sound tracks to the present achievement of magnetic tape -
has employed one or more Altee 639 Microphones in virtually all phases of production. The
immediate selection of pickup patterns provides the professional engineer with as many
as six varying directional characteristics; the built-in two-stage windscreen, rugged
protective housing, and numerous attachment and mounting accessories make the Altec
639 ideal for any application.

Proven Broadcast &
Recording Quality

2 Microphone Elements
in a Single Housing

Unlike competitive units, which employ only a single ribbon and which vary the directional
pattern by mechano-acoustic means, the Altec 639 is actuaJly two independent transducer
elements within a single housing. The electrical signals from these elements (one, a
dynamic moving-coil; the other, a velocity-sensitive ribbon) are used singly or in
combination to produce the different pickup patterns at the· top of the page. Because no
mechanical means are used, the Altec 639 provides increased durability, performance
quality, and trouble-free operation - yet the 639's versatility of application meets or
exceeds that of all other multi-pattern units currently available.

Up to 6 Directivity Patterns

Exceptional Versatility

Uniform Frequency Range

Extremely Sensitive

Low Noise Level

Both the 639A and 6398 provide the broadcast, recording, and public address engineer
with performance of professional standards; the difference between the two models is
found only in the amount of readily-selected pickup patterns. The 639A provides the three
most widely used characteristics of cardioid, bi-directional, and omni-directionol pickup;
the 639B furnishes three additional directional characteristics, each having full frontal
sensitivity, but with varying degrees of rear sensitivity. These additional front-to-back
ratios make the Altec 639B an outstanding choice for applications wherein two distinct
sound sources, having equal intensities, must be handled with utmost clarity and
separation (e.g., 'on stage' versus audience pickup; dominant speech versus a more quiet
manner of speaking, on each side of the microphone).

Minimizes Feedback
(used as cardioid) Each directionol pattern of the 639A and 6398 Microphones may be easily selected with

a screwdriver or similar tool, in accordance with the indicator markings on the rear of the
microphone housing.

The low output impedance (30/50Q) permits the use of the 639 Microphones at a great
distance from the associated amplifying equipment without danger of increased noise,
hum pickup, or deterioration in the quality of the transmitted signal. Each 639 Microphone
is supplied with a zippered plastic bag which covers and protects the microphone when
not in use.I

I
I
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AlTEC 639

Type:

Pickup Pattern:

Dynamic (Moving-Coil) & Ribbon (Velocity)

639A: Cardioid, Bi-directional, and Omni-directional
639B: Cardioid, Bi-Directional, Omni-directional, plus three additional char-

acteristics, each having full frontal sensitivity but with varying degrees
of rear sensitivity.

Uniform, 40 - 10,000 cycles

30/50n

-52 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

-120 db (Ref: 10-3 Gauss)

2-stage windscreen (built into housing)

Die-Cast Aluminum

Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Sensitivity:

Hum:

Housing:

Dimensions: Height: lX" (incl. plug)
Width: 3K6"
Depth: 4K/'

3.25 Ibs.Weight:

Finish: Dark Gray

See 'Microphone Accessories' sheet for special suspension, floor or desk stand
mountings, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

The microphone shall be of the multi-patlern type, utilizing two independent transducer elements (dynamic
moving-coil and velocity ribbon), housed within a single case. The output signals generated by these two
elements shall be able to be used singly or in combination by means of an electrical switching circuit,
instantly variable by the user, to the desired patlern. Microphones utilizing mechanical switching devices, in
conjunction wth a single transducer element, shall be unacceptable under this specification.

The microphone shall have a total of (SELECT ONE):

(a): 3 distinct pickup patterns; cardioid, bi-directionol, and omni·directional
(b): 6 distinct pickup patlerns; cardioid, bi·directional, and omni-directional, plus three added directional

choracteristics which sholl provide full frontal sensitivity with vorying degrees of rear sensitivity.

Each directional patlern may easily be selected by means of a switch, flush-mounted on the rear of
the microphone housing.

The average discrimination between the front and rear of the microphone (when the cardioid patlern is
selected) shall be an average of 20 db over the range of 40 to 10,000 cycles. The microphone shall have
an exceptionally uniform response over this range. The output level shall be -52 dbm/10 dynes/cm2; hum
level shall not exceed -120 db (Ref.: 10-3 Gauss). The output impedance shall be 30/50n.

The microphone sholl incorporate a 2~stage windscreen, mounted in a heavy, die-cost aluminum housing
for maximum protection. The housing shall measure no more than 7)/2" high (including plug); 3V,6" wide,
and 4V,6" deep; weight shall be on the order of 3.25 pounds; finish shall be dark gray. The microphone
shall be adaptable to all forms of mounting, whether by free or fixed suspension, boom, wand, or stand.
Accessories shall be provided for this purpose where necessary.

Any microphone not meeting all the foregoing requirements shall be unacceptable under this specification.

The microphone shall be (SELECT ONE):
Altec Lansing Model 639A (3 directional patlerns)
Altec Lansing Model 6398 (6 directional patlerns)



614A, 615A, 618A, 619A DYNAMIC MICROPHONES

HOME RECORDINGS - NIGHT CLUB SOUND SYSTEMS
AMATEUR RADIO - PAGING - ANNOUNCING

Features The 674A, 675A, 678A, and 679A Microphones represent a new line of low cost
microphones, incorporating the engineering design benefits of the dynamic mov-
ing coil principle and includes a tangential compliance diaphragm heretofore
found only in higher priced microphones.

These new models are available in both cardioid and omnidirectional types and
are particularly suited for use in paging, sound systems, home recording, amateur
radio, and all general purpose uses. Altee's new series of microphones incor-
porates the same great quality, rugged dependability and handsome styling that
have made Altec professional studio microphones the standard of the industry.

Wide range and uniform frequency response is attained by the use of Altec's
polyester diaphragm which provides high resistance to shock and blast and is
not affected by commonly encountered corrosive fumes. These features assure
continued sound pick-up under the most adverse conditions. The 674A, 675A,
678A, and 679A microphones have a useable temperature range from -20
degrees to + 140 degrees Fahrenheit. A new polyester foam filter used in the
674A, 675A, 678A, and 679A microphones assures protection of the acoustical
element by prohibiting breath-blast.

The brushed chrome and black microphone housing is custom-styled resulting in
a slim, cylindrical profile, with minimum weight. A slip-on swivel adapter with
standard %"-27 thread is supplied to enable quick removal and replacement
of the microphone on the stand. Also supplied is 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded
(100% shield) cable.

The 678A and 679A Cardioid Dynamic Microphones have a uniform frequency
response from 50 to 14,000 cycles. The 678A has an output impedance of 150/250
ohms while the 679A has an output impedance of 20,000 ohms. Being cardioid
microphones, the 678A and 679A are most useful in installations where sound
pickup should be from one direction only, or where background noise pickup or
feedback may be a problem. They are recommended for any application where
a high quality unit of this type is required.

Omnidirectional pickup pattern makes the 674A and 675A microphones ideal
units where directional sound pickup is not a necessity, yet where extremely
high quality is required. The microphone utilizes the moving coil principle, with
a sensitivity of -58dbm/l0dynes/cm2 and has a uniform frequency response from
50 to 14,000 cycles. The impedance of the 674A is 150/250 ohms. The impedance
of the 675A is 20,000 ohms.

Available in Cardioid or
Omnidirectional Pickup

Patterns

Special Polyester Diaphragm

Resistant to Shock and Blasts

Unaffected by Humidity
Extremes

Recording Quality

Sturdy Compact Styling

Withstands Temperature
Variations

Built-In 'Pop' Filter

Attractively Styled

High or Low Impedance
Models

Low Cost

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York



---Al'll( 614A, 615A _
618A, 619A

Type:
Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Pickup Pattern:

Hum:

Dimensions:

Discrimination:

Finish:

Mounting:

SPECIFICAliONS

678A and 679A

50 to 14,000 cycles

150/250 ohms for the 678A
20,000 ohms for the 679A

- 58dbm/l Odynes/ cm2

Cardioid

50 to 14,000 cycles

150/250 ohms for the 674A
20,000 ohms for the 675A

- 58dbm/l Odynes/ cm2

Average front to back, 15 db

4.5 ozs for 678A (not including cable or
stand adapter)
4.75 ozs for 679A (not including cable or
stand adapter)

81ack and Chrome

4.1 ozs for 674A (not including cable or
stand adapter)
4.3 ozs for 675A (not including cable or
stand adapter)

Black and Chrome

Separate "Slip-on" swivel adapter No.
40795 (black), Adapter has standard %"-27
thread. Swivel mounting permits proper
positioning of microphone on all stands.
Microphone comes complete with 15 feet
of 2-conductor shielded cable (100%
shield).

Separate "Slip-on" swivel adapter No.
40795 (black), Adapter has standard %"-27
thread. Swivel mounting permits proper
positioning of the microphone on all stands.
Microphone includes 15 feet of 2-conductor
shielded cable (100% shield).

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for
floor stands, on-off switches, adapters, and
other microphone accessories.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for
floor stands, on-off switches, adapters, and
other microphone accessories .

.----------ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERSSPECIFICATIONS---------,

678A OR 679A
The microphone shall be of the cardioid type employing the moving coil dynamic principle with a diaphragm
of polyester having tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme shock and blast.
The diaphragm shall not be susceptable to the effects of chemical fumes. The microphone shall withstand
temperature extremes from -20 degrees to +140 degrees Fahrenheit. The frequency response shall be
uniform from 50 to 14,000 cps.
The case shall be cylindrical in shape and shall not measure more than 1%," in diameter in its largest
dimension and shall be no longer than i!/a", not including cable. The microphone (not including cable or
stand adapter) shall weigh (select one): 678A-4.5 ozs; 679A-4.75 ozs. The color of the microphone shall
be brushed chrome and black. The microphone shall be furnished with a "Slip-on" swivel adapter and 15
feet of 2-conductor shielded (100% shield) cable.
The output level shall be at least -58dbm/l0dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be (select one):
150/250 ohms-678A; 20,000 ohms-679A. The average discrimination between the front and back of
the microphone shall be in the order of 15 db over the range of 50 to 14,000 cps. The hum shall be no
greater than -120 db (Ref.: 10-3 Gauss).
Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.

This microphone shall be Altec Lansing Model (select one): 678A; 679A.

674A OR 675A
The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications: The micro-
phone shall have an omnidirectional pickup pattern. The microphone pressure unit shall have a diaphragm
of polyester with tangential rompliance and shall be protected against extreme shock and blasts. The dia-
phragm shall not be suscept~ble to the effects of corrosive fumes. The microphone shall withstand tem-
perature variations from -20 degrees to + 140 degrees Fahrenheit. The sound entrance shall be protected
by an internal pop-screen filter to prevent breath-blast. The case shall be cylindrical in shape and shall
not measure more than 1%'" in diameter at the top, and shall be no longer than 7Ye", not including cable.
The microphone (not including cable or stand adapter) shall weigh (select one): 674A-4.1 ozs; 675A-4.3
ozs. The color of the microphone shall be brushed chrome and black.
The frequency response shall be uniform from 50 to 14,000 cps. The output level shall be at least -58-
dbm/l0dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be (select one): 674A-150/250 ohms; 675A-20,000
ohms. The microphone shall be furnished complete with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (100%
shield) and a "Slip-on" swivel microphone stand adapter.
Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.
This microphone shall be Altec Lansing Model (select onel: 674A; 675A.



677 A Minillture Microphone 677A

Felltures

Weight - Less Than 1 0%

Ideal for Pulpits,
Lectern Mounting

Perfect for Switchboard
Mounting

Extended Frequency Response

Special Polyester Diaphragm

Unaffected By Blast and Shock

Rugged Construction
Throughout

Special Gooseneck
Mounting Accessory

ANNOUNCING - INSTRUCTING
LECTURING - NEWSCASTING - PUBLIC SPEAKING

The Altec 677 A Microphone is designed for ony application requiring excellent
voice reproduction with the convenience of a miniature dynamic microphone. The
677 A is 1'B" in diameter at the top, tapering to 3;.1" at the cable entrance. Being
constructed of Aluminum and only 1'VB" in length, the microphone weighs 0.91 oz.
The 677 A is the miniature microphone which will solve the problem of size and
weight.
As a lavalier microphone, the 677 A is one of the smallest and lightest microphones
on the market today. The 677 A, a microphone with full frequency range, is de-
signed for those difficult applications necessitating microphone concealment, indi-
vidual mobility, and freedom of hands and body. The microphone has an integral
"slip-on" neck cord made of Nylon employing a new and much easier facility for
attachment by the performer.
The 677 A Microphone is not only a lavalier microphone of professionol quality,
but is designed to be a high quality microphone for public speaking, lecturing,
announcing, or any other applic:ltion that demands an unobtrusive microphone
coupled with excellent voice reproduction.
When used in conjunction with the 35A Flexible Microphone Mounting (Figure 2),
the 677 A becomes the ideal microphone for paging, switchboard operation, or
announcing. The 35A is a lightweight, 13", chrome, gooseneck type microphone
mounting. Being a flexible mounting, the microphone may be moved to the re-
quired position easily, quickly, and silently. The mounting has %"-27 thread, the
standard of the industry, allowing the 35A to be connected to any microphone
stand without the need for adapters. For a permanent mounting facility, the 40933
Mounting Flange (Figure 2) is recommended. The mounting flange is constructed
of chrome plated diecast zinc. Being light in weight and only 13;.1" in diameter,
the flange may be mounted in a limited amount of space, horizontally or vertically.
While being a miniature dynamic microphone, the 677 A has an exceptionally
smooth frequency response from 70 to 12,000 cycles when used as a lavalier. The
output level is an effective -58 dbm/l0 dynes/cm2 and the output impedance is
150/250 ohms. Altec's latest achievements in microphone design have made pos-
sible a microphone that is attractive in styling and is the ultimate in reliability and
overall performance. The diaphragm is highly resistant to the effects of blast and
shock and is not affected by chemically corrosive atmospheres. The 677 A will with-
stand temperature variations from -20 degrees to +140 degrees Fahrenheit.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York



--AlTEC 677A

Frequency Response: 70 to 12,000 cycles when used as a
lavalier

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Pickup Pattern:

Hum:

150/250 ohms

-58 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

Omnidirectional

"Slip-on" lavalier assembly No.
40702 furnished. Microphone com-
plete with 20 feet of 2-conductor
shielded cable (100% shield.) The
35A Flexible Microphone Mounting
and the 40933 Mounting Flange are
available separately for mounting
of the 677 A on lecterns, pulpits, etc.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet
for floor stands, on-off switches,
adapters, and other microphone
accessories.

1's" diameter at top to %" at cable
entrance, l:j1g" long

0.91 oz (not including cable or
Lavalier assembly)

The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications: The
microphone shall be omnidirectional in character and shall have a diaphragm of polyester with
tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme shock and blasts. The diaphragm
shall not be susceptible to the effects of corrosive fumes. The microphone shall withstand temper-
ature variations from -20 degrees to +140 degrees Fahrenheit.

The case shall be cylindrical in shape and shall not measure more than 1'8" in diameter at the top,
to 34" at the cable entrance and shall be no longer than 13/8". The microphone case shall be con-
structed of Aluminum. The microphone shall not weigh more than 0.91 OZ, not including lavalier
assembly or cable, and shall be furnished complete with a "slip-on" lavalier neck cord. The micro-
phone shall be complete with 20 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (100% shield), The microphone
shall be designed so that it may be used as a paging, lectern, etc., type microphone when used
in conjunction with the Altec 35A Flexible Microphone Mount (described elsewhere). For permanent
mounting of the 35A, the 40933 Mounting Flange is recommended (described elsewhere). The
frequency response shall be uniform from 70 to 12,000 cps, when used as a lavalier. The output
shall be at least -58 dbm/10 dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be 150/250 ohms
balanced to ground.

Any microphone not meeting these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.



681A OmnitlirettionlJl Microphone 681A

FelJtures: PAGING. SOUND SYSTEM. HOME RECORDING

RADIO AMATEUR. GENERAL PURPOSE

Response From 50 to
18,000 Cycles

Omnidirectional Pickup
Pattern

Special Altec
Mylar® Diaphragm

Blast and Shock Resistant

Withstands Extreme
Temperature Variations

High Output Level

Smart Styling -
Rugged Construction

Moderately Priced

The model 681A microphone is a high quality, inexpensive unit, having an
omnidirectional pickup pattern and is designed for general purpose installa-
tions such as public address systems, public speaking and paging systems.

This microphone incorporates Altec's dynamic moving coil and the new

Golden Diaphragm of Mylar® polyester to provide smooth, uniform fre-
quency response from 50 to 18,000 cycles. The new diaphragm is also

highly resistant to shock, blasts, corrosive fumes, and temperature extremes
assuring the user of extensive microphone service life.

The microphone has been styled for a slim, tapered appearance, is light
in weight and comfortably balancd for hand-held use. It is available
finished in either dark green enamel or brushed chrome and comes complete

with cable and slip-on adapter for stand use.

To match requirements of the installation, the model 681 A is supplied with

either 150/250 or 20,000 ohms output impedance.

11~-~--~ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York
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Separate "Slip-On" adapter No. 13796 (black) furnished.
Adapter has standard %" - 27 thread

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type employing a diaphragm of

Mylar® polyester to provide full protection against extreme shock and blasts. The

diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature variations or from - 20 degrees F

to 160 degrees F and shall not be susceptible to the effects of corrosive fumes. The

frequency response shall be uniform from 50 to 18,000 cps. The case shall be conical

in shape and shall not measure more than 1Va" in diameter in its largest dimension and

shall be no longer than Tlfa". The microphone shall be furnished complete with a slip-on

adapter for mounting on a microphone stand. The output level shall be at least - 55

dbm (SPL equals 10 dynes/ cm2) and the output impedance shall be 150/250 or 20,000
ohms (specify impedance) balanced with respect to ground. The hum shall be no greater'

than -120 db (Ref.: 10-3 Gauss).

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable

under these specifications.



6828 Omnidirectional Microphone 6828
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Features
Wide Frequency Response

Omnidirectional
Pickup Pattern

Rugged Mylar® Diaphragm

Polyester Foam Filter

Impervious to Shock and Blast

Light Weight - Small Size

Comfortably Balanced
for Hand Use

Withstands Humidity
and Temperature Extremes

Sturdy Reliable Construction

Positive "Lock-In"
Safety Facility

3·Pin Connector

SOUND SYSTEMS - PAGING - BROADCASTING
TELECASTING - RECORDING

Designed for general purpose use, the 682B omnidirectional microphone
incorporates the many proven design factors developed by Altec's pioneer
work in the field of dynamic transducers.

Wide range and uniform frequency response are attained by the use of
Altec's outstanding Diaphragm of Mylar® which provides great.- resistance
to shock and blasts. The diaphragm is not affected by commonly encoun-
tered corrosive fumes, and assures continued sound pickup under the most
adverse conditions. An internal pop-screen filter, composed of polyester
foam, provides further protection of the diaphragm.

Omnidirectional pickup characteristics make the 682B an ideal unit for
sound systems, paging, music, broadcasting and recording. The microphone
utilizes the moving coil dynamic principle, the accepted standard for effi-
cient pickup, and has a uniform frequency response from 45 to 20,000
cycles. Impedance of the 682B is 150/250 ohms. The output level is an
extremely efficient -55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2�

The 682B microphone is supplied with a 3-pin connector which accepts the
Cannon XLR-3-11 C plug, used by broadcasting, recording and telecasting
engineers. The new 3-pin connector allows easy, convenient connection of
the microphone to existing cable assemblies without the need for adapters.

The microphone housing is custom-styled resulting in a slim, conical profile
with minimum weight. It is available in a choice of finishes: Dark green and
black, dark brown and platinum, or brushed chrome. A slip-on adapter with
standard ¥SU -27 thread is supplied to enable quick removal and replace-
ment of the microphone on the stand.
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Two-tone baked enamel: black and dark green, or dark brown and
platinum, or brushed chrome

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13796 (black) furnished with green or
chrome 682B; or 13797 (brown) furnished with platinum 682B.
Adapter has standard %" -27 thread. Swivel mounting permits
proper positioning of the microphone on all stands. Microphone
includes 15 feet, 2 conductor shielded cable (100% shield) and a plug
for connection to the microphone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications. The
microphone shall be omnidirectional in character having a diaphragm of Mylar® with tangential
compliance and shall be fully protected against extreme shock and blast. The diaphragm shall
withstand exposure to temperature variations from -20 to +160 degrees Fahrenheit and shall not
be susceptible to the effects of corrosive fumes. The microphone sound entrance shall be further
protected by an internal polyester foam filter to prevent breath-blast. The microphone shall accept
the standard 3-pin connector, such as the Cannon XLR-3-11 C, directly without the use of adapters.
Microphones supplied under this specification shall not be of the multiple impedance type thereby
eliminating the possibility of the microphone being installed with the improper matching imped-
ance. The microphone shall be furnished complete with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable
(100% shield) and a plug for connection to the microphone.

The frequency response shall be uniform from 45 to 20,000 cps. The output level shall be
-55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be 150/250 ohms balanced to ground.
The case shall be conical in shape and shall not measure more than 1Va" in diameter at the top,
and shall be no longer than 7" not including the cable connector. The microphone shall be fur-
nished complete with a slip-on swivel adapter for mounting on a microphone stand. The micro-
phone shall utilize a special "lock-in" facility, permitting instantaneous insertion and removal from
the adapter with a minimum amount of effort on the part of the performer or user, yet providing
complete protection from accidental slippage of the microphone, regardless of positioning. The
color of the microphone shall be: (select one) dark green and black, dark brown and platinum,
or brushed chrome.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.



6838 CardioidMicrophone 6838

Features TELECASTING - BROADCASTING - RECORDING
PAGING - PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

Withstands
Temperature Variations

Pop-Screen Filter

Wide Frequency Response

Cardioid Pick-up Pattern

Special Mylar® Diaphragm

Shock and Blast Resistant

Unaffected by
Humidity Extremes

Effortless Insertion
and Removal from

Swivel Mounting Adapter

Positive "Lock·ln"
Safety Feature

Sturdy Compact Styling

Standard 3-Pin Connector

Moderate Price

The Altec 6838 cardioid microphone incorporates all the engineering bene-
fits of a dynamic moving coil unit with a newly designed compliance con-
figuration. The response of the 6838 is essentially flat from 45 to 15,000
cycles, far beyond that of most conventional cardioid dynamic types. The
output impedance of the 6838 is 150/250 ohms. Output level of the 6838
is -54 dbm/10 dynes/cm2�

As with other Altec microphones in this series, the 6838 is styled for an
attractive slim-line appearance. It is available in a choice af finishes, and
comes complete with 15 feet of shielded cable (100% shield), a slip-on
swivel adapter for use with a microphone stand, and the new 3-pin con-
nector, XLR-3-11 C, the standard of the industry. The 3-pin connector will
lower the installation cost by being compatible with most existing paging,
recording, and broadcasting systems. A locking facility on the microphone
prevents inadvertant slippage, and subsequent possibility of damage, when
installed in the slip-on swivel adapter - yet permits instantaneous insertion
and removal with minimum effort on the part of the performer or user.

The 6838 is well suited to applications where a high quality cardioid mi-
crophone is required for directional sound pickup or where background
noise or feedback may be a problem.

The 683B features Altec's Diaphragm of Mylar® polyester which provides
a smooth uniform response and extreme ruggedness and durability. The
diaphragm is highly resistant to the effects of shock, blasts or corrosive
fumes and is able to withstand extreme humidity and temperature varia-
tions. The internal pop-screen filter, used in the 683B provides additional
"pop" protection for the acoustical element.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York
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Type:

Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Moving Coil Dynamic

45 to 15,000 cps.

150/250 ohms

-54 dbm/lO dynes/cm2

Average front to back, 20 db

CardioidPickup Pattern:

Hum:

1W' diameter at top, 7v.;' long (not including cable)

11 ozs. (not including cable and plug)

Two-tone baked enamel: Black and dark green, dark brown and
platinum, or brushed chrome plating

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13798 (black) or 13799 (brown)
furnished to permit instantaneous removal of microphone from stand.
Adapter has standard %" - 27 thread. Swivel mounting permits proper
positioning of microphone on all stands. 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded
cable (100% shield) is supplied with a plug for connection to the
microphone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands,
on-off switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

Weight:

Finish:

The microphone shall be of the cardioid type employing the moving coil dynamic principle with
a diaphragm of Mylar® having tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme
shock and blasts. The diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature variations of -20 to
+160 degrees Fahrenheit and shall be protected by an internal two-stage pop-screen filter to
provide further protection of the diaphragm. The frequency response shall be uniform from 45
to 15,000 cps. The microphone shall accept the standard 3-pin connector, such as the Cannon
XLR-3-11 C, directly without the use of adapters. Microphones supplied under this specification
shall not be of the multiple impedance type thereby eliminating the possibility of the microphone
being installed with the improper matching impedance. The microphone shall be furnished com-
plete with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (100% shield) and a plug for connection to

the microphone.

The case shall be conical in shape and shall not measure more than 1 \12" in diameter in its
largest diameter and shall be no longer than 7'14" not including connector. The microphone shall
be available in: (select one) dark green and black, dark brown and platinum, or brushed chrome.
The microphone shall be furnished with a slip-on swivel adapter with a minimum of effort on
the part of the performer or user, yet providing complete protection from accidental slippage of
the microphone, regardless of positioning.

The output level shall be at least -54 dbm/10 dynes/cm' and the output impedance shall be
150/250 ohms. The average discrimination between the front and back of the microphone shall
be in the order of 20 db over the range of 45 to 15,000 cps. The hum shall be no greater than
- 120 db (Ref.: 10-3 Gauss).

Any microphone not meeting all these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.



6848 Professional Omnidirectional Microphone 6848

Features FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
BROADCASTING - RECORDING - TELECASTING

Extended Frequency Response

Omnidirectional Pickup

Professional Recording Quality

Comfortably Balanced for
Hand Use

Designed to meet the requirements of the professional, Altec's new 684B
micraphone offers the latest acoustical developments in dynamic microphone
design. Its excellence in performance and reliability will satisfy the most
critical broadcast, recording, or sound engineer. The polar pattern of the
684B is omnidirectional, output level is an extremely efficient -55 dbm/
10 dynes/ cm2, and the response is uniform from 35 to 20,000 cycles. The
output impedance is 150/250 ohms.

The 684B is a truly professional type unit, one of a series of Altec micro-
phones incorporating the exclusive Altec Diaphragm. This newly developed
diaphragm of Mylar® polyester provides wide range and uniform frequency
response as well as being highly resistant to shock or blasts, and is un-
affected by corrosive chemical fumes. Both the diaphragm and the pressure
element are fully protected from breath-blast by a rugged polyester foam
filter located at the sound entrance.

The 684B microphone comes with a 3-pin connector which accepts the
Cannon XLR-3-11 C plug, the standard of the industry. The new 3-pin con-
nector allows easy, convenient connection of the microphone to existing
cable assemblies commonly used in recording, broadcasting, and public
address systems without the need for adapters. This convenience also lowers
the installation cost.

A slip-on adapter is supplied with the microphone to permit quick and easy
removal from the stand. Finish is two-tone green and black enamel which
prevents unwanted glare when the microphone is used before the television
camera. Each microphone comes complete with 15 feet of 2-conductor
shielded cable (l00% shield), and an individual calibration curve recorded
in an Altec anechoic chamber with a servo-driven precision graphic recorder.

3-Pin Connector

Attractively Styled

Sturdy Reliable Construction

Withstands Humidity and
Temperature Extremes

Light Weight - Small Size

Impervious to Shock and Blast

Rugged Polyester Foam Filter

Specially Designed Mylar®
Diaphragm

"Non-Glare" T.V. Finish

Positive "Lock-In" Safety Facility

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York
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Type:

Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Pickup Pattern:

Hum:

Moving Coil Dynamic.

35 to 20,000 cycles (calibration chart included).

150/250 ohms.

-55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2�

Omnidirectional.

-120 db (Ref.: 10-3 Gauss).

1Va"diameter at top (1W' largest diameter) 7W' long not including plug.

8 ozs. (not including cable and plug).

Two-tone baked enamel, black and dark green.

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13798 furnished. Adapter has standard
%"-27 thread. Swivel mounting permits proper positioning of the micro-
phone on all stands. Microphone includes 15 feet, 2-conductor shielded
cable (100% shield) with plug for connection to microphone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

Weight:

Finish:

Mounting:

The microphone sholl be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications. The

microphone sholl have a diaphragm of Mylar�l with tangential compliance to provide full pro-

tection against extreme shock and blasts. The diaphragm sholl withstand exposure to temperature

variations from-20 to + 160 degrees Fahrenheit and sholl not be susceptible to the effects of

corrosive fumes. The microphone sound entrance sholl be protected by on internal polyester foam

filter to prevent breath-blast. The frequency response sholl be uniform from 35 to 20,000 cps.

The case sholl be dual conical toper in shope and sholl not measure more than 1Y2" in diameter
in its largest dimension and sholl be no longer than 7Y2" excluding connector. The color of the

microphone sholl be "non-glare" dark green and block. The microphone sholl be furnished com-

plete with a slip-on swivel adopter for mounting on a microphone stand. The microphone sholl

utilize a special "lock-in" facility, permitting instantaneous insertion and removal from the swivel

adopter with a minimum of effort on the port of the performer or user, yet providing complete

protection from occidental slippage of the microphone, regardless of positioning. The output

impedance sholl be 150/250 ohms balanced to ground. Output level sholl be -55 dbm/l0

dynes/cm2� The microphone sholl accept a standard 3-pin connector, such as the Cannon XLR-3-11 C,

directly without the use of adopters. Microphones supplied under this specification shall not be of

the multiple impedance type thereby eliminating the possibility of the microphone being installed

with the improper matching impedance. The microphone serial number sholl be clearly stated on

the microphone and on the accompanying factory calibration curve. The factory calibration curve

sholl be a complete record of the frequency response of the microphone and sholl be submitted

to the owner upon completion of the installation. The microphone sholl be furnished complete

with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded coble (lOO% shield) and a plug for connection to the micro-

phone.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements sholl be deemed unacceptable under these

specifications.



6858 Professional Cardioid Microphone 6858
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Features
Shock and Blast Resistant

Unaffected by Humidity Extremes

Sturdy Compact Styling

Withstands Temperature
Variations

Pop-Screen Filter

Standard 3·Pin Connector

Cardioid Pickup Pattern

Wide Frequency Response

Special Mylar® Diaphragm

Positive "Lock-In" Safety Feature

Effortless Insertion and Removal
from Swivel Mounting Adapter

"Non-Glare" T.V. Finish

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
TELECASTING - BROADCASTING - RECORDING

Flat frontal respanse - a feature desired by professional audio engineers -
has been fully realized in the model 685B Altec Cardioid Microphone.
Response is 40 to 16,000 cycles with an average front to back discrimina-
tion of 20 db. The model 685B has less deviation throughout the audible
spectrum than heretofore available in any dynamic cardioid microphone.
Each microphone comes complete with a factory calibrated frequency re-
sponse curve recorded in an Altec anechoic chamber, using a servo-driven
recorder.

The low resonance of the 685B is made possible by incorporation of the
Altec Mylar® polyester diaphragm. This diaphragm provides great resis-
tance to shock or blast, assuring high quality sound pickup under the most
adverse conditions. It is resistant to corrosive chemical fumes that might
be encountered in many types of service. The long diaphragm tangential
compliance section is the major factor in controlling the microphone's
high sensitivity.

To withstand the operating conditions in broadcast and recording studios,
the 685B is further protected from breath-blast, or "poping", by a rugged
pop-screen filter located at the sound entrance. Minimum installation cost
is made possible by the incorporation of the new 3-pin plug connector.
The connector allows the microphone to be plugged directly into the stan-
dard plugs, Cannon XLR-3-11 C, used by recording and broadcasting
engineers. The 685B microphone has a positive "lock-in" safety feature
which eliminates the possibility of the microphone slipping out of the
stand adapter.

The exterior design presents an attractive slim-line appearance and the
microphone is finished in non-glare black and dark green enamel. Also
included with each microphone are 15 feet of two conductor shielded
cable (100% shield), and a slip-on swivel adapter for mounting on a
microphone stand.
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Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

150/250 ohms

-54dbm/lOdynes/ cm2

Average front to back, 20 db

CardioidPickup Pattern:

Hum:

11 ozs. (not including cable and plug)

Two-tone baked enamel, black and dark green.

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13798 (black) furnished. Adapter has
standard %" - 27 thread. Swivel mounting permits proper positioning
of microphone on all stands. Microphone includes a 15 foot, 2-con-
ductor shielded cable (100% shield) and plug for connection to micro-
phone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

The microphone shall be of the cardioid type employing the moving coil dynamic principle with
a diaphragm of Mylar<B> having tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme
shock and blasts. The diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature variations from -20
to + 160 degrees Fahrenheit and shall not be susceptable to the effects of corrosive fumes. The
microphone sound entrance shall be protected by a two-stage pop-screen filter to prevent
breath-blast. The microphone shall be non-glare dark green and black. The case shall be dual
conical taper in shape and shall not measure more than 1X" in diameter in its largest dimen-
sion and shall be no longer than 71K6" not including connector. The microphone shall accept
the standqrd 3-pin connector, such as the Cannon XLR-3-11 C, directly without the' use of
adapters. Microphones supplied under this specification shall not be of the multiple impedance
type thereby eliminating the possibility of the microphone being installed with the improper
matching impedance. The microphone serial number shall be clearly stated on the microphone
and on the accompanying factory calibration curve. The factory calibration curve shall be a
complete record of the frequency response of the microphone and shall be submitted to the
owner upon completion of the installation. The microphone shall be furnished complete with 15
feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (l00% shield) and a plug for connection to the microphone.
The output level shall be at least -54dbm/10dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be
150/250 ohms balanced to ground. The average discrimination between the front and back of
the microphone shall be in the order of 20 db over the range of 40 to 16,000 cps. The hum
shall be no greater than - 120db (Ref.: 10-3GaussJ. The frequency response shall be uniform
from 40 to 16,000 cps.

The microphone shall be furnished complete with a slip-on swivel adapter far mounting on a
microphone stand. The microphone shall utilize a special "lack-in" facility, permitting instan-
taneous insertion and removal from the swivel adapter with a minimum of effort on the part
of the performer or user, yet providing complete protection from accidental slippage of the micro-
phone, regardless of positioning.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.



''LII,lIlier'' Mitropllone 686A

Felltures PUBLIC SPEAKERS. ANNOUNCERS. BROADCASTING
TELECASTING. HOME DEMONSTRATIONS

Lavalier Type

Light Weight - Small Size

Extended Frequency
Response

Special Altec
Mylar® Diaphragm

Unaffected by Blast
and Shock

Filter of Sintered Bronze

Dust and Moisture Proof

Rugged Construction
Throughout

Neck Cord and
Lapel Clip Furnished

"Non-Glare" Enamel Finish

The new Altec model 686A lavalier-type microphone is a miniature, dynamic
unit with full frequency range, designed for those difficult applications
necessitating microphone concealment, individual mobility, or freedom of
hands and body. It has an integral snap-on neck cord and a steel spring
clip for attachment to the speaker's clothing or may be hand-held, if desired.

Moderately priced, this microphone incorporates significant developments

in styling and engineering. Attractive, small in size - the ultimate in re-

liability and performance. Equipped with Altec's Golden Diaphragm of

rugged Mylar® polyester, the 686A exhibits exceptionally smooth response

over a wide range of 70 to 20,000 cycles. This diaphragm is highly resistant

to the effects of blast or shock and not affected to chemically corrosive

atmospheres.

Another Altec Exclusive, a sintered bronze filter, provides even more

extensive protection of the acoustical element by prohibiting the entrance

of any foreign particles or moisture into the microphone proper.

The model 686A lavalier-type microphone has been designed for consistent
and dependable performance on a professional level. It is ideally suited for
use in broadcasting, and telecasting, participation shows, public speaking,
man-in-the-street interviews or home demonstrations. Finish is a dark green,
non-glaring enamel allowing unrestricted use in the television studio.

111!m11
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SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Moving Coil Dynamic "Lavalier"
Microphone

FreGuency Response: 70 to 20,000 cycles used as a
"Lavalier"

Output Impedance: 30/50 and 150/250 ohms. (selec-
tion by connections i.n plug at end
of microphone cable
-55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

Omnidirectional Pickup Pattern
-120 db (Ref.: 10 3 Gauss)
1){6" diameter at top tapered to %"
at cable entrance, 3~" long
3 ozs. (not including cable and plug)
Baked enamel, non-glare dark green
"Snap-on" Lavalier neck cord No.
13356 including spring type tie or
lapel clip No. 13322. Microphone
complete with 20 foot, 3 conductor
shielded cable (100% shield) and
plug

MICROPHONE POSITIONING IMPORTANT:

Output Level:
Pickup Pattern:
Hum:
Dimensions:

Weight:
Finish:
Mounting:

Model 686A is a "Iavalier" type unit and is designed for
use with the "neck cord" No. 13356 and "tie clip" No.
13322 as furnished.

Should your microphone, through accidental damage, be-
come inoperative it may be replaced by your ALTEC Dis-
tributor under an exchange plan or may be returned,
transportation charges prepaid, for exchange:

Service Manager
ALTEC LANSING
1515 South Manchester Avenue
Anaheim, California

Before placing the microphone in service determine the
impedance requirements of the input system into which
the microphone will connect, then following the procedure
outlined in the following illustration, Fig. 1, select the
proper connections.

Note: - The microphone is shipped with leads con-
nected for 150/250 ohms.

Lavelier Assembly with
686A microphone
inserted in spring
clip

Cable
clamp screws "A"

/
Do not loosen
or remove knurled-
cable clamp ring

XLR·3-12C cannon
piug on microphone
cable

Pin No. 1 - Ground (shield)
Pin No.2 - Common (black)
Pin No.3 - 30/50 ohms (white)

150/250 ohms (red)
Microphone is shipped with all connec·
tions made for 150/250 ohms operation.
To select other available impedance per·
form the following in the XLR·3·12C plug.
(1) Loosen two cable clamp screws "A".
(2) Remove Plug Assembly Screw "B"

and side plug housing along cable.

(3) For 150/250 ohms red lead is con·
nected to Pin No. 3 and protective
sleeving is on white lead.

(a) To select 30/50 ohms, remove red
lead from Pin No. 3 and connect
white lead to Pin No.3. Place
prote~tive sleeving on red lead to
guard against shorts and grounds.

Note: No connection changes ·should be
attempted inside the microphone.

Note: For unbalanced systems strap Pin
No.1 to Pin NO.2 at amplifier end
of microphone cable.

The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications. The microphone shall have
a diaphragm of Mylar@ with tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme shock and blasts. The
diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature variations from - 20 degrees F to 160 degrees F and shall not
be susceptible to the effects of corrosive fumes. The microphone sound entrance shall be protected by a sintered bronze
filter to prevent water, moisture, dust or ferrous particles from contaminating the acoustical element. The frequency re-
sponse shall be uniform from 70 to 20,000 cps when used as a "Lavalier." The case shall be conical in shape and shall
not measure more than 1){6" in diameter at the top, tapered to %" at the cable entrance and shall be no longer than
3~". The microphone shall be furnished complete with a snap-on lavalier neck cord and spring-type tie or lapel clip,

and shall be complete with a 20 foot, 3 conductor rubber-covered shielded cable (100% shield) and plug. Microphones
utilizing fabric-covered cable shall be deemed unacceptable. The output level shall be at least -55 dbm/l0 dynes/cm2
and the output impedance shall be selectable at 30/50 and 150/250 ohms. Provisions shall be available in the micro-
phone cable plug for selecting the required impedance.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these specifications.



6888 Prolessionol Omnitlirectionol Microphone 6888

FOR PROFESSIONAL USAGE IN MUSIC REPRODUCTION
RECORDING STUDIO - BROADCASTING - TELEVISION

Surpassing even the most exacting specifications of the critical broadcast and
recording engineer, the Altee 688B omnidirectional microphone represents the
answer to all situations requiring the faithful conversion of acoustical energy
into electrical energy - particularly in those cases where complex musical wave-
forms are to be recorded or transmitted. The extremely wide range (below 35 to
over 20,000 cycles), high efficiency, uniformity of response, and low hum pickup
signify the finest achievement in omnidirectional microphone design.
Accompanying each 6888 microphone is an automatically charted curve, recorded
in one of the Altec Anechoic chambers under the most exacting conditions by a
servo-driven precision graphic recorder - providing the engineer with a per-
manent record of the microphone's response characteristics. The output level is

-55dbm/ 10dynes/ cm2�
In addition to its usage as a transducer for musical program material, the Altec
6888 will prove a most valued component for any application requiring an omni-
directional microphone for Jllive performancell broadcasting or recording. The
6888 has an internal pop-filter, constructed of Polyester Foam to filter breath-
blasts when the microphone is to be used for speech. Because of the virtually
peak-free response of the Altec Diaphragm, of Mylar® polyester, the frequencies
at which acoustic feedback normally occurs are not emphasized; feedback, there-
fore is considerably lessened - with an attendant increase in amplification poten-
tial and overall efficiency.
A positive "lock-in" facility, enabling the microphone to be firmly anchored in the
slip-on mounting adapter, is an integral part of the 688B. When in use, this
feature prevents any danger of microphone slippage, such as accidental fall from
a stand or boom mounting during use, yet permits instantaneous and effortless
insertion and removal by the performer whenever desired.
The 688B is supplied with a 3-pin connector which connects to the Cannon XlR-3-
11 C plug enabling the user to directly connect the microphone to many existing
cable assemblies. This added convenience lowers the installation cost. The output
impedance is 150/250 ohms. The 688B is finished in two-tone green and black
enamel, preventing unwanted glare from occuring when used before the tele-
vision camera.
Each 688B microphone is supplied with 15 feet of professional, broadcast-type
heavy duty 2-conductor shielded cable (100% shield), together with a slip-an
adapter which mounts on any %" -27 microphone stand. For professional applica-
tions the Altec 1818 Boom mount (illustrated) is often preferred to the usual floor
stand for ease of operation, optimum placement, and freedom from mechanical
vibration. The Altec 688B is an omnidirectional dynamic microphone of superior
quality ... functionally meeting every requirement of the finest in musical repra-----,11 ~ d~uc_ti~on_._.~.a_sta_n_da_r_d_Of_c_o_m_pa_ri_so_n. ~~ ....1
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Feotures
3-Pin Connector

Exceptionally Uniform
Frequency Response

Designed for Music
Broadcasting and Recording

Rugged Polyester Foam Filter

Exclusive Mylar® Diaphragm

Omnidirectional Pickup

Impervious to Shock and Blasts

Withstands Humidity
and Temperature Extremes

"Non-Glare" T,V. Finish

Positive "Lock-in"
Safety Facility

Light Weight - Small Size

AHractively Styled



--AlTEC 688B--~--------

Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Pickup Pattern:

Hum:

35 to 20,000 cycles (calibration chart included)

150/250 ohms

-55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

1Va" diameter at top (1 Y2" largest diameter) 7Y2" long not including
plug

Two-tone baked enamel, black and dark green

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13798 furnished. Adapter has stand-
ard %"-27 thread. Swivel mounting permits proper positioning of the
microphone on all stands. Microphone includes 15 feet, 2-conductor
shielded cable (100% shield) and a plug for connection to the
microphone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

The microphone shall be of the dynamic moving coil type having the following specifications: The
microphone shall have a diaphragm of Mylar® having tangential compliance to provide full pro-
tection against extreme shock and blasts. Protection from breath-blast shall be accomplished by
use of an internal polyester foam filter. The diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature
variations from -20 to + 160 degrees Fahrenheit without noticable effect in the qU�llity of the
transduced sound. The frequency response shall be extremely uniform from 35 to 20,000 cps.
The output level shall be at least -55 dbm/10 dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be
150/250 ohms balanced to ground. The microphone shall accept a standard 3-pin connector,
such as the Cannon XlR-3-11 C, directly without the use of adapters. Microphones supplied under
this specification shall not be of the multiple impedance type thereby eliminating the possibility

of the microphone being installed with the improper matching impedance. The microphone serial
number shall be clearly stated on the microphone and on the accompanying factory calibration
curve. The factory calibration curve shall be a complete record of the frequency response of the
microphone and shall be submitted to the owner upon completion of the installation. The micro-
phone shall be furnished complete with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (l00% shield) ~nd

a plug for connection to the microphone.

The microphone case shall be dual conical taper in shape and shall not measure more than 1W'
in diameter in its largest dimension and shall be no longer than lY," excluding connector. The
microphone shall be furnished with a slip-on adapter for mounting on a microphone stand and

have a "lock-in" feature for positive positioning. This latter facility shaH permit easy �lAd im-
mediate insertion and removal of the microphone by the user -or performer, yet prevent accidental
slippage of the microphone, regardless of position.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed wnacceptable under these
specifications.



6898 & 6898X Professional Cardioid Mitropllones 6898
6898X

Created for the broadcast and recording industry, particularly in those cases where
the pickup of musical program material requires an extremely uniform response, with
minimum pickup effect of the surrounding audience background noise, the Allee 6898
represents the finest cardioid dynamic microphone which meets the specifications of
those professionals who demand equipment of laboratory-standard quality. The out-
put level is -54dbm/10dynes/cm2 and the output impedance is 150/250 ohms.
Front-to·back discrimination of the 6898 averages over 20 db throughout the greater
portion of the audible spectrum from 40 to 16,000 cycles. When used with reproducing
equipment of comparable high quality, sound acoustically received by the 6898 is
converted to an electrical signal with highest fidelity, owing to the inherent low
resonance and peak-free response of the exclusive Altec Diaphragm of Mylar® poly-
ester having tangential compliance.
The exterior design combines functional engineering with an attractive slimline appear-
ance. The finish is a non-glare green and black enamel, suitable for all T.V. appli-
cations. A locking facility on the microphone prevents inadvertant slippage, and
subsequent possibility of damage, when installed in the slip-on swivel adapter - yet
permits instantaneous insertion and removal with minimum effort on the part of the
performer or user.
Many professional applications require the usage of a boom mount for ease of
operation, correct placement, and minimum mechan'ical vibration_ The Allee 1818
boom mount (illustrated) meets such requirements admirably.

I A precision, servo-driven recorder, in conjunction with an Altee anechoic chamber
I is used to chart the individual response curve for each 6898 microphone; this curve

is then supplied to the consumer, providing a permanent record of the unit's response
I characteristics for immediate reference.
I The 6898 Microphone comes with a 3-pin connector which accepts the Cannon XlR-3-

11 C plug, the standard of the industry. The new 3-pin connector allows easy, con-
I venient connection of the microphone to existing cable assemblies commonly used in
I recording, broadcasting, and public address systems without the need for adapters.
I These features lower the initial installation cost. 8y using a 3.pin connector, the
I microphones may be used in a balanced or unbalanced line without the need for

internal wiring changes.
I Fifteen feet of heavy-duty broadcast-quality two conductor cable (100% shield) is
I supplied with the microphone and a plug for connection to the microphone_
I Versatile - compact -lightweight - adaptable - rugged - wide range - peak-free
I response ... these qualities characterize the Altec 689B, designed especially for the

recording and transmission of complex musical waveforms where no compromise from
I the highest established standards is possible.
I
I *Note: The 6B98X Microphone is a special version of the 6898 for application
� in equalized sound systems utilizing the Boner Process or for stereo

I IDa systems requiring matched microphones.1~ 1 -.1
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Features
Exceptionally Uniform

Response

Standard 3-Pin Connector

Special Mylar® Diaphragm

Shock and Blast Resistant

Unaffected by Humidity
Extremes

Withstands Temperature
Variations

Positive IILock·lnll Safety
Feature

Effortless Insertion and
Removal From Swivel

Mounting Adapter

Cardioid Pickup Pattern

Professional Quality

Sturdy Compact Styling

Pop-Screen Filter

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY MUSIC REPRODUCTION
BROADCASTING - TELECASTING - RECORDING



AlTEC6898 & 689BX---------

Moving Coil Dynamic

40 to 16,000 cps. (Calibration Curve Included)

150/250 ohms

-54 dbm/10 dynes/cm2

Average front to back, 20 db

Cardioid

Type:

Frequency Response:

Output Impedance:

Output Level:

Pickup Pattern:

Hum:

1X" diameter at top, 7W/' long not including plug

11 ozs. (not including cable and plug)

Two-tone baked enamel, black and dark green

Separate "Slip-on" adapter No. 13798 (black) furnished. Adapter has
standard %"-27 thread. Swivel mounting permits proper positioning of
the microphone on all stands. 15 feet of two-conductor, shielded cable
is supplied with the microphone along with a plug for connection to the
microphone.

See "Microphone Accessories" sheet for desk or floor stands, on-off
switches, adapters, and other microphone accessories.

Weight:

Finish:

Mounting:

*Note: The 689BX Microphone is a special version of the 689B for application
in equalized sound systems utilizing the Boner Process or for stereo
systems requiring matched microphones.

The microphone shall be of the cardioid type, employing the moving coil dynamic principle with
a diaphragm of Mylar® having tangential compliance to provide full protection against extreme
shock and blasts. The diaphragm shall withstand exposure to temperature variations from -20
to + 160 degrees Fahrenheit and shall not be susceptable to the effects of corrosive fumes. The
acoustical element shall be protected from breath-blast by an internal pop-screen filter. The
frequency response shall be uniform from 40 to 16,000 cps. The output level shall be at least
-54dbm/l0dynes/cm2 and the output impedance shall be 150/250 ohms balanced to ground.
The average discrimination between the front and back of the microphone shall be in the order
of 20 db over the range of 40 to 16,000 cps. The hum shall be no greater than - 120 db
(Ref.: 10-3 Gauss).

The microphone shall accept the standard 3-pin connector, such as the Cannon XlR-3-11 C, directly
without the use of adapters. The microphone supplied under this specification shall not be of
the multiple impedance type thereby eliminating the possibility of the microphone being installed
with the improper matching impedance. The microphone serial number shall be clearly stated
on the microphone and on the accompanying factory calibration curve. The factory calibration
curve shall be a complete record of the frequency response of the microphone and shall be
submitted to the owner upon completion of the installation. The microphone shall be furnished
complete with 15 feet of 2-conductor shielded cable (lOO% shield) and a plug for connection
to the microphone.

The case shall be dual conical taper in shape and shall not measure more than 1y," in diameter
at its largest dimension and shall be no longer than 7'7'1," not including connector. The micro-
phone shall be furnished complete with a slip-on swivel adapter for mounting on a microphone
stand. The microphone shall utilize a special "lock-in" facility, permitting instantaneous insertion
and removal from the swivel adapter with a minimum of effort on the part of the performer or
user, yet providing complete protection from accidental slippage of the microphone, regardless
of positioning.

Any microphone not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under
these specifications.



Altet Mitropllone Accessories

The 48 Microphone Switch is designed for use with the
682, 683, 684 and 685 ALTEC Microphones. These micro-
phones being equipped with 3 pin Cannon XLR-3-12 Con-
nectors will accept the XLR-3-11 Cannon Plug in the 48
switch assembly.

When the switch is in the "Off" position a "short" is placed
across the microphone. When the switch is moved to the
"On" position, the short is removed and the microphone
is ready for operation.

This facility makes it possible to use this switch with any of
the above series microphones and the attachment of the
switch does not require any change in the microphone
connections or wiring.

22C FLOOR STAND
The ALTEC 22C is a rugged microphone floor stand weigh-
ing thirteen pounds. The stand has a wrinkle gray base
with a chrome stand. The 22C stand is adjustable from 35
inches to 64 inches, has a ¥a" - 27 thread for attaching
microphone. A separate adapter for ¥a" - 24 microphone
thread is also furnished.

I
I
I
I
I 7A MICROPHONE SWITCH

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Designed for use with the ALTEC 26A desk type micro-
phone stand. The switch kit includes a red jewel, pilot light
and socket (GE # 12 for 6.3v operation), The switch incor-
porates both "push-to-talk" and "Iock-to-talk" positions
which also provides the necessary switch contacts for re-
mote relay or similar operations.

Two sets of contacts comprise the 7A switch: The first, a
shorting (Form 'A') arrangement places a short across the
microphone line when idle; the short is removed when the
control knob is depressed. The second portion of the switch
utilizes a transfer (Form 'C') contact, whereby a single input
line is connected to one of two output lines, depending
upon the position of the control button. The spare (Form
'C') contacts may be used for the operation of relays,
indicator lights, etc.

Rotating the control button 90 degrees places both switches
in a locking position for messages of long duration; return
of the knob to its original position once again places the
short across the microphone line and operates the 'Form C'
section. A white indicator line clearly indicates the position
of the button at a glance.

24C DESK STAND
The ALTEC 24C is a desk stand that provides the proper
microphone height on speakers tables, etc. The 24C is gray
in finish and has a ¥a" - 24 thread for microphone attach-
ment. A separate adapter for ¥a" - 27 microphone threads
is also furnished. The 24C Desk Stand weighs approxi-
mately three pounds.

1
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26A DESK STAND
The ALTEC 26A Desk Stand is a sturdy microphone stand
that weighs approximately two pounds and is finished in
a dark green paint. The 26A includes a chrome finished
stem riser having %" - 27 threads which brings the overall
height of the desk stand to approximately 4 inches. The
cast iron base provides great stability of usage and pro-
tection against accidental microphone damage by tipping.
Provisions are made on the 26A Desk Stand for. the installa-
tion of the Altec 7A microphone switch.

1818 800M MOUNT
The Altec 181 B Boom Mount accommodates most micro-
phones in current use; the light weight, simplified con-
struction, and ease of installation combine to provide the
benefits of adjustable shock-mounting for all fixed and
mobile boom usage.

168A WIND SCREEN
The 168A is a two-stage wind screen for use with the ALTEC
Type M20 microphones for suppression of wind noise. The
168A is recommended for outdoor applications when the
microphone is subjected to movement on a boom or to
protect against breath blast in close talking applications.

The 34A desk stand is a modern, functional addition to any
microphone (having 5/8" -27 thread) which must be me-
chanically isolated from any source of vibration. The 34A
may be used with the 687 announce and page microphone,
or, with the 12A adapter, the 34A desk stand may be used
with the Altec 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 688, or the 689
microphone. The 34A desk stand is particularly useful in
areas which have a large amount of low-frequency ambient
noise, such as industrial plants, transportation terminals, et.

169A SHOCK MOUNT
The 169A unit is an accessory for use with the ALTEC M20
and M30 Microphone Systems. The 169A Shock Mount is
equipped with a swivel and a %" - 27 thread. The 169A
unit mates with the ALTEC 22C Floor Stand and 26A Desk
Stand or any standard microphone stands or "boom" with
O/S" - 27 thread. The 169A insulates the microphone effec-
tively from noises that are transmitted through the micro-
phone stand or "boom."

1708 WIND SCREEN
The Altec 1708 is a two-stage wind screen for use with
the Altec M30 Microphone System for effective protection
against the pickup and transmittal of undesired wind noise
when the microphone is used outdoors, on a boom mount
subject to rapid movement, or in close-talking applications.
The 170B provides approximately 24db reduction against
wind noise with minimal effect on the frequency response
of the microphone.



166A STAND HOLDER
The 166A is used in the Altec M20 and M30 microphone
systems. The 166A Holder grips the 165A microphone base
providing a light streamlined swivel attachment for a floor
or desk stand. The holder attains ruggedness by combining
a molded high impact Styrene part with a satin chrome die
cast swivel that contains a %" - 27 thread.

4722 INPUT MATCHING TRANSFORMER
Provides low impedance microphone inputs for all Altec
amplifiers requiring this plug-in microphone input trans-
former. Has 60 db electro-magnetic shielding; frequency
response :':1 db 30-15,000 cps; impedance 30/50, 100/200
(with C. TJ, and 40,000/65,000 ohms maximum operating
level: -25 dbm (above 60 cps: -19 dbml. Plug-in socket
mounting. Dimensions lY,/' diameter x I'K/' high.

1883·H6 AND 5426 MICROPHONE CABLE
The 1883-H6 Microphone Cable is a slender fiberglass cov-
ered, highly flexible six-conductor cable as supplied with
microphone bases in M20 and M30 Microphone Systems.
For custom made extension cables between the microphone
and power supply. Order required lengths.
The 5426 Microphone Cable is a rubber-covered six-con-
ductor cable for heavy duty extensions between condenser
microphone bases and power supplies in M20 and M30
Microphone Systems. Order required lengths. Beyond 400
feet, larger conductors should be used for the heater loads
to avoid excessive voltage drop.

The 525A Power Supply Unit is furnished with the Al TEC M20
and M30 Condenser Microphone Systems. The power supply pro-
vides the necessary voltages to the sub·miniature impedance
matching tube and printed circuit in the 165A Base, to which
the M20 or M30 microphone is attached and provides polarizing
voltage to the condenser microphone.

Output from the Power Supply is for unbalanced lines. Balanced
autput can be obtained through the addition of the accessory
4665 motching Transformer.

The 525A measures B%" W x 2%" H x 7V," D and two units may
be rack mounted in a single 11853 Mounting. Power require-
ments: 117 volt, 60 cps, 15 walls.

4665 PLUG-IN TRANSFORMER
Premium quality microphone or line to Grid Transformer for
Altec amplifiers designed to accept this accessory: has 90
db of electro-magnetic shielding; frequency response :': 1
db 10-25,000 cps; impedance: 30/50, 125/150, 250/300
(with C. T.l, 500/600 to 70,000/84,000 ohms. Maximum
operating level: +8 dbm. The two mounting screws ground
the transformer which insures quiet operation of the unit.
Dimensions: 1~" x 2" x 2Y,/' high.

The 167 A extension cable is a rugged 25 foot extension
cable equipped with Cannon RWK-6-22C and RWK 6-21C
Connectors. The 167 A Cable is for use with the Allec M20
and M30 microphone systems, between the microphone
base and Power Supply. Special length cables are avail-
able up to 400 feet and may be used without impairing
the operation of the microphones.



--- A/tee Microphone Accessories
11853 RACK MOUNTING ASSEMBLY
The 11853 Rack Mounting Assembly provides standard 19
inch Rack Mounting facilities for two 525A Altec Power
Supply units as used in the ALTEC M20 and M30 micro-
phone systems. The 11853 assembly occupies only two units
of rack space (3Y2").

---------1-------
I
I
I
I
SLIP-ON ADAPTERS

The Altec line of microphones, 681A through 689B are sup-

I
plied with "slip-on" adapters. Additional adapters are
available when required in brown and black to match with

I
the proper adapter.

For 681A & 682B Microphones - Black - 13796
For 682B Microphone - Brown - 13797

I For 683B, 684B, 685B, 688B, & 689B Microphones -
Black - 13798I For 683 Microphone - Brown - 13799

----t--

The 13578 Mounting is primarily for use with the Allee 681 A,
682B and the 686A Altec Microphones. The 13578 assembly may
be mounted to any vertical or horizontal surface by three screws
that are furnished.

The 13578 Microphone Mounting is small in size and extremely
light in weight. Because of these features the installation of the
13578 Mounting can be made in a limited amount of space.

When the 686A Microphone is used in conjunction with the 13578
Adapter, the microphone should be inserted into the adapter
until the microphone shoulder makes contact with the adapter
shoulder.

MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES FOR WESTERN ELECTRIC
TYPES 639, 633, 632C

88 ATTACHMENT
31f4" baffle provides semi-directional
response from 633 Microphone.

11A ATTACHMENT
Provides swivel, suspension mounting for the
639 Microphone. It moy also be used on
microphone stands when tilting of the micro-
phone is desired. Has 0/811 - 24 mole thread.

311A PLUG
For use in 633 and 632C microphones, makes
it possible to interchange these microphones
with the 639.

KS-12,OOOCOVER
Black, dust· proof cover for protection of 639
Microphone.

442A JACK
Provides termination of microphone cord. When used with 712A Adapter, it properly connects
to bottom of 639 Microphone and also to 311A Plug as used on 633 and 632C microphones.

712A ADAPTER
Used with 442A Jack, it provides greater mounting security.

9A SWIVEL ATTACHMENT
Is used with 633 ond 632C microphones. Provides a 90 degree swivel. May be attached directly
to microphone or used with 311A Plug, 442A Jack, and 712A Adapter. Has 5/a"-24 male thread

1------
I

713A ADAPTER
This slotted connector permits the micro-
phone cord to run outside of the microphone
stand so that it is not necessary to disconnect

I the cord assembly when removing the micro-
phone from the stand.

'------------------..... '------------------ ....�

I

23A DESK STAND
Slender desk stand particularly adapted for
use with 633 or 632C microphone. Has 5/8"
- 24 female thread.
Dimension: Height 7112"

Diameter 5/1



128B POWER AMPLIFIER 128B

Felltures RECORDING STUDIOS � TELEVISION STUDIOS
BROADCAST STUDIOS � PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

The Altec 1288 Power Amplifier is a rack-mounted AC operated power amplifier

designed primarily for professional recording use. Other applications for the 1288

amplifier include top e<helon sound reinforcement, public address systems, tele-

vision ond broadcast studios. The 1288 features built-in meter, for meosuring vocuum

tube space current, and transformer thermal protection - "THERMEGUARD." The

"Thermeguard" is an exclusive feature found only in the 1288. In addition to

thermal protection, the power transformer is fitted with a heavy copper flux shield

which reduces the AC field, allowing operation in closer proximity to low-level

equipment without inducing hum that would otherwise be possible. Meter illumina-

tion, over temperature warning indicator, switch selected power line setting, switch

controlled high pass filter, plug-in line transformer, and speoker impedance load

taps as well as the 70 volt line connection are features of the 1288 design.

The power tronsformer of the Altec 1288 is equipped with an automatic re-setting

thermal-type circuit breaker. This device is located within the windings of the

power transformer and will sense any excessive rise in temperature due to tube

malfunction, component failure, excessively high ambient temperatures due to in-

adequate ventilation or the presence of other excessive heat producing apparatus.

Each of the amplifier tubes contained in the 1288 amplifier can be checked for

space current by means of the front panel meter. The right hand selector switch

on the front panel connects the meter to the appropriate meter shunt in turn as

indicated by the panel marking.

The Altec 1288 "Thermeguard" Amplifier is equipped with a "High Pass Filter"

of the resistance capacitance type for high quality sound reinforcement. The "High

Pass Filter" provides attenuation of approximately 8 db at 250 cycles per second.

The Altec 1288 "Thermeguard" power amplifier is equipped with two line voltage

taps so that it may be operated at the most optimum setting in relation to the

supply line.

Over Temperature
Warning Indicator

Switch Controlled
"High Pass Filter"

Switch Selected
Power Line Setting

1
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--AlTEC 1288

Front Ponel- Volume Control, con-
tinuously voriable, Power and Meter
Selection Switch Chassis - line Volt-
age Selection Switch and High Pass
Filter Switch, both with locking plates

Power Output: 40 Watts at less than 2% THO,
30-20,000 cps

Source Impedance: 150 and 600 ohms with 15095 Plug-in
Line Transformer

4(12.6 v.). 8 (18 v.). 16 (25 v.).
125(70 v.) ohms ungrounded High Pass Filter for protection of horn-

loaded drivers Power Transformer
thermally protected ("Thermeguard")
against overload or high ambient tem-
peratures, metering space current.

less than 17% of nominal
load impedance

The amplifier shall be of the rack-mounting type measuring not more than 8'\4" H, 19" W, and 7" o.
The amplifier sholl inciude a meter and necessary switching facilities to inspect the performance of each

vacuum tube by measuring space current. Any amplifier not including these features shall not be acceptable

under these specifications.

The amplifier shall be equipped with an automatic re-setting Thermeguard thermal-type circuit breaker.

The circuit breaker must be located within the windings of the power transformer and be capable of sensing

any excessive rise of temperature, component failure. The amplifier shall automatically recycle into opera-

tion when safe temperatures have been re-established and any power amplifier not including this safety

feature shall not be acceptable.

Power output shall be 40 watts with less than 2% total harmonic distortion over the frequency range of

30-20,000 cycles. The frequency response sholl be ='=1 db from 3-30,000 cycles.

The noise level shall be 85 db below the rated output. The overall gain of amplifier shall not be less than

64 db. The output impedance shall be less than 17% of the nominal load impedance. The load impedance

shall be 4(12.6 v.). 8(18 v.), 16(25 v.) and 125(70 v.) ohms ungrounded. The input shall be (A) 100,000

potentiometer, or (8) plug-in transformer with not less than 30 db shielding and having impedances of

125/150 and 500/600 ohms.

The tube compliment of the power amplifier shall consist of two 6CG7, two 6CA7 or El34 and one 5AR4.

The unit shall be finished in green and weigh approximately 27 Ibs.

Any power amplifier which does not have a tertiary winding in the output transformer for isolation of

the output circuit from the amplifier ground shall not be deemed acceptable under these specifications.



250 SU CONTROL CONSOLE 250SU

250 SU CONSOLE All output circuitry for single-channel, single.line, two-channel,
two-line, dual stereo or three channel/two channel stereo is
included and wired. It is only necessary to plug in the neces-
sary number of amplifiers to provide the desired functions.

The ultimate in product design and product usage is em-
bodied in the new 250 SU Altec Control Console. This unit
is the finest ever built for TV, AM, FM, Recording Studio or
Sound System use. The 250 SU is a compact console providing
the greatest flexibility attainable in mode of operation. This
extreme flexibility is made possible by the use of newly de-
signed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, program amplifiers,
and utility input devices. The plug-in units are only 1%"
wide, 3'K6" max. high and 9Jj6" long, over handle. All units
are the same in size to permit flexibility in the number and
type of amplifiers used per console.

Three channel/two channel operation consists of using the
center position of the "bus" select?, key to feed a third or
"center channel" mixing "bus.1I The output of the "busll is
amplified, then divided by means of a splitting pad and
introduced into the left and right channels. For "stereo/l use,
this permits vocal or dialogue material to be picked up on
a single michrophone and evenly divided to the left and right
channels without problems of balance, microphone matching,
etc. In this case, the variable dialogue (speech) filter is con-
nected in the center channel.

Single unit construction, namely amplifiers and controls in
the same housing, is used because of simplified, less expensive
installation. The power supply of any Control Console is al-
ways a potential source of undesirable hum inducing flux
fields, and is, therefore, mounted external to the console.
To keep the installation of the power supply simple, it is
built into a separate housing, which may be mounted to the
underside of a table, the table leg, or on an adjoining wall.
A single screw frees the power supply unit from its mounting
bracket for inspection. The model 535A Power Supply is
furnished with a 4 foot interconnecting cable with plug for
connection to the mating receptacles inside the console. The
250 SU Console requires no special table or mounting facili-
ties as all leads terminate at "strips" located inside the con-
sole housing.

Splitting the center channel to left and right is also used in
re-recording where the master tape is recorded full three
channel then reduced to two channels for the release tape
or disc.

Monitor amplifiers are not included as part of the console
as small eight watt units frequently used for this purpose
are inadequate with many current low efficiency speakers.
Standard Altec amplifiers such as model 1288 and 351B
are recommended, mounted on a shelf or in a standard
equipment cabinet.

A terminal strip has been provided in the console to which
all major circuits connect. The purpose of this terminal is to
allow these circuits to be "wired ouf' to an auxiliary equip-
ment cahinet for the inclusion 'of jack strips, equalizers o·r
other secondary equipment which may be required in the
particular installation.

There are ten input positions and each is equipped with
IIbusll switches and mixer attenuators. Any input position
may be used for EITHER high level or low level sources by
inserting the proper input device. It is only necessary to order
the number of microphone preamplifiers and/or utility input
devices that is required for the particular installation. Mount-
ing trays for the maximum of plug·in units are, however,
installed and wired.

The center control panel contains a spare phone jack in addi-
tion to the two monitor jacks for use with an "intercom" sys-
tem. This panel also contains a spare rotary selector switch.
The panel marking process is such that additional characters
for the spare selector and jack may be engraved with the
desired designations and filled with "whiting" providing a
proper match with the existing lettering.

'11 ~I~ __ -----'
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Preamplifiers, program amplifiers, power supplies & accessories
Though designed primarily for use in the 250 SU Altec Control Console,

these new miniature IIplug_in" preamplifiers, program amplifiers, utility
input device, power supply and meter assemblies are perfectly adoptable

for rack mounting of speech input equipment for custom type installa-

tions. Rock mounting facilities are available for this use. These amplifiers

will accept input level up to -15 dbm without exceeding 1% THD.

The dynamic range of 459A Program Amplifiers is equiv �..lent to model

458A Preamplifier (see noise level specificotiono) making it suitable for

preamplifier use where added channel gain is required. Mounting tray

assemblies and plug-in connections are identical on all input devices.

Part of the Mounting Tray Assembly is a miniature receptacle to which

all connections are made. This receptacle "mates" with the plug on the

amplifier and utility input devices. This "plug-in" feature combined

with the uncrowded positioning of all components leaves all parts readily

accessible when removed from the mounting tray.

SPECIFICA TlONS:

Gain:
Pawer Output:

Frequency Response:
Source Impedance:

Output Impedance:
Noise level:

Power Supply:
Tubes:
Dimensions:

Color:
Weight:
Special Features:

SPECIFICATIONS:

Gain:
Power Output:

Frequency Response:
Source Impedance:

Power Supply:
Tubes:
Dimensions:

Color:
Weight:
Special Features:

SPECIFICATIONS:

Power Output:

Power Input:
Rectifiers:
Controls:

Color:
Weight:
Size and Mounting:

40 db unterminated input, 34 db terminated.
+20 dbm at less than .5% THO 50 to 15,000 cps.
+25 dbm at less than 1% THD at 1 KC.
± 1 db 20 to 20,000 cps.
150 or 600 ohms (centertap available when
connected for 600 ohms).
150 to 600 ohms (centertap available when
connected for 600 ohms).
Equal to load impedance.
Equivalent input noise: - 126 dbm (valid for

unterminated input
operation).

15ma at 275vdc and .7a at 6.3vdc.
2-6072/12AY7.
1X" W x 31~l' Hand 91J{l' l when mounted
in tray.
Cadmium plate with dichromate dip
3Y:; Ibs. (including tray).
Push buttons for individual tube test.
40ma de can be applied to input or output
transformer center taps for simplexing use.
13225 Rack Mounting Assembly (accommodates
9 units).
13401 Mounting Tray Assembly.
5981 Tube Test Meter.
535A Power Supply.

56 db unterminated input, 50 db terminated.
+30 dbm at less than .5% THO 30 to 20,000 cps.
+35 dbm at less than 1% THO at 1 KC.
± 1 db 20 to 20,000 cps.
150 or 600 ohms (centertap available when
connected for 600 ohms).
150 or 600 ohms (centertap available when
connected for 600 ohms).
Equivalent input noise: - 126 dbm (valid for

unterminated input
operation).

40ma at 275vdc and 1.6a at 6.3vdc.
1-6072/12AY7,2-128H7.
1X" W x 31~6" H x 91J{6" l when mounted
in troy.
Cadmium plate with dichromate dip
3Y:;lbs. (including tray).
Push buttons for individual tube test.
40ma de can be applied to input or output
transformer centertaps for simplexing use.
13225 Rack Mounting Assembly (accommodates
9 units).
13401 Mounting Tray Assembly.
5981 Tube Test Meter.
535A Power Supply.

275vdc at 275ma.
At 275ma ripple is
.02v peak to peak max.
6.3vdc at 13a.
At 13a ripple is
1.5v peak to peak max.
117v 50-60 cps 245 watts at full load.
Silicon.
1. Power Switch
2. Circuit Breaker (Push to reset)
3. 4 position tap switch (provides adjustment

of voltage by autoformer action to
accommodate 2 to 1 range of loads).

Dark Green.
16 pounds.
73(6" W x 9%" H x 7" D overall.



plonning informolion
By completing the form below, the purchoser is ossured of ordering the full complement of
components to provide 011 focilities for the particular console.

ITEM

1. 250 SU Basic Allee Console
2. 535A Power Supply
3. 458A Preamplifiers

(a) One far each microphone or low level input (10 max.)
(b) One for each channel (3 max.)

4. 459A Program Amplifier (2 max.)
One for single line/single or dual channel operation. Two for "stereo" or two
channel/two line operation.

5. 13387 Utility Input Device
One for each high level input. Sum of 3 (a) above and 5 cannot exceed 10.

6. 7160 V.U. Meter
For second channel. Add for "stereo" or two line operation.

7. 5981 Tube Test Meter
8. Altec Monitor Amplifier

Use as separate accessory.

Preamplifiers, program amplifiers, power supplies & accessories

The 7160 V. U. Meter is an exact duplicate of the meter furnished in
the 250 SU Altec Control Console, and mounting space is adjacent to
the meter furnished. Meter illuminating lamps and mounting facilities
and pads are part of the 250 SU Console so no special tools are re-
quired for installation or connection of the meter. A second meter is
required for "stereo" or two-channel/two.line operation.

The 13387 unit is a Utility Input Device for high level input sources.
This is an isolation transformer built on a "plug.in" chassis of the same
size and dimensions as the 45BA Allee "Plug-in" Preamplifier, and is de-
signed for insertion into the standard 13401 Mounting Tray Assembly.
Type 13387 is for "bridging" a 150 or 600 ohm line or matching a
15,000 ohm line. The unit is cadmium plated with a dichromate dip
and weighs 1 pound.

The 5981 Tube Test Meter is an accessory to the 250 SU Altec Control
Console unit. It is used to visually test the tube condition of the tubes
used in the "plug-in" amplifiers type 458A and 459A. Mounting pro·
visions and wiring for the meter are inside the console, located in the
right rear section. No special tools are required for mounting. When
installed, the meter provides, in addition, an indication of heater volt-
age by means of a push button switch and suitable shunt which is a
standard part of the console.

The 13225 is available for use in rack mounting of speech input equip-
ment. The rack mounting assembly is drilled to accept nine type 13401
Mounting Tray Assemblies for use with Allee 458A and 459A"Plug-in"
Amplifiers and Altec 13387 Utility Input Device.
The 13225 assembly is for standard 19" rack or equipment cabinet
mounting and occupies only 5%" of panel space. The assembly has a
IISnap-in" removable front cover for instantaneous access to the units
for test or service. The finish of the front cover is Dark Green, and the
complete assembly weighs 4 pounds.
For rack mounting 535A Power Supply, 10440 lOX" Blank Panel may
be used or Pawer Supply may be mounted on wall of equipment cabinet.

The 13401 is furnished as part of the 250 SU Allee Control Console,
however, it is available separately to provide mounting and "plug-in"
connection facilities for 458A and 459A Altec "Plug-In" Amplifiers or
the 13387 Utility Input Device, when mounted in the 13225 Rack Mount-
ing Assembly. The 13401 finish is cadmium plate with dichromate dip.
The tray assembly is complete with "mating" female receptacle to ~ccept
the 458A, 459A and 13387 units. The tray measures 1X" W x Ya" H x
9" L (over terminals), and weighs X pound.

7160
V.U. METER

13387
UTILITY
INPUT
DEVICE

5981
TUBE TEST METER

13225
RACK MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

13401
MOUNTING -
TRAY
ASSEMBLY



technical data 50 SU console
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specifications

Microphone Input to line Output
Gain: 98db (Includes 6 db line isolation pad)

Frequency
Response:

Distortion:
±1 db 30 to 15,000 cps.
0.5% 30 to 15,000 cps. ot output level of
+20dbm and less than 1% at +24 dbm.

Signal to Noise
Ratio:

High Level Channels
Gain:

Frequency
Response:

Distortion:
± 1 db 30 to 15,000 cps.

0.5% 30 to 15,000 cps. at +20 dbm output and
less than 1% at +24 dbm output.

Signal to Noise
Ratio:

Source Impedances

Microphone Inputs:

line or Utility
Inputs:

Load Impedances

line Outputs:

Monitor Outputs:

Headphone
Outputs:

600 ohms

600 ohms (Requires Separate Monitor Amplifiers)

Additional Specifications

VU Meters: One furnished complete with meter illuminating
lamps, mounting facilities and pads. (A second
meter is required for I'stereo" or two-channel/
two line operation. Available separately as an
accessory.)

Cable
Terminations:

Patch Panel:
Internally mounted WE Type l6A terminal board.
All major circuits brought to jumpered terminals to
provide means for wiring out jacks. if required.

Channels:

Attenuators:

Filters:

Headphone Jacks:

Dimensions:

Mounting:

Accessories:

LEFT eo RIGHT LEFT OUT LINE 1
OUT LINE I RIGHT OUT LINE l0-

I

One, two or three divided to two for stereo use.

Ten mixers. (All 600·ohm step type attenuators.)
Two masters or two sub-masters and one board
master. Two monitors.

Ten three-position keys make each mixer attenu-
ator selectable to three buses.

Inputs 1 and 2 have switches providing choice of
four program sources each, for utility use. (Total
of 16 connected inputs.) Two- position line out-
put switch. One additional spare provided but
not wired.

One four-position speech-music filter provided.

Three, two for channel monitoring. Third unwired
to be used for intercom, etc.

Broadcast quality "plug-in" type. Input transform-
ers 90 db magnetic shielding. Input and output
150 or 600 ohms balanced. Two amplifier types
(Preamp & Program-amp), same physical size_

Completely enclosed cube for external mounting
(under table, wall, etc.) with interconnecting
cable and connectors. Supplies B+ and 6.3v dc
for heaters.

Aluminum, standard Altec color with characters
etched and filled. Panels may be engraved
when additional markings are required.

Hinged two-slope control panels painted Dark
Green. Contains all equipment except power
supply and monitor amplifier(s).

9)1" H., 39Y4" W., 16" D.

Table or desk, not supplied.

458A Plug-In Preamplifier and Booster Amplifier.
459A Plug-In Program Amplifier.
13387 Plug-In Utility Input Device for High Level
Sources.

535A Power Supply.
7160 V.U. Meter for Second Channel.
5981 Tube Test Meter.



351C Power Amplifier 351C
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Features
CHURCHES � SCHOOLS � HOTELS � THEATRES � CONVENTION

HALLS � INDUSTRIAL PAGING � SOUND REINFORCEMENT
"GIANT VOICE" WARNING SYSTEMS

RECORDING STUDIOS. BROADCAST STATIONS

The Altec 351 C is an all solid state, 100% silicon transistor amplifier; an extremely
efficient unit combining high power with low distortion. The use of silicon transistors
throughout the entire circuit eliminates all periodic testing and replacement of vacuum
tubes, and prevents the hum and microphonics inherent in tube circuitry. The 351 C
provides 50 watts of output power with minimal distortion and phase shift, easily meeting
or exceeding the critical specifications of high quality recording studios, broadcast
stations, and sound system installations. Protection against transistor damage from a
mismatch load or short circuited line is built into the 351C Amplifier.

As an all~transistor unit, the amplifier occupies only a portion of the space required
by most comparable vacuum tube devices. Therefore, a considerable saving in mounting
requirements is obtained. Because of the low heat generation, the 351 C may be installed
in many locations which would preclude vacuum tube units of similar power and quality.

The 351 C is ideally suited for remote booster applicatians where operational stability is
necessary to meet exacting requirements of high quality sound reproduction. Facilities
are provided for a plug-in 150/600-ohm line transformer (Altec 15095), in addition to
a high impedance input. A rear-mounted potentiometer Serves as a level control for
all input sources.

When used in conjunction with the Altee SEQUR panel, two 351 C Amplifiers are capable
of delivering 100 watts of usable output power - forming the nucleus of an Altec 'Giant
Voice' Warning and Survival System remote station. Instantaneous operation and no
warm-up requirements means that the 351 C is continually ready for emergency usage in
such applications.

When the 351 C is in the idle state (no signal drive), the power drawn from the ac line is
only 6 watts. This eliminates the need for the 'B' supply cutoff circuit frequently specified
in many present day paging systems. In the average industrial system of this type, such
a feature permits a saving in excess of two kilowatts of electrical energy every 24 hours!
The current drain of the 351 C is, therefore, negligible - permitting the amplifier to
remain 'on/ at all times.

The power transformer of the amplifier utilizes twa primary taps (easily selected by an in-
ternal strapping arrangement) to allow the unit to operate at maximum efficiency from a
line source voltage of 120 volts or to permit it to be adapted for 240 volts on export models.

The Altec 351 C all silicon transistor amplifier is recommended for every application
wherein the finest quality reproduction together with maximum reliability and main-
tenance-free operation are required.

Low Power Consumption

Built-in Transistor Protection

50 watts Output Power

Minimal Phase Shift

Operational Stability

No Hum

Non-Microphonic

High Efficiency

No Warm-up Time

Low Heat Generation

-1~lmIIj ~, ~. '_--
h
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- AlTEC 351C

Type: Transistor Power Amplifier Power Supply: 120 v ac, 50/60 cps

Gain: 68 db (with 15095 line 6 watts at zero signal

Transformer) 55 watts at V3 output

Input Sensitivity: 0.45 v (rms)
80 watts at maximum output

Power Output: 50 watts at less than 0.5% THD
240 v ac, 50/60 cps

8 watts at zero signal
Frequency Response: ± 1 db from 20 to 20,000 cps 70 watts at VJ output

Input Impedance: 50,000 ohm potentiometer 100 watts at maximum output

Source Impedance: 150 and 600 ohms (with 15095 Transistors: 2-2N2712, 2-Al40461, 1-36811,
line Transformer) 4-Al40934

Load Impedance: 4, 8, 16, and 100 ohms (70 volts) Dimensions: 5%" H x 93,4" W x 9%" D

Load Voltage: 14.1, 20, 28.3, and 70 volts Color: Dark Green
Output Impedance: less than 7% of nominal load

Weight: 16.5 Ibs.on low impedance taps
less than 15% on 70-volt tap Ambient Temperature

Noise Level: 90 db below full output Range: -50 to +1200 Fahrenheit

Controls: level (rear panel) Accessory: Altec 15095 line Transformer

The amplifier shall be completely self-contained for shelf-mounting and shall employ solid state devices
(transistors) throughout. Any amplifier utilizing vacuum tubes in any part of the circuit shall be deemed
unacceptable under these specifications.

The amplifier shall have a gain of not less than 68 db, using the 15095 input transformer, and an input
sensitivity of 0.45 (rms). The unit shall deliver 50 watts of music power output from the direct 4-ohm output
terminals. The amplifier shall deliver 40 watts output power at less than 0.5% THD within the frequency
range of 25 to 10,000 cycles. Frequency response of the unit shall be ='=1 db from 20 to 20,000 cycles.

The amplifier shall be designed for continuous operation from a 120 volt, 60 cycle, AC line and shall have
facilities provided whereby optimum performance may be obtained with line voltages of 240 volts for
export models.

The output transformer of the amplifier shall provide output taps of 8, 16, and 100 ohms (70 volts); the
70 volt winding of this transformer shall be isoloted and ungrounded. Insertion loss for the 16 ohm tap
shall not exceed 0.4 db; for the 70 volt tap, 0.9 db. The 4 ohm output shall be the direct output of the
transistor power stages; output impedance shall not exceed 7% of nominal load an the low impedance taps.

The amplifier shall have an input potentiometer of 50,000 ohms, located on the rear of the chassis.
Provisions sholl be incorporated to accept a plug-in type transformer for a source impedance of 150 and
600 ohms; such a transformer shall be able to be installed from the rear of the chassis.

The amplifier shall incorporate a protective circuit to protect against immediate failure of the output
transistors in the event of serious load mismatch, or shorted circuit. This protection shall be in the form of
a self-resetting circuit breaker in the OC circuitry.

The damping factor of the amplifier shall be 7.5 on the low impedance taps; the noise level shall be not
less than 90 db below full power output. The amplifier shall be designed for unattended operation and
have a Jow temperature rise.

The amplifier shall have dimensions not exceeding 5!1a inches in height, 9'4 inches in width, and 93/8 inches
in depth; the weight shall be no more than 16.5 pounds. The unit shall be finished in dark green.
Any amplifier not conforming to all the above conditions shall be deemed unacceptable under this
specification.
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Feotures:
Two Channel Mixer/Power

Amplifier
Full Range of Plug-In

Accessories
All Solid-State Design

Transformerless Operation
With 4 to 16 Ohm Loads
Easily Installed 70-Volt

Output Transformer
Volume Compressor Optional

18 Watts of Power
Frequency Response

± 1 DB, 20-20,000 CPS
Plug-In Microphone

Preamplifier, Equalized
Amplifier (Phono), or

Line Transformer
Compact, Rugged Design
Minimum Heat Generation

Extremely Low Noise Figure
Shelf or Rack Mounted
(With Mounting Frame)

MIXER/POWER AMPLIFIER FOR:
PAGING, VOICE AND MUSIC SYSTEMS

SCHOOLS - THEATERS - HOTELS - CLUBS - FACTORIES
OFFICES - CHURCHES

The Altec 361B mixer/power amplifier is 0 solid-stote unit designed to control, mix and
amplify two independent input signals, providing 18 watts of power to 4-16 ohm loads.
The 361 B mixer/power omplifler provides complete versotility to meet the demands of the
diverse sound distribution problems which confront the sound engineer. Equally effective
with any complement of accessories, the 361 B can be tailored to the needs of the small
complex installations, providing professional sound at moderate cost.

Without accessories, one input may be used for a ceramic phono pick-up or a high-
impedance announce microphone while the other input may be used for any high-im-
pedance high level device such as a radio tuner or a tape machine. Either input may
be used for low-impedance 600-ohm sources.

With accessories - plug-in devices such as the 1578A or 1588A microphone preamplifier,
the 1579A equalized phono amplifier, or the 15095 transformer - the mixer/power
amplifier will accommodate low-impedance microphones, magnetic pick-ups, balanced or
unbalanced low-impedance lines, etc. The 16660 line transformer accessory provides the
standard 70-volt speaker distribution system. This transformer is designed to mount on
the rear of the amplifier in minutes with solderless inter-connecting links and provides a
70-volt isolated output. The performance of this transformer is such that in excess of 18
watts at less than 2% distortion is available from 40 cycles to above 15,000 cycles. An
additional accessory, the 14678A volume compressor assembly can be mounted on the rear
panel where a socket has been provided for proper connection to the amplifier circuitry.

The power supply of the 361 B mixer/power amplifier is equipped with self-resetting circuit
breakers in the primary and the secondary transistor supply circuits to provide maximum
component protection in the event of inadvertent speaker line short circuit, inadequate
ventilation or other abnormal operating conditions.

The Altec 361 B mixer/amplifier measures only 4%" high, 13Ya" wide and 8'){," deep.
The front panel is functionally designed and includes two-color appearance with control
knobs having brushed aluminum inserts. Overall illumination of the front panel is ptp-
vided by indirect means. For rack mounting applications the Altec 14965 rack mount
assembly permits the 361 B to be rack mounted using only 5Y." of vertical rack space.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York



The plug-in accessories for the input circuits of the mixer/power amplifier are carefully designed units, using solid-state
circuitry for rugged dependable operation and high quality performance. These plug-in accessories make the proper
input circuit instantly available for rapid installation permitting use of a wide range of input devices. Sockets on the rear
of the mixer/power amplifier are pre-wired for the proper operating voltage and circuit connections, allowing the various
plug-in accessories to be interchanged without rewiring, circuit or component changes and to be used in any combination
to match properly, all commonly used input devices. The following descriptions are provided to explain the functions and
performance of each of them.

The 1578A microphone preamplifier is designed with a
gain of 33.5 db. Sensitivity is 43 millivolts rms for an output
of +8 dbm. Frequency response is ±0.5 db, 20-20,000 cps,
or, ± 1.5 db, 15-50,000 cps. Source impedance is 150 ohms
nominal, usable 30 to 20,000 ohms. Equivalent input noise
is -122 dbm. The 1578A requires 12 vdc at 13 ma. The
1578A microphone preamplifier may be used with any high
quality low-impedance microphone.

1588A MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER
The 1588A Transistor Preamplifier has a transformer-iso-
lated input and is designed for use with microphones.
The 1588A has a gain of 33.5 db and a frequency response
of ± 1 db from 30 to 30,000 cycles. Source impedance is
150/250 ohms and the load impedance is 600 ohms. The
1588A is encased in mu-metal providing effective mag-
netic shielding for the input transformer of 90 db. The
equivalent input noise level is -122 dbm. Physically and
electrically, the 1588A is interchangeable with the 1578A
Preamplifier.

The 1579A phono equalized preamplifier is specially de-
signed for magnetic phono pick-ups to meet the RIAA
standard. Sensitivity is 5 millivolts for 70 millivolt output at
1 kc. Output is +8 dbm at less than 0.5% thd (total har-
monic distortion). Input impedance is 47,000 ohms and the
power required is 12 vdc at 11 ma. Figure 1 illustrates the
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performance of the 1579A as referenced to the RIAA
standard.
15095 LINE TRANSFORMER

The 15095 line transformer may be used as a bridging
transformer for bridging a balanced 600 ohm line. The
15095 has 30 db of electro-magnetic shielding and a fre-
quency response of ± 1 db, 30-20,000 cps. The 15095 line
transformer may also be used to perform a terminating
function rather than a bridging function by the addition
of a proper terminating resistor at the input of the mixer/
power amplifier.
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
16660 OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
The output of the 361 B mixer/power amplifier is trans-
formerless and, therefore, one side of the output is at
ground potential. The Altec 16660 70-volt output trans-
former has been provided for standard speaker distribution
systems where a balanced line is required. The 16660 trans-
former mounts on the rear of the 361 B mixer/amplifier
without soldering and no additional hardware other than
that supplied with the amplifier is required. The perform-
ance of this transformer is such that in excess of 18 watts
at less than 2% distortion is available from 40 cycles to
above 15,000 cycles.

When rack mounting of the 361B mixer/power amplifier is
desired, the 14965 rack mounting assembly has been pro-
vided as an accessory. The rack mounting assembly includes
a front panel for the amplifier which maintains the pleasing
appearance and allows the rack to be pressure ventilated
if associated equipment requires it. Rack mounted, the 361 B
will occupy 51,4" of vertical rack space and the front panel
is painted Altec Green.

361B AMPLIFIER CAPABILITY WITH ACCESSORIES

157BA MIC 0PRE AMP

OR

15B8A MIC 0PRE AMP

OR INPUT -I
1579A EQUALIZED 0PHONO AMP

OR 14678

0 COMPRESSOR
15095 LINE ASSEMBLY

TRANSFORMER
16660 70v

157BA MIC 0
LINE TRANS

PRE AMP (
o 0

OR

15B8A MIC 0PRE AMP

OR INPUT -2

1579A EQUALIZER 0TRANSfORMER

OR

15095 LINE 0TRANSFORMER

70 VOLT
DISTRIBUTION

SYSTEM

The volume compressor is rear mounted and is connected
to the circuitry of the 361B mixer/power amplifier by
means of a six-pin plug attached to the compressor assem-
bly. A knob on the rear of the compressor assembly con-
trols the compression threshold and is adjustable in steps
of 2, 4, 8, 16 and off. The numbers correspond to approx-
imate power output in watts. The compressor is rapid
acting having an attack time of 10 milliseconds and has a
compression ratio above threshold of better than five to one.

Q CERAMIC PICKUP ~}

OR INPUT -I

[)---H~
ANNOUNCE Mle.

§ 2.3 OR 4
16 n. SPEAKERS
18 WATTS TOTAL

361 B

foo a
--.r-UJ. 2 - Bn SPEAKERS

l-rrJ 18 WATTS TOTAL
TUNER }1~loo~
IO:O~ INPUT'2

TAPE MACH.

~

ANY SERIES
PARALLEL
COMBINATION
OF SPEAKERS
WITH IMPEDANCE
OF 4 TO a OHMS

I



AllEC 3618
Two chonnel transistor mixer/power amplifier
with plug-in options.

100 db into high-impedance microphone input.
*117 db with 1578A plug-in microphone pre-

amplifier.
*67 db with 15095 plug-in transformer bridging

600-ohm line.

700 mv rms 18 watts output, ceramic phono
pick-up.

*500 mv rms for 18 watts output, tuner input.
*0.5 mv (1 kc) for 18 watts output, with 1579A

equalized plug-in amplifier for magnetic
phono pick-up.

25 watts mid-band at less than 2% thd, 4 to
6 ohm loads and 70-volt line,

18 watts at less than 2% thd, 30 to 15,000
cps, 4 to 8 ohm load,

18 watts at less than 2% thd, 40 to 15,000
cps, 70-v line,

12 watts at less than 2% thd, 45 to 12,000
cps, 16 ohm load.
±1 db from 10 to 20,000 cps.

Direct input to mixer pots, 600 ohms nominal
(unbalanced),

Tuner input, 30,000 ohms.
20,000 ohms high-impedance microphone input
(channell only),

Ceramic phono input (channell only),
Up to 50,000 ohms, tuner input (channel 2
only),

150 ohms nominal with 1578A accessory pre-
amplifier (channel 1 or 2),

Up to 50,000 ohms with 1579A accessory
magnetic phono amplifier (channell or 2),

600 to 15,000 ohms with 15095 accessory
transformer (channel 1 or 2).

4/8/16 ohms. 275 ohms, ungrounded, with
16660 (70-v) transformer.

8.5/12/14 volts. 70 volts, ungrounded, with
16660 transformer.

Equivalent input noise - -119 dbm with

1578A preamplifier.

Output noise - -30 dbm with mixer con-
trols closed (8 ohm load).

2 mixer, 1 tone, 1 power switch on front
panel,

Frequency Response:

Input Impedance:

Noise Level:

(With CER-HI Z Switch

in the CER position)

selector switch for high-impedance micro-
phone or ceramic phono pickup on rear
panel* ,

1 balance control, internal.

117 volts, 50-60 cps (10 watts at zero sig nal,
28 watts at Y, output, and 42 watts at full
power).

4%" H x 13Ya" W x 8'){," D.
Altec Green.
101bs.
1578A transistor preamplifier, plug-in (micro-
phone).

1579A equalized transistor preamplifier, plug-
in (magnetic phono).

1588A transistor preamplifier, plug-in, trans-
former-isolated input (microphone).

14678 Compressor assembly and 14722
bracket, plug-in connection.

15095 transformer, plug-in (high-level bal-
anced line to mixer).

16660 transformer for 70-volt line (mounts
internally from rear with 6 screws for
mechanical and electrical connections).

*Indicates the ceramic phono-hi z Microphone switch, which functions
as a high-low gain switch when plug-in accessories are used, is in
the HI Z MIC position. Approximately 5.5 db of attenuation is
available when the switch is in the CER PHONO position.

Ordering Information: Order one 361 B amplifier plus the following:
If 70-volt line output is required order one
16660 transformer.

If volume compressor is required, order one
14678A assembly with 14722 mounting
bracket.

If accessory inputs are to be used! order any
combination of the following: (two maxi-
mum may be used at anyone time.)

1578A transistor preamplifier plug-in (micro-
phone).

1579A equalized transistor phono preamplifier
for magnetic phono pick-up. Plug-in.

1588A transistor preamplifier, plug-in, trans-
former-isolated input (microphone).

15095 transformer plug-in (high level bal-
anced line to mixer).

If rack mounting of the 361 B mixer/power
amplifier is desired order one 14965 rack
mounting assembly. (Requires 5'4" of rack
space.)

Dimensions:
Color:
Weight:
Accessories:

The mixer/amplifier shall be self-contained and shall employ all solid-state devices. Without accessories, the mixer/amplifier shall be capable of
mixing two independent input signals originating from either a ceramic phono pick-up, high-impedance microphone or equivalent, and from either a
radio tuner, tape machine or equivalent. Either of the two inputs shall be capable of accepting 600-ohm low-impedance sources. Input connections
shall be made in one of two ways; direct connections to terminal strips provided for the separate inputs, or, standard phono plugs for the high-
impedance input, magnetic phono input and tuner input. The mixer/amplifier shall have separate volume controls on each input and shall have a
treble tone control common to both inputs. In addition, each input shall have a socket provided for the use of various types of plug-in accessories,
enabling the mixer/amplifier to accept signals from low-impedance sources, magnetic type pick-ups and bridged low-impedance lines.
The mixer/amplifier shall have a frequency response of ±l db, 10-20,000 cps, and shall deliver 18 watts at less than 2% thd, (total harmonic dis~
tortion), 30-15,000 cps, to a 4/8 ohm load. The output of the mixer/amplifier shall be of the transformerless type, capable of delivering 25 watts
into loads ranging from 4 to 6 ohms. The output shall be capable of operating a 70-volt transformer for standard speaker distribution systems,
and the lO-volt transformer accessory, specified elsewhere, shall be mounted on the rear of the mixer/amplifier and shall connect to the mixer/
amplifier without the need of soldering, utilizing interconnecting links supplied with the transformer.
The mixer/amplifier shall provide operating voltages and a connecting socket for a compressor assembly accessory, specified elsewhere, which may
be mounted to the rear of the unit, to provide volume compression when required.
The mixer/amplifier shall have a self-contained power supply, operating from 120 vac, (requiring no more than 42 watts when delivering full
power), and shall have self-resetting circuit breakers in both the primary and the transistor supply circuits. Fuse or manual resetting devices
are not acceptable.
The mixer/amplifier shall measure no more than 4%" high, 13/'8" wide, and 811J'6" deep. It shall weigh no more than 10 pounds and shall be
dark green in color.
There shall be available, as a plug-in accessory to the mixer/amplifier, a transistor preamplifier with a nominal 150-ohm source impedance, usable
30-20,000 ohms. Frequency response shall be ±0.5 db, 20-20,000 cps, or ±1.5 db, 15-50,000 cps. The transistor plug-in preamplifier shall have a
gain of 33.5 db and sensitivity shall be 43 millivolts for an output of +8 dbm. The plug-in transistor pre.cmplifier shall allow any high-quality
low-impedance microphone to be used with the mixer/amplifier.
There shall be available, as a plug-in accessory to the mixer/amplifier, a phono equalized transistor amplifier which shall meet the RIAA standard.
Sensitivity shall be 5 millivolts for 70-millivolt output at 1 kc. Output sholl be +8 dbm at less than 0.50/0 thd (total harmonic distortion). Input
impedance shall be 47,000 ohms and power required shall be 12 vdc at 11 mo.
There shall be available, as a plug-in accessory to the mixer/amplifier, a transistor preamplifier with a transformer-isolated input and with a
nominal 150-ohm source impedance, usable 30-20,000 ohms. Frequency response shall be ±l db, 30-30,000 cps. The transistor plug-in preamplifier
shall have a gain of 33.5 db and sensitivity shall be 43 millivolts for on output of +8 dbm. The plug-in transistor preamplifier shall allow any
high quality low impedance microphone to be used with the mixer/amplifier.
Any mixer/amplifier and plug-in accessories not meeting the above specifications shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The mixer/amplifier shall be Altec Lansing model 361 B.
The transistor preamplifier shall be Altec lansing model 1578A.
The phono preamplifier shatl be Altec Lansing model 1579A.

The transistor preamplifier with transformer·isolated input shall be Altee lansing model 1588A.



436C Compressor Amplifier 436C

Mixer
or

Preamp.

The 436C Compressor Amplifier is a self-powered, level-controlling amplifier
with a versatility which makes it a desirable part of most audio installations.
In response to a strong input signal, it will reduce gain up to 30 db auto-
matically, rapidly, and quietly, without the introduction of thumps.

The 436C utilizes variable threshold/compression ratio and release time
controls, permitting maximum flexibility in virtually any type of installation.

The 436C Amplifier is intended for use in automatic level-control applica-
tions in recording, TV broadcasting and public address systems. Level differ-
ences caused by individual voice intensities and unequal distances of per-
formers from the microphone can be minimized by its use. The bridging
input permits the 436C Compressor to be used to control level differences
between two or more program sources or for automatic fading for voice-
over-music announcements. In industrial locations where sudden high-level
sounds might cause "blasting" with attendant danger to amplifiers and
loudspeakers, the 436C Amplifier will prevent such overloading. Altec com-
pressor amplifiers are also being used in TV broadcast pickup of variety,
dramatic, musical and operatic productions to minimize level disparities and
to relieve the control operator from the need for over-compensating for
unpredictable bursts of volume.

The front panel contains all controls, fuse, and a meter which indicates db
of compression. The front panel is hinged and, when open, provides ready
access to all components and wiring for easy service. For economical install-
ation, all connections are made to simple barrier-type terminals on the rear
of the amplifier. A three-conductor power cord is pre-wired to the unit. For
those installations where compression is desired only part of the time, this
unit will also operate as a straight high-quality line amplifier when the
6AL5 tube is removed from its socket. A gain control is provided at the
input, and the input and output transformers permit use on balanced lines.

The 436C occupies only 3Y2" of rack space in the standard Altec relay rack
or may be mounted in the Altec 12495 Cabinet for table installations. For
remote monitoring of compression, the Altec 6049 Meter may be ordered
for installation in the control console or at the announcing position.

The wide range of application and excellent performance of this new Altec

I IDDI compressor amplifier will make it a valuable part of any good sound system.1 ~ -I

, ,_ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York

Felltures
Variable Compression

Ratio, Threshold,

and Release Time.

Fast attack

Smooth recovery

Wide frequency response

30 db of compression

Balanced input

Input gain control

Compact

Self powered

Rack or table mount

Simple installation
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Type:
Gain:
Frequency Response:
Power Output:
Harmonic Distortion:

Noise Level:
Input Impedance:
Source Impedance:
Load Impedance:
Maximum Compression:
Attack Time:
Release Time:
Threshold:
Compression Ratio:
Controls:
Power Supply:
Tubes:
Dimensions:
Color:
Weight:
Special Features:

ACCESSORIES

Compressor Amplifier
56 db from 15,000 ohm source; 40 db bridging 600 ohm line
± 1.5 db, 30-15,000 cycles
+24 dbm (as straight amplifier)
At 25 db of compression: Less than 1.5%,35-15,000 cycles;
At 30 db of compression: Less than 2.5%, 25-10,000 cycles;
(0 db threshold setting)
74 db below rated output (-111 dbm equivalent input noise)
15,000 ohms bridging transformer (ungrounded)
Any up to 15,000 ohms
150/600 ohms
30 db
50 milliseconds
Adjustable: .3 to 1.3 seconds (63% recovery)
Adjustable: 0 dbm to + 16 dbm output
2: 1 at 0 dbm threshold; 4: 1 at + 16 dbm threshold
Gain, Threshold, Release Time, Power Switch
117 volts, 60 cycles, 20 watts
6BC8, 6CG7, 6AL5
19" Long; 3V2" High; 6" Deep
Dark Green
8% Ibs.
Compression meter; shaft locks for threshold and release time controls

12495 Cabinet, 6049 Meter

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

The compressor amplifier shall have a frequency response of ± 1.5 db from 30 to 15,000 cycles.
It shall be capable of delivering a power output of +24 dbm as a straight amplifier. With 25 db
of compression, distortion shall not exceed 1.5% over the frequency range from 35 to 15,000
cycles and at 30 db of compression, less than 2.5% from 35 to 10,000 cycles. The threshold shall
be adjustable from 0 to + 16 dbm output; maximum compression provided by the amplifier shall
be 30 db. Attack time shall be fixed at 50 milliseconds; release time shall be adjustable from .3
to 1.3 seconds for 63% recovery.

The gain of the amplifier shall be 56 db from a 15,000 ohm signal source or 42 db bridging a 600-
ohm line. Input noise shall not exceed -111 dbm. The signal-to-noise ratio shall be at least 74 db.

The input impedance shall be 15,000 ohms (ungrounded); the load impedance shall be 150 or
600 ohms. The amplifier shall operate from a 115 VAC, 60 cycle supply and shall be provided
with a panel meter reading in db of compression. The amplifier shall be of the rack-mounting
type and shall also have provisions for mounting in a desk-top type cabinet for remote operation,
where required. The unit shall measure 3%" high, 19" long, 6" deep and weigh in the order
of 8% pounds. The tube complement shall consist of one 6BC8, one 6CG7, and one 6AL5. The
hinged front panel shall be finished in dark green and shall provide access to the shaft locks of
the threshold and release time controls.

Any compressor not meeting these specifications as to the amount of compression, variable
threshold, compression ratio, and release time controls, or that does not permit the use of the
compressor unit as a straight amplifier by the removal of one vacuum tube, shall be deemed
unacceptable under these specifications.

The compressor amplifier shall be Altec Lansing model 436C.



43ac Compressor Amplifier 43ac

438C
MIC. INPUT COMPRESSOR

AMPLIFIER

MUSIC
SOURCE

POWE R
AMPLIFIER

Features:
Variable Compression

Ratio, Threshold,

and Release Time.

Microphone preamplifier

Line amplifier

90 db gain

Two inputs

Fast attack

Smooth recovery

30 db of compression

Compact

Fully automatic

Simple installation

The 438C has been specifically designed for public address use but its
outstanding quality also finds many broadcast, recording and communi-
cation applications. It is a dual purpose unit providing both high gain
microphone preampliflcation and the complete facility of the Altec auto-
matic compression line amplifier. Its gain and output are such that it will
drive any Altec power amplifier to full output from the input of any quality
dynamic microphone. Its unique compression assures high intelligibility and
freedom from "blasting" or damage to the power amplifier and speakers
due to sudden high-level sounds.

The 438C utilizes variable threshold/compression ratio and release time
controls, permilling maximum flexibility in virtually any type of installation.

Operationally the 438C will compress signals as much as 30 db. This auto-
matic compression with its rapid allack time of 50 milliseconds, can be
used to compensate for the differences in loudness between users in paging
or recording and to provide over-all system protection and smoothness.
In addition to this microphone input there is a 600 ohm line bridging input
for wired music and other program sources. The proper balancing of these
two inputs results in automatic "fading" of background music material
during paging. Use of the bridging input alone provides straight-forward
compression of line program material. Removal of the 6AL5 tube from the
circuit permits the 438C to operate as a simple microphone preamplifier
and line amplifier without compression.

The hinged front panel of the 438C contains all controls, fuse, pilot light,
and compression meter. For remote monitoring of the compressing action
the Altec 6049 meter may be ordered. When opened, the front panel
exposes all components and wiring for easy service. All connections are
made to simple barrier terminals on the rear of the unit. A three conductor
power cord is pre-wired for ease of installation.

This outstanding multi-function unit occupies only 3V2" of standard rack
space or it may be table or wall mounted in the compact Altec 12495 cab-
inet. The high quality, fully automatic compressor operation and wide range
of function are obtained in this Altec amplifier at an extremely low price
which makes it economically sound to use the 438C instead of less effective
simple preamplifiers and line amplifiers.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York



-ALTEC 438C

Type:
Gain:
Frequency Response:
Power Output:
Harmonic Distortion:

Input Impedance:
Source Impedance:
Load Impedance:
Maximum Compression:
Attack Time:
Release Time:
Threshold:
Compression Ratio:

Controls:
Power Supply:
Power Consumption:
Tubes:
Dimensions:
Color:
Weight:
Special Features:
Accessories:

Compressor Amplifier
90 db from microphone input; 40 db bridging 600 ohm line
± 1.5 db, 40- 10,000 cycles
+24 dbm as straight amplifier
At 25 db of compression: less than 1.5%,35 to 15,000 cycles;
At 30 db of compression: less than 2.5%, 35 to 10,000 cycles;
(0 db Threshold Control setting)
Gain control at maximum: -119 dbm equivalent input noise, microphone
input;
Gain control at minimum: -50 dbm output noise level.
Bridging: 20,000 ohms, unbalanced
Microphone Input: 150/250 ohms (30/50 ohms operation optional)
150 and 600 ohms
30 db
50 milliseconds
Adjustable: .3 to 1.3 seconds (63% recovery)
Adjustable: 0 dbm to + 16 dbm output
2: 1 to 0 dbm threshold;
4: 1 at + 16 dbm threshold
Gain, Threshold, Release Time, AC Power Switch
115 volts, 60 cycles
22 watts
12AY7, 6BC8, 6CG7, 6Al5
19" l; 3V2" H; 6" D
Dark Green
8Y2 Ibs.
Compression meter; shaft locks for Threshold and Release Time Controls
12495 Cabinet, 6049 Meter

The compressor amplifier shall have a frequency response of ± 1.5 db from 40-10,000 cycles and
it shall be capable of delivering a power output of +24 dbm as a straight amplifier. With 25 db
of compression, distortion shall not exceed 1.5% (0 dbm threshold) over the frequency range
of 35 to 15,000 cycles. The threshold point shall be adjustable from 0 to + 16 dbm output and
the amplifier shall provide a maximum compression of 30 db. Attack time shall be fixed at 50
milliseconds and the release time shall be variable from .3 to 1.3 seconds for 63% recovery.

The gain of the amplifier shall be 90 db from th e microphone input or 40 db bridging a 600 ohm
line. Equivalent input noise shall not exceed -119 dbm at microphone input. The input imped-
ance shall be 20,000 ohms (unbalanced) and for source impedance of microphone input, 150/250
ohms, (30/50 ohms operation optional). The load impedance shall be 150 or 600 ohms. The am-
plifier shall operate from a 115 VAC, 60-cycle source and be provided with a panel meter read-
ing db of compression. It shall be of the rack mounting type and shall also have provisions
I for mounting in a desk top type cabinet for remote operation where required. The unit shall
measure 3W' high, 19" long, 6" deep, and weigh in the order of 8}2 pounds. The tube com-
plement shall be one 12AY7, one 6BC8, one 6CG7, and one 6Al5. The hinged front panel
shall be finished in dark green.

The variable threshold and release time controls shall be provided with shaft locks, accessible
by dropping the hinged front panel for immediate adjustment.

Any compressor not meeting these specifications as to the microphone input, amount of compres-
sion, variable threshold, compression ratio, and release time, nor use as a straight amplifier shall
be deemed unacceptable under these specifications.

The compressor amplifier shall be Altec lansing model 438C.



lS66A Preamplifier lS66A

11~I -----'

,~ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York

Features
Switch Controlled Auxiliary

AC Outlet

CHURCHES - SCHOOLS - THEATRES - PA SYSTEMS
RECORDING STUDIOS - BROADCAST STUDIOS

"GIANT VOICE" WARNING SYSTEMS
MILITARY COMPLEXES

The 1566A is a compact three-stage microphone preamplifier with
self-contained power supply. As supplied, its input will accept high
impedance microphones and its output will drive one or many high
impedance amplifiers such as the Altec 1568, 1569 or 1570. The
preamplifier may be used with low impedance microphones by the
addition of the accessory Altec 4722 plug-in microphone transformer.

150 and 600 ohm output loads may be accommodated by the addi-
tion of the plug-in Altec 15095 line transformer. When this trans-
former is used, both line and direct output are available simul-
taneously.

This compact microphone preamplifier occupies only one unit of
standard rack space (13/.,"). The front panel contains a continuously
variable gain control, pilot light, power switch and circuit fuse. All
input and output connections are made to simple screw terminals on
the rear of the chassis, doing away with the necessity for time-con-
suming soldering. A pre-wired three conductor power cord and
connector is supplied, and an auxiliary AC convenience outlet con-
trolled by the power switch is provided on the rear chassis.

The circuit consists of a two stage voltage amplifier, with an inter-
stage volume control, followed by a cathode follower output. The
power supply uses selenium rectifiers for both high voltage and
heater supply circuits for long life, cool operation and hum-free
performance. The quality exceeds all FCC requirements for FM and
AM broadcasting and the 1566A will find wide application in com-
mercial systems requiring only a small number of microphone inputs.



-ALlEC 1566A

Gain:

Power Output:

Frequency Response:

Input Impedance:

Source Impedance:

65 db max.

+10 dbm or 18 v (rms) open circuit

± 1 db 30- 15,000 cps

100,000 ohms

30/50 and 120/200 ohms with 4722 plug-in microphone
transformer

15,000 ohms to infinity. 150 and 600 ohms with
15095 plug-in line transformer.

Equivalent input noise -120 dbm
Output noise -81 dbm with gain control closed

Gain and power

117 volts, 60 cps, 5 watts

117 volt ac receptacle on chassis

Controls:

Power Supply:

External Power Available:

Tubes:

13,4" H x 19" W x 7" D (rack mounting)

Dark green

5% Ibs.

Color:

Weight:

4722 Plug-in microphone transformer
15095 Plug-in line transformer
13033 Plug-in phono equalizer

The preamplifier(s) shall be of the rack mount type and shall occupy not more than

13,4" of rack space. Each preamplifier shall be self powered and separate power

supplies will not be acceptable. The gain of the preamplifier shall be at least 65 db,

and the frequency response shall be ± 1 db 30 to 15,000 cps. The equivalent input

noise shall be not greater than -120 dbm. The preamplifier shall be equipped with

an interstage volume control. The input impedance shall be (choose one) 100,000

ohms (or) 30/50 and 120/200 ohms as provided by a plug-in transformer specified

elsewhere. The load impedance shall be (choose one) at least 15,000 ohms (or) 150

and 600 ohms as provided by a plug-in line transformer specified elsewhere. The

maximum power output shall be at least (choose one) 18 volts rms open circuit (or)

+ 10 dbm with the plug-in line transformer.

A standard three-pin AC convenience receptacle shall be provided on the chassis

of the preamplifier. Power consumption of the preamplifier shall not exceed 5 watts.

Any preamplifier not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable

under these specifications.

The preamplifier shall be Altec lansing Model 1566A.



'561 A Mixer Amplifier 'S61A

The 1567 A is a Mixer Amplifier of exceptional flexibility for use in public
address systems and broadcast studios or as a remote, portable mixer. It
has four low level inputs and one high level input each with individual vol-
ume controls, a master gain control, separate bass and treble tone con-
trols, a power switch, illumination control and 'iacility ior an accessory
VU meter.
An outstanding feature of the 1567 A is its input versatility. As supplied,
each of the four low level inputs are connected to receive high impedance
microphones. Installation of the 4722 plug-in transformer converts any of
the inputs to low impedance. Insertion of the 12864 accessory plug will
convert either of two low level inputs to phono facility and provide the
proper RIAA equalization for magnetic pickups.

Two outputs are provided; the main output which may be connected direct-
ly to a high impedance load or isolated by the addition of the 15095 plug-
in line transformer for low impedance lines; the second output is provided

I for supplying signal to tape recorders and is unaffected by the master gain
High gain I ':Jnd '(one controls.

Additiof1al accessory items include a portable carrying case which incor-
Compact I porates microphone and cable storage space, a VU meter assembly which

I can be installed without soldering and for which multiplier and range
low noise level I switches have been provided in the 1567 A, and an adapter which converts

the screw terminals of the 1567 A to XL input connectors and binding post
I output terminals. As supplied, the mixer is equipped with molded composi-

Meets FCC FM requirements I tion attenuators, however, sufficient space has been provided for the instal-
I lation of miniature step-type units.

Installs without soldering I Installation and service time have been cut to the minimum by the use of
screw terminals and the pre-wired three-conductor power cord. No soldering

I is required to install either the 1567 A or any of its accessories. The hinged
I front panel gives full access to all components without interrupting o~era-
I tion of the unit.
I The performance of this self powered mixer amplifier exceeds FCC require-
I ments for both AM and FM broadcasting. With its outstanding flexibility it
I will be found the most economical mixer for every quality application,

tailored to exact requirements.

I~~~~~--J,~ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York ~

Felltures:

2 outputs

Great flexibility

5 CHANNEL MIXER/AMPLIFIER FOR:
CHURCHES-SCHOOLS-HOTELS- THEATRES-CONVENTION

HALLS-PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS-RECORDING,
BROADCAST STUDIOS-PAGING, VOICE, AND

MUSIC SYSTEMS



AlTEC 1567A

97 db max. Channels 1, 2, 3, 4
55 db max. Channel 5 (17 mv in for 0 dbm output)

+18 dbm or 50 v open circuit

± 1 db 30- 15,000 cps

1 megohm, Channels 1, 2, 3, 4; .25 megohm Channel 5
30/50 and 120/200 ohms Channels 1,2,3,4 with
4722 plug-in microphone transformer

15,000 ohms to infinity
150 and 600 ohms with 15095 plug-in line transformer

270,000 ohms and 100 mmf. min.
Equivalent input noise -123 dbm
Output noise -68 dbm with master gain control closed
5 mixer, master, bass, treble and illumination control

117 volts, 60 cps, 20 watts

117 volt ac receptacle on chassis

3 -12AX7, 1 - 6CG7

51,4" H x 19" W x 6%" D
Dark green
10% Ibs.
12862 VU Meter Assembly
12864 Phono Equalizer Assembly
12863 Xl Connector Assembly
12866 Portable Carrying Case
4722 Plug-in Microphone Transformer
15095 Plug-in line Transformer

Power Output:

Frequency Response:

Input Impedance:

Source Impedance:

load Impedance, Recorder Output:

Noise level:

Controls:

Power Supply:

External Power Available:

Tubes:

Dimensions:

Color:

Weight:

Accessories:

The mixer preamplifier shall be of the (choose one) rack mounting type/portable type.
It shall consist of four high gain channels with gain of at least 97 db, and one low gain
channel with gain of at least 55 db. In addition to individual gain controls on each of
these five channels, the mixer preamplifier shall have an over-all master gain control,
as well as over-all bass and treble controls.

The frequency response shall be ± 1 db 30 to 15,000 cps. The input impedance shall
be (choose one) 1 megohm (or) 30/50 and 120/200 as provided by a plug-in input
transformer specified elsewhere. The low gain input shall have an input impedance
of .25 megohms. The load impedance shall be (choose one) at least 15,000 ohms (or)
150 and 600 ohms, as provided by a plug-in line transformer specified elsewhere. In
addition to this line output, the preamplifier shall be equipped with a recorder output.

This recorder output shall be unaffected by adjustments of the master gain control
or of the tone controls.
The maximum output of the preamplifier shall be at least (choose one) 50 volts open
circuit (or) + 18 dbm with the plug-in line transformer. Equivalent input noise shall
be not greater than -123 dbm. Input and output connections shall be made by means
of (choose one) screw terminals (or) Cannon XL connectors (as required, the following
additions may also be included in this specification) (1) The preamplifier shall be
equipped with VU meter and range extending scale. (2) Channels and
____ shall be equipped with passive equalizer providing proper equalization for
a magnetic phonograph cartridge and representing RIAA equalization. The preampli-
fier shall measure 5'.4" high and shall weigh not more than 10J;" pounds. Power con-
sumption shall not exceed 20 watts. It shall be Altec Lansing 1567 A.

Approved for listing under re-examination service by Underwriters' laboratories.



Quick Connect Solid State Modules
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Features
All Solid State

No Interconnecting
Wiring Required

Side-by-Side Plug-in Modules
Wide Range Frequency Response

Extremely Low Noise Level
High Reliability and
Low Maintenance

Economical and Versatile
Plug-in Microphone Preamplifier,
Equalizer Preamplifier (Phono),

or Line Transformer
Rugged and Compact

Special Grounding Strap
and Circuit-to-Chassis
Ground Provisions

Minimum Heat Generation
Rack Panel Mounting

Optional Installation Provisions
for Making Tone Controls

and Power Switch Inaccessible
Meets FCC Requirements

For FM Broadcast
Small Space Requirements for

Custom Control Consoles

AUDIO AMPLIFICATION SYSTEMS � MUSIC AND PUBLIC ADDRESS

SYSTEMS FOR· SCHOOLS � THEATRES � CHURCHES

� AUDITORIUMS· STADIUMS· OFFICES· CLUBS· RESTAURANTS

� SHOPPING CENTERS � MILITARY SYSTEMS

The Altee Quick Connect Solid State Modules consist of four basic units and their accessories. These
components may be arranged to create versatile audio amplification systems in a variety of combina-
tions - from the most elementary to the very complex - simply by making plug-in connections. No
time-consuming wiring is required. The side-by-side plug-in design of the Quick Connect Solid State
Modules - plus the convenience of the plug-in accessory preamplifiers and transformers - allows a
flexibility of operation and a simplicity of installation adaptable to virtually any application, insur-
ing a maximum of quality and flexibility far a minimum investment in money, space and labor.

The basic components of the Altec Quick Connect Solid State Modules are the 14799A Mixer Control
Assembly, the 14800A Booster and Master Gain Control Assembly, the 1581A line Amplifier and Tone
Control Assembly, and the 1576A Power Supply. Accessories include the 1578A and 1588A Transistor
Preamplifiers (for microphones), the 1579A Equalizer Transistor Preamplifier (for magnetic phono
pickups), the 15095 line Transformer, the 14953 Cables, the 14731A Dial Marker Kit, and the 1580A
Mounting Assembly for Rack Mounting. All basic components (14799A, 14800A, 1581A and 1576A) are
designed for single-hole panel mounting and, since they are all the same width (21121/),- up to 6
may be mounted in the 1580A which is a standard 19" rack mounting assembly and occupies 51/4" of
vertical space. Optional installation procedures permit the line Amplifier and the Power Supply
to be mounted at the rear of the Assembly.

The wide frequency range, low distortion and exceptionally low noise of the Quick Connect Solid
State Modules permit complete design flexibility for audio systems thot require custom assembly.
The various units of the Quick Connect Solid State Modules may be used to complement or expand
existing systems, or to form new ones. An installation may be engineered to meet the current
requirements, yet allow for future expansion merely by adding equipment for new inputs and/or
outputs as the need arises. The sturdy compactness and plug-in design of the Modules make them
exceptionally adoptable for functional custom consoles, capable of limitless mixing inputs in
multiples of ten (including one mixer which serves as a submaster) or less.

Additional monetary savings are afforded by the unique design of the Altec 1578A and 1588A plug-in
Transistor Preamplifiers which eliminate the need for the microphone transformer usually required
for use with low-impedance microphones.

Grounding straps at the rear of the mixer and the master gain control assemblies assure unit-to-unit
ground integrity, and protect against extraneous noise pickup, RF pickup, and parasitic oscillations.
A link on the terminals of the master gain control assembly provides a convenient means of estab-
lishing a circuit-to-chassis ground and aids in preventing possible establishment of ground loops.



DESCRIPTIONS
14799A MIXER CONTROL ASSEMBLY
The 14799A mixer is a side-by-side plug-in unit containing
a rotary attenuator and an isolating resistor, and with an
octal socket to accommodate the plug-in accessory pream-
plifier or transformer. The mixer has three principal appli-
cations, dependent upon the plug-in accessory used. For
low-level microphone input, an Altec 1578A or 1588A
preamplifier is needed. The Altec 1579A preamplifier is
required for magnetic phono pickup input, and the 15095
line transformer is used for high-level balanced line-to-
mixer application. In some applications one mixer may
serve as a "submaster" for a group of mixers. Input to the
mixer is made at screw terminals at the rear of the unit.
A copper grounding strap, also at the rear, attaches to
the adjoining plug-in unit. Output and power connections
are made with two 3-pin connectors, a plug on one side
of the mixer and a socket on the other. These connectors
engage with additional mixers and/or a 14800A Booster
and Master Gain Control Assembly. Like all Quick Connect
Solid State Modules, the mixer is single-hole panel mount-
ing, attaching to the mounting panel by means of the
bushing on the control shaft.

14800A BOOSTER AND MASTER GAIN
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
The 14800A master connects with a 1581 A Line Amplifier
and Tone Control Assembly by side-by-side plug-in (or
14953 cables). The master includes a plug-in 1578A pream-
plifier for the booster function, and will handle the output
and control the overall gain from up to ten 14799A mixers.
A circuit-to-chassis grounding link is provided on the termi-
nal strip at the rear of the unit. A grounding strap attaches
to the adjoining plug-in unit. Input to the master is by
means of side-by-side plug-in (or cable) connections from
one or more mixers.

1576A POWER SUPPLY
The 1576A power supply is a compact unit utilizing silicon
rectifiers and transistors, and a zener diode. Producing 12v
dc (210 ma maximum), the power supply is protected from
overload by electronic current limiting and a self-resetting
circuit breaker in the primary. Output connections are
made with two 14953 cables (furnished with the unit).
Either outlet can supply the full rated current, or it may be
divided between them. Permissible load combinations for
one supply are: two 1581A line amplifiers; or, one 1581A
line amplifier, one 14800A master and up to ten 14799A
mixers equipped with plug-in preamplifiers; or, up to six-
teen mixers equipped with plug-in preamplifiers. The power
supply may be either panel or shelf mounted.

The 1581 A line amplifier is a compact, all-transistor unit
designed to equalize the signal from the master. Dual con-
centric knobs on the front provide for bass and treble con-
trol. Input connections are made with side-by-side plug-in
(or cable) connections. Power connections are made through

two 3-pin plugs and two cables from the power supply.
Output connections are made from a four-post terminal
strip which may be strapped for either 150 or 600 ohms
output. The 1581 A may be either panel or shelf mounted.



ACCESSORIES

1578A TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The 1578A is a plug-in preamplifier used for low-level
microphone input with the mixers, and as the booster in the
14800A master. The preamplifier has a gain of 33.5 db
and sensitivity is 43 millivolts rms for an output of +8 dbm.
Frequency response is ±0.5 db from 20 to 20,000 cps; or
± 1.5 db from 15 to 50,000 cps. Source impedance is 150
ohms nominal, usable from 30 to 20,000 ohms. Equivalent
input noise is -122 dbm. The 1578A requires 12 v dc at
13 ma.
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1588A TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The 1588A Transistor Preamplifier has a transformer-isolated
input and is designed as a microphone preamplifier. It is
used in the 14799A Mixer Control Assembly as a plug-in
accessory. Encased in mu-metal providing effective mag-
netic shielding of 90 db for the input transformer, the
1588A is physically and electrically interchangeable with
the 1578A Preamplifier.
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1579A EQUALIZER TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The 1579A preamplifier is designed for use with magnetic
phono pickups and will equalize them to meet the RIAA
standard. Sensitivity is 5 millivolts for 70 millivolt output
at 1 kc. Output is +8 dbm at less than 0.5% thd. Input
impedance is 47,000 ohms and the power required is 12 v
dc at 11 ma.
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15095 LINE TRANSFORMER
The 15095 is a 15,000 to 600 ohm line transformer and
may be used in a mixer for bridging a balanced 600-ohm
line. The 600-ohm winding feeds the mixer bus and the
15,000-ohm winding bridges the source. With the connec-
tion of a 680-ohm resistor across the mixer input terminals,
the transformer may be used for terminating purposes. It
has 30 db of electro-magnetic shielding and a frequency
response of ± 1 db from 30 to 20,000 cps.

1580A MOUNTING ASSEMBLY FOR RACK MOUNTING
The 1580A assembly will accommodate up to six units of
the Quick Connect Solid State Modules by means of single-
hole panel mounting. Screw holes in the bottom of the line
amplifier and the power supply will line up with holes in the
tray, permitting these two units to be attached with screws
in addition to the panel mounting, if desired. An optional
arrangement permits the power supply and the line ampli-
fier to be mounted at the rear of the tray where the tone
controls and the switch on the power supply may be made
inaccessible. The 1580A assembly occupies 51,4" of rack
space and weighs 4Y2 pounds.

14953 CABLES
Two 14953 Cables are furnished with each 1576A power
supply and are used to make connections between the
power supply and other units, or to make short intercon-
nections between various units, as the in:;tallation requires.
Each 3-wire cable is 12 inches in lengt~, and terminated
with a 3-pin plug at one end and a 3-pin socket at the other.

14731 A DIAL MARKER KIT
The Dial Marker Kit provides an adjustable reference for
setting the controls on the various Quick Connect Solid
State Modules. Each kit consists of five clear plastic discs
which mount against the panel under the control knob.
Although they may be rotated to change the position of the
indicator line on the disc, they are spring-loaded to prevent
any inadvertent alteration in the setting.



SPECIFICATIONS

Controls:
Connections:

Accessory Connection:
Escutcheon Plate:
Mounting:
Dimensians:

Color:
Weight:

Mixer control
(Input) 3 screw terminals
(Output and Power) 3-pin plug and

3-pin socket
Octal socket for plug-in option
Dial plate furnished
Single-hole panel mounting
334" H x 2Y2" W x 2'.4" D (including

plug-in option, but excluding
knob and connectors)

Green
7 oz. (excluding plug-in option)

14800A BOOSTER AND MASTER GAIN
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
Gain: +27 db voltage gain with 1000n

termination
Power Requirements:
Controls:
Connections:

Mounting:
Escutcheon Plate:
Dimensions:

Color:
Weight:
Equipment Furnished:

12vdcat13ma
Master gain control
(Input) 3-pin socket
(Output and Power) 3-pin plug
Single-hole panel mounting
Dial plate furnished
334" H x 2\1,' W x 2'4" D (including

booster amplifier, but excluding
knob and connectors)

Green
8\12 oz. (including booster amplified
1578A Transistor Preamplifier (plug-in)

furnished as booster amplifier
Link on terminals at rear of unit

permits establishment of
circuit-to-chassis ground

1581 A LINE AMPLIFIER AND TONE
CONTROL ASSEMBLY
Gain:
Input Sensitivity:
Power Output:

Frequency Response:
Source Impedance:
Load Impedance:

Noise Level:
Controls:
Power Requirements:
Connections:

Escutcheon Plate:
Dimensions:

Color:
Weight:

47.5 db from 600[1 generator
0.098 v for +23 dbm output
+23 dbm at less than 1% thd,

45-20,000 cps
+ 18 dbm at less than 0.5% thd,

25-20,000 cps
±1 db from 20 to 20,000 cps
Up to 1000[1
150 or 600[1, ungrounded (center tap

available in 600[1 connection)
-61 dbm with 1000[1 input termination
Concentric bass and treble controls
12 v dc at 70 ma
(Input) 3-pin socket
(Output) 4 screw terminals
(Power) 2 3-pin plugs
2 meter test jacks on connector side

of unit
Single-hole panel mounting, or

shelf mounting
Dial plate furnished
4\12" H x 2\12" W X 5\12" D (excluding

knob and connectors)
Green
1\12 Ibs.

Power Output:
Regulation:

Controls:
Ripple:
Power Input:

Escutcheon Plate:
Dimensions:

Color:
Weight:

12 v dc, 210 ma maximum
(Line) 10%, 110 to 135 v ac,

210 ma load
(Load) 10%, no load to full load
Rotary ON-OFF switch on front panel
0.3 mv peak to peak
117 v ac, 50 to 60 cps. 8 watts at

full load
2 3-pin sockets (210 ma load current

available from outputs in
any combination)

(Line) Self resetting circuit breaker
in primary

(Load) Electronic current limiting
protects regulator against
overcurrent

Single-hole panel mounting,
or shelf mounting

Dial plate furnished

4Y2" H x 2?(/' W x 5\12" D (excluding
knobs and connectors)

Green
2\12Ibs.

1578A TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
Gain: 33.5 db
Sensitivity: 43 millivolts rms for +8 dbm output
Frequency Response: ±0.5 db from 20 to 20,000 cps, or

±1.5 db from 15 to 50,000 cps
150[1, nominal, usable 30 to 20,000[1
600[1

Source Impedance:
Laad Impedance:
Noise Level:
Power Requirements:
Mounting:
Dimensions:
Weight:

Gain:
Sensitivity:
Frequency Response:
Source Impedance:
Load Impedance:
Noise Level:
Power Requirements:
Mounting:
Dimension:
Weight:

-122 dbm equvalent input noise
12 v dc at 13 ma
Standard octal socket
1~��' diameter x 1'71," seated height

1 oz.

PREAMPLIFIER
33.5 db
43 millivolts rms for +8 dbm output
±1 db from 30 to 30,000 cps
150/250[1
600[1

-122 dbm equivalent input noise
12 v dc at 13 ma
Standard octal socket
1Y,/' diameter x 117(/' seated height
1 oz.

Power Output:
Frequency Response:

Source Impedance:
Load Impedance:
Power Requirements:
Mounting:
Dimensions:
Weight:

5 millivolts for 70 millivolt output
at 1 kc

+8 dbm at less than 0.5% thd
Equalized to meet RIAA standard for

magnetic phono pickup (see curve)
47,000[1
600n
12 v dc at 11 ma
Standard octal socket
1Y,/' diameter x 1'7(6" seated height
1 oz.
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Although the requirements of each individual installation will vary,
the follawing information will serve as a guide to the purchaser in
ordering Altec Quick Connect Solid State Modules.
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For each Order 1 14799A Mixer Control Assembly
microphone input: 1 1578A or 1588A Preamplifier

For each magnetic Order 1 - 14799A Mixer Control Assembly
phon a pickup input: 1 1579A Equalizer Transistor

Preamplifier

For each line input: Order 1 14799A Mixer Control Assembly
1 - 15095 Line Transformer

For a system of up In addition to input requirements stated
to 10 inputs and above -
line level outputs: Order 1 - 14800A Booster and Master

Gain Control Assembly
1 - 1581 A Line Amplifier and

Tone Control Assembly
1 - 1576 Power Supply

For each addition Order 1 - 14799A Mixer Control Assembly
mixer group: (to serve as 'Submaster')
(Maximum - 9 inputs) 1 - 1576A Power Supply

*For each additional Order 1 - 14800A Booster and Master
channel: Gain Control Assembly

1 - 1581A Line Amplifier and
Tone Control Assembly

1 - 1576A Power Supply

For each 6 Modules Order 1 - 1580A Mounting Assembly
(or less) intended for Panel Mounting
for 19-inch rack
panel mounting:

For each group of Order 1 - 14731A Dial Marker Kit
5 mixers and/or
masters:

*For stereo systems, the addition of a dual 600!1 to 1000!1 audio
taper potentiometer is required.



Quick Connect Solid State Modules ---------------

A custom (mixer) (console) (select one) sholl be ossembled in 0 workman-
like manner, and shall be composed of side-by-side plug-in modules, with
provisions for plug-in preamplifiers, booster and line amplifiers, and trans-
formers. All units shall employ solid-state devices only. Units requiring
interconnecting wiring for power, signal input and/or output, or utilizing
vacuum tubes, shall not be acceptable. The system shall consist of __ mixer
assemblies which shall be capable of mixing the input signals originating
from __ microphone(s), _ phono pickup(s), __ radio tuner(s), __ tape
machine(s), or equivalents. All input wiring shall terminate at screw-type
terminol strips provided for each separate input. There shall be a 750!1
potentiometer with audio toper and proper build-out resistor for each
input and a socket provided for various types of plug-in accessories which
shoJI provide proper termination of input lines to each mixer module and
which shall be capable of accepting signals from low level, low-impedance
sources, magnetic phono pickups, and bridged low-impedance lines. A
booster amplifier and master gain control assembly shall amplify and con-
trol the gain of the combined signals from the mixers. The booster function
shall be provided by a plug-in transistor preamplifier. A separate line am-
plifier shall have concentric tone controls for the bass and treble tones.
___ separate power supply (ies), operating from 120 v ac, shall be
capable of powering the installation and (each) shall provide a total out-
put of 12 v de at no less than 210 ma. Unit-to-unit ground integrity
betwe"n mixer and master assemblies shall be by the use of a copper
grounding strap of not less than Y,6 of an inch wide. Circuit-to-chassis
ground shall be made on the booster and master gain control module.

14799A MIXER CONTROL ASSEMBLY
The mixer control assembly shall be of the side-by-side plug-in type utiliz-
ing 3-pin plugs and sockets to accomplish all power and output functions,
and to minimize the physical separation of assemblies ta not more than '4
inch. The module shall provide an octal socket for accommodation of
selected preamplifier and/or transformers of the plug-in variety, specified
elsewhere. The circuitry shall include a 750!1 potentiometer and an 820!1
isolating resistor for mixing purposes. Input wiring shall terminate at a
three-post terminal strip, one terminal of which shall be attached to copper
grounding strap of not less than ~6 inch in width to insure unit-fa-unit
ground integrity. The mixer module shall be of the single-hole panel
mounting type and shall use the bushing of the control shaft to secure it
in position on the panel. The module shall not occupy more than 3%" in
height, 2W' in width, and 2'4" in depth, including the optional plug-in
accessory, but excluding the knob and connectors; and shall not weigh
more than 7 ounces, excluding the plug-in accessory.
Any mixer control assembly not meeting all these requirements shall be
deemed unacceptable under these specifications.
The mixer shall be Altec lansing Model 14799A.

14800A BOOSTER AND MASTER GAIN CONTROL ASSEMBLY
The booster and master gain control assembly shall be of the side-by-side
plug-in type utilizing 3-pin plugs and sockets to accomplish all power, in-
put and output functions, and to minimize the physical separation of units
to no more than 1,4 inch; and shall provide an octal socket to accommodate
a transistor preamplifier of the plug-in variety, specified elsewhere, to
serve the booster function. The circuitry shall include a 750!1 potentiometer
and a 1000!1 resistor for gain control purposes. A copper grounding strap
of not less than Y,6 inch in width shall insure unit-to-unit ground integrity,
and the circuit·to·chassis ground shall be established by means of a ter-
minal link at the rear of the module. Common chassis ground or ground
wire will not be acceptable under these specifications. The assembly shall
have a voltage gain of +25 db with a lOOO!1 termination, and shall have
a power requirement of 12 v de at not more than 13 ma. The master
module shall be of the single-hole panel mounting type and shall use the
bushing of the control shaft to secure it in place on the panel. It shall
not occupy more than 3%/1 in height, 2Y2J1 in width, and 2~" in depth
including the plug-in preamplifier but excluding knobs and connectors, and
shall not weigh more than 8Y, ounces, including the plug-in preamplifier.
Any booster and master gain control assembly not meeting all these
requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these specifications.
The master assembly shall be Altec lansing Model 14800A.

1581A LINE AMPLIFIER AND TONE CONTROL ASSEMBLY
The line amplifier and tone control assembly shall be of the side-by-side
plug-in type utilizing 3-pin plugs and sockets, or optional 3-wire cable con-
nections, to accomplish all power and input functions; and shall employ
only solid-state devices. Output shall be from a 4-post terminal board
which shall have provisions for optional 150!1 or 600!1 output with a cen-
ter tap available on the 600n connection. The unit shall have a gain of
not less than 47.5 db from a 600n generator, a power output of not less
than +23 dbm at not more than 1% thd from 45 to 20,000 cps; or + 18
dbm at not more than 0.5% thd from 25 to 20,000 cps; and input sensi-
tivity of 0.098 v for a +23 dbm output. The module shall have a fre-
quency response of ='=1 db from 20 to 20,000 cps, and a source
impedance of up to lOOOn. Noise level shall be no more than -61 dbm
with a 1000!1 termination, and the module shall have a power requirement

of 12 v de at not more than 70 ma. The unit shall have dual concentric
knobs with the larger, outer knob for bass contrQI and a smaller, inner
knob for treble control, and two meter test jacks shall be provided for
test facilities. The module shall be not more than 4Y," in height, 2Y," in
width and 5Y,' in depth, excluding knob and connectors, and shall weigh
not more than 1Y, pounds. The unit shall be of the single-hole panel
mounting type and shall use the bushing of the control shaft to secure it in
place on the panel, and it shall have provisions for optional shelf mounting.
Any line amplifier and tone control assembly not meeting all these require-
ments shall be deemed unacceptable under these specifications.
The line amplifier and tone control assembly shall be Altec lansing
Model 1581A.

1576A POWER SUPPLY
The power supply shall deliver 12 v de and shall employ only solid-state
devices. Protection against ol'ercurrent shall be provided by electronic
current limiting and by a self-resetting circuit breaker in the primary. The
unit shall maintain regulation within 10% no load to full load and/or 110
to 135 v ac, and with not more than 0.3 mv peak-to-peak ripple. Output
shall be from two 3-pin sockets which shall provide a load current of not
less than 210 ma in any combination. A rotary ON-OFF switch and a
'switch-on' indicator light shall be provided on the front of the module.
The power supply shall not occupy more than 4Y," in height, 2?(6" in
width, and 5%" in depth, excluding knobs and connectors, and shall
not weigh more than 2% pounds. The module shall be single-hole panel
mounting, and shall have provisions for optional shelf mounting.
Any power supply not meeting these requirements shall be deemed un-
acceptable under these specifications.
The power supply shall be Altec lansing ModeJ 1576A.

1578A TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The microphone preamplifier shall be a solid-state, plug-in unit encased in
a mu-metal shield and requiring 12 v de at 13 ma. The preamplifier shall
have a gain of 33.5 db and a sensitivity of 43 millivolts rms for a +8 dbm
output. It shall be capable of reproducing a frequency range of 20 to
20,000 cps within ='=0.5 db, and maintain a noise level of -122 dbm
(equivalent input noise). Source impedance shall be 150!1, nominal, usable
from 30 to 20,000!1; and load impedance shall be 600!1. The unit shall
mount in a standard eight-pin octal socket, and shall not measure more
than 1~'" in diameter and 1'7(," in seated height; and shall not weigh
more than 1 ounce.

Any microphone preamplifier not meeting all these requirements shall be
deemed unacceptable under these specifications.
The preamplifier shall be Altec lansing Model 1578A.

1588A TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The microphone preamplifier shall be a solid-state, plug-in unit with a
transformer-isolated input, encased in a mu-metal shield and requiring
12 v de at 13 ma. The preamplifier shall have a gain of 33.5 db and a
se'nsitivity of 43 millivolts rms for a +8 dbm output. It shall be capable
of reproducing a frequency range of 30 to 30,000 cps within ='=1 db, and
maintain a noise level of -122 dbm (equivalent input noise). Source
impedance shall be 150/250!1 and load impedance shall be 600n. The
unit shall mount in a standard eight-pin octal socket, and shall not mea-
sure more than 1Y,.' in diameter and l1K6" in seated height; and shall
not weigh more than 1 ounce.

Any microphone preamplifier not meeting all these requirements shall be
deemed unacceptable under these specifications.
The preamplifier shall be Altec lansing Model 1588A.

1579A EQUALIZER TRANSISTOR PREAMPLIFIER
The equalizer preamplifier for magnetic phono pickups shall be a solid-
state, plug-in unit encased in a mu-metal shield and requiring 12 v de at
11 ma. Distortion of the equalizer preamplifier shall not exceed 0.5% thd
at +8 dbm output power, and shall have a sensitivity of 5 millivolts for a
70 millivolt output at 1 kc. The frequency response shall be equalized to
meet RIAA standards for a magnetic phono pickup. Source impedance
shall be 47,000!1, and load impedance shall be 600!1. The unit shall
mount in a standard eight-pin octal socket, and shall not measure more
than lY,6" in diameter and l1K6" in seated height; and shall not weigh
more than 1 ounce.

Any preamplifier not meeting all these requirements shall be deemed un-
acceptable under these specifications.
The equalizer preamplifier shall be Altec lansing Model 1579A.

15095 LINE TRANSFORMER
The line transformer shaJl be a 15,000 to 600n line transformer with a
source impedance of 15,000!1 and a load impedance of 600n. It shall
have a frequency response of ='=1 db from 30 to 20,000 cps. It shall be
equipped with 30 db of electro-magnetic shielding. The transformer shall
not measure more than It\611 in diameter and 113{6" in seated height,- and
shall not weigh more than 1 ounce.
Any line transformer not meeting these requirements shall be deemed
unacceptable under these specifications.
The line transformer shall be Altec lansing Model 15095.
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Features
Designed to perform as:
Line, Booster, Program

or Preamplifier
Modern - All Silicon

Solid-State Design
Surpasses Specifications

of Tube Types
Frequency Response:
20-20,000 cps, ±.5 db

Low Distortion
Inputs and Outputs
Completely Isolated
Astatically Balanced

Transformers
Low Heat Generation

Only 130 ma Required for
Full +27 dbm Output

Rugged-Compact-Fully
Enclosed Construction

Lightweight
Plug-in Design

SURPASSES RECORDING AND BROADCAST STANDARDS
DESIGNED FOR:

RECORDING, MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS - AM, FM, &
TELEVISION STUDIOS - SCHOOLS - LABORATORIES - THEATERS

PUBLIC ADDRESS "PROGRAM CIRCUITS" - STEREO
RECORDING OF DISC, TAPE, & FILM

The Altec 9470A amplifier introduces an engineering 'break-throllgh' in solid-state professional
quality amplifiers for use in recording, broadcasting and television studios. The high efficiency,
extremely wide frequency response, low distortion, and virtual absence of hum and output noise
enables the Altee 9470A amplifier to exceed all requirements for that vital link in any first-line
audio system - the preamplifier - delivering 0.5 watt, the 9470A amplifier uses all silicon tran-
sistors which permit the amplifier to operate continuously at 85° C., (185°F.), without derating,
and still provide operational stability not attainable with tube-type amplifiers. Transistor cir-
cuitry plus specially designed, astatically balanced transformers, enables the 9470A to reach a
noise figure of -127 dbm, with unterminated input. The total harmonic distortion does not exceed
0.25%, 50·20,000 cps when strapped for the + 18 or +27 dbm output capacity, and is Jess than
1.0%, 20-20,000 cps, with +27 dbm output. Overload Recovery Time is 5 microseconds for
100% overload.

The Altec 9470A amplifie, will produce either + 180' +27 dbm, depending on external st,apping.
Utilizing transformers on both input and output with multiple impedance ranges, complete isola-
tion is afforded for ease of matching the 9470A to associated equipment. Fully enclosed construc-
tion insures that cross-talk is held to a minimum and is negligible even when adjacent amplifiers
are operating with different signals and receive power from a common Altec 9550A power supply.

Complex audio systems require the use of many different types of amplifiers to accomplish the
mixing, level changing, impedance matching and amplification needed to produce the finest
recording-broadcast quality. The Altec 9470A amplifier has been designed - electrically and
mechanically - to function as a preamplifier, booster amplifier or program amplifier, enabling
the engineer to base his entire console design around a single amplifier type. All necessary wiring
and impedance selection, via strapping, is accomplished on the 9850A tray socket, allowing the
9470A amplifier to be interchanged with any other 9470A amplifier, regardless of its position in
the circuit, without making any modifications to the amplifier or changing the channel balance or
output levels. The use of Altec 9470A amplifiers in this fashion makes it possible to eliminate
many of the types of amplifiers needed - facilitates ease of replacement - and reduces the
spare amplifiers required to one type.

The Altec 9470A amplifier has been designed to meet the most rigid specifications and built under
exacting standards with precision components to insure that each amplifier will not deviate in
performance, but is identical in operation (within the tolerance specified) and may be used in
the most critical applications where balance must be maintained between two or more amplifiers.
Produced under these conditions the 9470A amplifier will meet all the needs of the most sophisti-
cated audio system, without any selection whatsoever, (as required by some manufacturers)
whether used for recording, broadcasting, telecasting, specialized sound or public address systems
or precision laboratory testing, and excells in performance, reliability, and trouble-free operation.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
New York
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The Allec 9850A mounting tray is an accessory for the Allec 9470A ampli-
fier and is supplied with a receptacle for mating with the plug on the rear
of the 9470A amplifier. All wiring required for operation of the 9470A
amplifier can be accomplished on the receptacle of the 9850A mounting
tray, allowing instant replacement of the 9470A amplifier.

For rack or turret applications the 9850A mounting tray is mounted on
the 9800A mounting frame which will accommodate eight of the 9850A
mounting trays. The 9850A mounting tray is two inches wide, two and
three-quarter inches high and twelve inches long. The tray is finished in
Altec Green and weighs 11 ounces.

The Allec 9800A mounting frame is an accessory for the Allec 9850A and
9852A mounting trays. The 9800A mounting frame is designed for rack or
turret applications where space and appearance is of utmost importance.
The 9800A will accommodate four 9852A mounting trays, (used with the
9470A amplifier), or a combination of the two, e.g., six 9850A mounting
trays and one 9852A mounting tray.

The 9800A mounting frame is 19" wide, 3%" high, and 12'.4" deep. The
mounting frame is finished in Allec Green and weighs 2 pounds, 10 ounces.



The Allec 9852A mounting tray is an accessory for the Allec 9550A power
supply. The 9852A tray is supplied with recptacles for mating with the
plugs on the rear of the power supply. All wiring required for operation
of the 9550A power supply can be accomplished on the recptacles on the
rear of the 9852A mounting tray, allowing instant replacement of the
9550A power supply. An accessory Connector Cover (Allec 50057) should
be installed over the terminal to eliminate the shock hazard.

For rack or turret applicotions the 9852A mounting troy is mounted on the
9800A mounting fro me which will accommodate four of the 9852A mount-
ing trays. The 9852A tray is four inches wide, three inches high and 12
inches long. The tray is finished in Altec Green and weighs 15 ounces.

The Allec 9550A power supply is an all solid-state device using silicon
diodes in a full wave bridge rectifier and delivers 24 vdc at 2 amperes
with excellent regulation provided by'5 silicon transistors and 3 zener
diodes. The design of the 9550A power supply includes an external sensing
circuit to insure that the output vollage will remain constant regardless
of line vollage fluctuations. Output ripple and noise is only 200 microvolts
under the full two ampere load.

Capable of supplying power to 15 Allec 9470A amplifiers operating with
full +27 dbm output, the 9550A occupies only 3" of vertical rack or
turret space and is only 3'K/' wide. The 9550A can operate continuously
at 75 degrees C., (167 degrees F.), without derating any specifications
including the regulation figure of 0.01 %, no load to full load and/or
line variation from 105 vac to 135 vac or 210 vac to 270 vac.

Complete isolation between the ac input and the dc output is afforded
by the use of two connectors on the rear of the 9550A power supply. The
4-pin connector, used for the ac input-either 120 vac or 220 vac-is
located directly above the 6-pin connector used for the dc output and the
sensing circuits. Even with the additional isolation afforded by the use of
dual connectors, the convenience of plug-in operation has been retained
to facilitate ease of wiring and replacement. An accessory Connector
Cover (Allec 50057) should be installed over the terminal to eliminate
the shock hazard.

The output voltage of the 9550A power supply is adjustable from 22 vdc
to 26 vdc by means of a screwdriver adjustment on the rear of the power
supply. The circuitry and components of the 9550A are protected by fuses
not only in each side of the ac line, but also in the regulator circuit, and
are of the fast.acting type easily accessible on the rear of the unit.

As with all Altec products, only the highest grade components and finest
workmanship are used in the 9550A power supply to insure uniform
performance and trouble·free operation.

Type:
Input:

Solid-state power supply.

120 vac, 50/60 cycles @ .75 amp, full output, or,
220 vac, 50/60 cycles @ .40 amp., full output.
24 vdc @ 2 amperes, regulated.
Full-wave bridge rectification.
24 vdc to the load at all times. (May be connected
to remote load.)
2 ampere load=200 microvolts rms.
1 ampere loacl== 75 microvolts rms.

0.010/0, no load to full load and/or line variation
of 105 to 135 vae, or line variation of 210 to
270 vac.
Adjusted for 24 vdc when shipped. Output ad·
justable from 22 to 26 vdc.
Utilizes astatically balanced construction.
Two, 2 ampere (fast acting) in the ac tine.
Two, 112 ampere (fast acting) in the regulator
circuit.

DC Output:
Circuit:
Sensing Circuit:

Rectifier Complement:
Regulator Complement:

Four 1N3569 Silicon diodes.
One - 1N706 zener diode.
One - 1N712 zener diode.
One - lN751 zener diode.
One - 2N1700 silicon transistor.
One - 2N3055 silicon transistor.
Three - 2N2716 silicon transistors.
70 wafts at full load.
750 C. (167° F.) maximum cabinet or turret tem·
perature for continuous duty, without derating.
All connections are made to a 4 and 6 pin
connector on the Altec 9852A tray.
31y'," wide, 3" high and 113/8" long.
Plug-in.
light Gray baked enamel and cadmium iridited.
6 pounds, 12 ounces.
Altec 9852A tray.
Allee 50057 Connector Co v er
Altec 9800A mounting assembly.
(Accommodates 4 Altec 9550A power supplies)

The Altec 9550A power supply will power up to 15 Allee 9470A amplifiers at+27 dbm output and up to 28 at + 18 dbm output.

Power Consumption:
Operating Conditions:

Dimensions:
Terminals:
Finish:
Weight:
Accessories:
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Gain:

Frequency Response:

Source Impedance:

Output Impedance:

Power Output:

Distortion:

Noise Level:
(unweighted, 10 to
25 kc band-pass)

Overload Recovery
Time:

Controls:

Power Requirements:

Preamplifier, booster amplifier, or
program amplifier.

45 db. (input terminated)

±0.5 db, 20-20,000 cps.

50, 150, or 600 ohms, balanced or
unbalanced. (center tap on 600 ohms)

150 or 600 ohms, balanced or un-
balanced. (center tap on 600 ohms)

Less than 5% of nominal load.

+27 dbm maximum, 20-20,000 cps.

Less than 1% total harmonic distor-
tion, 20-20,000 cps, with +27 dbm
output.

Equivalent input noise, -127 dbm,
(input unterminated).

3 stage, Class A, push-pull, direct
coupled.

85° C. (185° F.) maximum cabinet
or turret temperature for continuous
duty, without derating.

3.12 watts when strapped for +27
dbm output, 1.7 watts when strapped
for + 18 dbm output.

3" high by 134" wide by 11" deep.

Light Gray baked enamel and cad-
mium iridited.

3 Ibs.
All electrical connections are made
to a 20-pin plug on the rear of the
9470A amplifier.

Altec 9850A tray for mounting the
9470A amplifier.
Altec 9800A mounting frame, accom-
modates eight 9470A amplifiers in
9850A mounting trays, or, six 9470A
amplifiers in 9850A mounting trays
and one 9550A power supply in a
9852A mounting tray.
Altec 9550A power supply, designed
to power up to fifteen 9470A ampli-
fiers at full output.

Dimensions:

Finish:

Weight:

Electrical Connections:

5 microseconds for 100% overload;
continuous overload will not damage
the amplifier.

None.

24 vdc @ 130 ma with +27 dbm
output.
24 vdc @ 70 ma with +18 dbm
output.

Transformers on input and output.

The amplifier shall be of the plug-in type, fully enclosed, and shall employ all solid-state devices, (transistors and
diodes). throughout. The amplifier shall have a frequency response of ±.5 db, 20-20,000 cps, a gain of 45 db,
and shall not dissipate more than 3.12 walls and shall not require more than 130 ma at 24 vdc when delivering
+27 dbm output. With an output of 0.5 watt the amplifier shall be capable of operating at 85° C. without de-
rating. The amplifier shall employ astatically balanced transformers and shall have an equivalent noise input figure
of -127 dbm with no input termination. The amplifier shall not exceed 0.25% total harmonic distortion, 50-20,000
cps with +18 or +27 dbm output and shall recover from a 100% overload in 5 microseconds.

The amplifier shall be capable of operating as a preamplifier, booster amplifier, or program amplifier without
making any internal or external changes to the amplifier, and shall be capable of interchanging with any other
amplifier of the same type without changing channel balance or output power sellings. The amplifier shall pro-
vide complete isolation, both input and output, by means of transformers, and shall be capable of supplying
output impedances of 150 or 600 ohms, input impedances of 50, 150 and 600 ohms, balanced or unbalanced on
both input and output.

The circuit board of the amplifier shall be gold-plated etched and all connections for the amplifier shall be made
on a 20-pin plug on the rear of the amplifier. The amplifier shall have dimensions not exceeding 3" high by
1 P/.I" wide and 11" long, and shall weigh no more than 3 pounds. The amplifier shall be finished in Light Gray
baked enamel and shall be cadmium iridited.

The amplifier shall meet all the above conditions when receiving power from a power supply capable of deliver-
ing 24 vdc at 2 amperes at all times by means of external sensing circuits, maintaining regulation within 0.01 %,
no load to full-load, and/or a line variation of 105 to 135 vac, and shall have no more than 200 microvolts rms
output ripple and noise, and generate no more than a 20 millivolt transient when switching from full load to no
load. The power supply shall have full-wove rectification and a power tronsformer with astatically balanced construc-
tion. The power supply sholl utilize solid-state design and shall occupy no more than 3'7(/' of width, 3" of height
and 1P/8" of length and shall be of plug-in construction with capabilities of instant replacement in rock or turret
applications. The power supply sholl be capable of operating from 120 vac or 220 vac with all wiring and
strapping necessary to accomplish input and output connections terminated on a connector external of the supply.
Any amplifier or power supply not conforming to the above conditions and specifications sholl be deemed un-
acceptable under this specification.

The amplifier sholl be Altec Lansing model 9470A.

The power supply sholl be Altec Lansing model 9550A.
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SURPASSES RECORDING AND BROADCAST STANDARDS
DESIGNED FOR:

RECORDING, MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS - AM, FM, &
TELEVISION STUDIOS - SCHOOLS - LABORATORIES - THEATERS

PUBLIC ADDRESS "PROGRAM CIRCUITS" - STEREO
RECORDING OF DISC, TAPE, & FILM

Features
DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR

ALTEC TUBE TYPE 4S8A
AND 4S9A AMPLIFIERS The Altec 9475A Amplifier is a solid-state direct replacement for the tube type Altec 458A

Preamplifier and the Altec 459A Program Amplifier in the Altec 250SU Control Console and will
mount in the Altec 13401 mounting tray.

The Altec 9475A amplifier introduces an engineering 'break·through' in solid·state professional
quality amplifiers for use in recording, broadcastmg and television studios. The high efficiency,
extremely wide frequency response, low distortion, and virtual absence of hum and output noise
enables the Altec 9475A amplifier to exceed all requirements for that vital link in any first-line
audio system - the preamplifier - delivering 0.5 watt, the 9475A amplifier uses all silicon tran·
sistors which permit the amplifier to operate continuously at 85° C., (185°F." without derating,
.and still provide operational stability not attainable with tube-type amplifiers. Transistor cir-
cuitry plus specially designed, astatically balanced transformers, enab1es the 9475A to reach a
noise figure of -127 dbm, with unterminated input. The total harmonic distortion is less than
1.0°/0, 20-20,000 cps, with +27 dbm output. Overload Recovery Time is 5 microseconds for
100% overload.

The Altec 9475A amplifier will produce +27 dbm. Utilizing transformers on both input and output
with multiple impedance ranges, complete isolation is afforded for ease of matching the 9475A
to associated equipment. Fully enclosed construction insures that cross·talk is held to a minimum
and is negligible even when adjacent amplifiers are operating with different signals and receive
power from a common Altec 9550A power supply.

Complex audio systems reqvire the use of many different types of amplifiers to accomplish the
mixing, level changing, impedance matching and amplification needed to produce the finest
recording·broadcast quality. The Altec 9475A amplifier has been d"esigned - electrically and
mechanically - to function as a preamplifier, booster amplifier or program amplifier, enabling
the engineer to base his entire console design around a single amplifier type. All necessary wiring
and impedance selection, via strapping, is accomplished on the 9850A tray socket, allowing the
9475A amplifier to be interchanged with any other 9475A amplifier, regardless of its position in
the circuit, without making any modifications to the amplifier or changing the channel balance or
output levels. The use of Altec 9475A amplifiers in this fashion makes it possible to eliminate
many of the types of amplifiers needed - facilitates ease of replacement - and reduces the
spare amplifiers required to one type.

The Altec 9475A amplifier has been designed to meet the most rigid specifications and built under
exacting standards with precision components to insure that each amplifier will not deviate in
performance, but is identical in operation (within the tolerance specified) and may be used in
the most critical applications where balance must be maintained between two or more amplifiers.
Produced under these conditions the 9475A amplifier will meet all the needs of the most sophisti-
cated audio system, without any selection whatsoever, (as required by some manufacturers)
whether used for recording, broadcasting, telecasting, specialized sound or public address systems
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Designed to perform as:
Line, Booster, Program

or Preamplifier

Modern - All Silicon
Solid-State Design

Surpasses Specifications
of Tube Types

Frequency Response:
20-20,000 cps, ±.S db

Low Distortion

Inputs and Outputs
Completely Isolated

Astatica lIy Ba lanced
Transformers

Low Heat Generation

Only 130 ma Required for
Full +27 dbm Output

Rugged-Compact-Fully
Enclosed Construction

Lightweight

Plug-in Design
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Noise, Unweighted
Unterminated Input = -127 dbm

Gain 45 db
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The Altec 9550A Power Supply, used with the Altec 9475A Amplifier, is on
all solid-state unit using silicon diodes in full-wave bridge rectifier, and
delivers 24 v dc at 2 amperes with excellent regulation provided by 5
silicon transistors and 3 zener diodes. The design of the 9550A includes
an external sensing circuit to insure that the output voltage will remain
constant regardless of line voltage fluctuations. Output ripple and noise
is only 200 microvolts under the full two ampere load.

Capable of supply power to 15 Altec 9475A Amplifiers operating with
full +27 dbm output, the 9550A occupies only 3" of vertical rack or turret
space and is only 3'K/' wide. The 9550A can operate continuously at 75
degrees C (167 degrees F) without derating any specifications including
the regulation figure of 0.01 %, no load to full load and/or line variation
from 105 v ac to 135 v ac or 210 v ac to 270 v ac.

The output voltage of the 9550A power supply is adjustable from 22 v dc
to 26 v dc by means of a screwdriver adjustment on the rear of the
power supply. The circuitry and components of the 9550A are protected
by fuses, not only in each side of the ac line, but also in the regulator

Type:
Gain:
Frequency Response:

Source Impedance:

Output Impedance:
Power Output:

Distortion:

Controls:
Power Requirements:
Isolation:
Circuit:
Operating Conditions:

Heat Dissipation:
Dimensions:
Finish:
Weight:
Electrical Connections:

Preamplifier, booster amplifier, or program amplifier
45 db. (input terminated)
:t:0.5 db from 20 to 20,000 cps
50, 150 or 600 ohms, balanced or unbalanced
(center tap on 600 ohms)

150 or 600 ohms,. balanced or unbalanced
(center tap on 600 ohms)

Less than 5% of nominal load
+27 dbm maximum from 20 to 20,000 cps
Less than 1% total harmonic distortion from 20 to
20,000 cps with +27 dbm output
(unweighted, 10 to 25 kc band-pass) Equivalent
input noise, -127 dbm (input unterminated)
5 microseconds for 100% overload; continuous
overload will not damage the amplifier
None
24 v de at 130 ma for +27 dbm output
Transformers on input and output
3 stage, Class A, push-pull, direct coupled
85° C (185° F) maximum cabinet or turret tempera~
ture for continuous duty without derating
3.12 watts at +27 dbm output
4" H X 13j,," W X 9'12" D
Light Gray baked enamel and cadmium iridited
3 Ibs.
All electrical connections are made to a 15-pin plug
on the rear of the 9475A Amplifier
9550A Power Supply, designed to power up to
fifteen 9475A ampliners at full output
13225 Rack Mounting Assembly (accommodates 9
units)
13401 Mounting Tray Assembly

circuits, and are of the fast-acting type easily accessible at the rear
of the unit.

Complete isolation between the ac input and the dc output is afforded
by the use of two connectors on the rear of the 9550A power supply. The
4~pin connector, used for the ac input - either 120 v ac or 220 v ac-
is located directly above the 6-pin connector used for the dc output and
the sensing circuits. Even with the additional isolation afforded by the
use of dual connectors, the convenience of plug~jn operation has been
retained to facilitate ease of wiring and replacement.

When used in conjunction with the 250SU Control Console, the 9550A
Power Supply is not mounted within the console, but is mounted on an
Altec 9852A Mounting Tray adjacent or near the console as the installation
requires. An accessory Connector Cover (Altec 50057) should be installed
over the terminal to eliminate the shock hazord. As with all Altec products,
only the highest grade components and finest workmanship are used in
the 9550A Power Supply, thus insuring uniform performance and trouble-
free operation.

Type:

Input:
Solid-state power supply.
120 vac, 50/60 cycles @ .68 amp, full output, or,
no vac, 50/60 cycles @ .40 amp., full output.
24 vde @ 2 amperes, regulated.
Full~wave bridge rectification.
24 vdc to the load at all times. (May be connected
to remote load.)
2 ampere load=200 microvolts rms.
1 ampere load= 75 microvolts rms.
0.01°;6, no load to full load and/or line variation
of 105 to 135 vac, or line variation of 210 to
270 vac.

Output Voltage Adjustment: Adjusted for 24 vdc when shipped. Output ad-
iustable from n to 26 vdc.
Utilizes astaticalfy balanced construction.
Two, 2 ampere (fast acting) in the ac line.
One, 2.5 ampere (fast acting) in the regulator
circuit.
Four 1N3569 Silicon diodes.
One - 1N706 zener diode.
One - 1N712 zener diode.
One - 1N751 zener diode.
One - 2N1700 silicon transistor.
One - 2N3055 silicon transistor.
Three - 2N2716 silicon transistors.
70 watts at full load.
75° C. (167° F.) maximum cabinet or turret' tem-
perature for continuous duty, without derating.
All connections are made to a 4 and 6 pin
connector on the Altec 9852A tray.
31716// wide, 3,11high and 113/8'/ deep.
Plug-in.
Light Gray baked enamel and cadmium iridited.
6 pounds/ 12 ounces.
Altee 9852A tray.
Altec 50057 Connector Cover.
Altec 9800A mounting assembly.
(Accommodates 4 Altec 9550A power supplies)

The Altec 9550A power supply will power up to 15 Altec 9475A ampliners at
+27 dbm output.

DC Output:
Circuit:
Sensing Circuit:

Rectifier Complement:
Regulator Complement:

Power Consumption:
Operating Conditions:

Dimensions:
Terminals:
Finish:
Weight:
Accessories:
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The 1551 A mounts in 134" of space in a 19-inch rack mount.
Contains 12 pairs of jacks with designation strip. Jacks are
3-terminal normalled-through type, the circuit being broken
when the plug is inserted (See above diogram).

Contains a VU meter, range switch and pads and terminal
strip on a 3V2" panel for 19-inch rack mounting. The range
switch includes an "off" position and provides ranges to
indicate program levels of +5, + 10 and + 15 VU on a
600 ohm circuit, Provisions are available for mounting on
additional fixed pad for circuits of other impedance or
level such as a 70 volt line. Finished in Altec Green.

Occupies 8%" of panel space on a 19-inch rack mount and
contains a 403A loudspeaker, a 15064 transformer and an
adjustable "l" pad volume control. The panel is finished
in Altec Green.

For master power control. This panel has six outlets on the
rear side controlled by the 20 ampere switch (117-120
volts). A pilot light is mounted on the face of the panel
directly above the switch. Two additional outlets, not con-
trolled by the power switch are on the front of the panel. The
1554A occupies 5\4" on a 19-inch rack mount. All outlets
are of the 3-pin type. The 1554A is finished in Altec Green.
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The 1555A is a standard 3Y2" panel for 19-inch rack
mounting and contains 12 independent unwired 2-circuit
3-position DPDT switches and designation strips for identi-
fying both the individual switches and the function of their
different positions. Applications where the 1555A can be
used include speech circuits and remote speaker selection.
The panel is finished in Altec Green.

The Altec 1558A Program Selector Panel contains two lO·position ro-
tary switches, each of which is individually identified as 'Selector A'
and 'Selector 8' and is utilized to select any of 10 program sources
for its respective program channel. When used with the Altee 1556A
'Altalk: 1557A Speaker Selector Panel, and 1559A 'All Call' Emer-
gency Panel, the 1558A provides immediate selection of the desired
program for distribution to all remote stations.
The 1558A panel is supplied completely wired with a terminal board
on the rear; each terminal pair is numbered and a lug is provided
for terminating the shield of that poir. All terminals are of the wire-
wrap and/or screw type, providing the greatest flexibility of instal-
lation in the minimum amount of time.
The 1558A measures 3112" by 19" for standard rack mounting and is
finished in Altec Green.
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The lS57A Speaker Selector Panel is designed for use in sound dis-
tribution systems for schools, factories, offices, and all other types of
installations requiring that each remote speaker station be switched
to anyone of four program lines from a central point. The 1557A
contains a bank of twenty-five 4-position lever switches. Directly
above each switch is a lucite-covered removable designation strip,
on which the function of the switch may be properly written; 25
5/16" holes are drilled behind the strip so that indicator lights may
be installed by the contractor, if desired. (Indicator lights and neces-
sary hardware are not furnished). When used with the Altee 1556A
'Altalk' amplifier, 1558A Program Selector Ponel, and 1559A Emer-
gency 'All Call' Panel, the 1557A permits instantaneous selection of
each of the four program sources to be distributed to each of twenty~
five stations. The 1557A is completely wired internally and terminal
connections (screw and/or wire-wrap) are provided for two program
inputs (A & B} and 'off' (for 'all-call' or 'all-speaker'), and 'Ie' (for
two-way intercommunications) to all remote stations on a 'select'
basis or 'all-call' for paging or emergency announcements. The 1557A
measures 3112" by 19" for standard rack mounting and is finished
in Altee Green.

The ALTEC 13718 Switch Plate Assembly is an accessory
recommended for use with the ALTEC 1556A ALTALK
Amplifier and 1557 A Speaker Selector Panel. With each
13718 Switch Plate Assembly are two semiconductor devices,
When properly installed, complete privacy is assured (free-
dom from supervisory monitoring). This assembly is used
with The Allec 15230 25-volt line transformer. The dimen-
sions of the Switch Plate are 23,4" W x 4)1," H x 2" D
(including knob).

The 1559A Emergency Panel is designed for school and paging systems
and may be used in conjunction with the Altec 1556A 'Altolk' amplifier,
1557A Speaker Selector Panel and 1558A Program Selector Panel which
are the basic components for all intercommunication systems, large or
small. The 1559A provides switching facilites for both "all-call" and
"all-speaker" functions. Complete flexibility for two-way intercom
systems is obtainable due to the unique stropping arrangement avail-
able on the rear terminal board; all terminals are of the screw and/or
wire-wrap type to provide ease of installation in minimal time.
The 1559A provides many switching functions, among them the ability
of switching the "all-call" or "all·speaker" bus and feeding into four
speaker distribution channels (selectable: 1, 2, 3, and/or 4). Facilities
are provided to permit the use of a separate "stand by" power ampli-
fier or a program channel amplifier for the "all-call" facility. Also on
the rear terminal board are three spare terminals for "normal through"
or switching (SPOT) of control relays, lights, or other desired DC func-
tions. The mode of operation is clearly indicated through a window lo-
cated above the switch control knob; when installed, the desired func-
tion ("Normal IC-AII Call" or "Normal -Ie-All Speokers") may be
chosen by rotating the white mode identification disc. The switch is not
a spring return device, hence, when the desired function is selected, it
will remain in that position - eliminating the need for holding and
allowing "hands free' operation.
The 1559A Emergency Panel measures 3112" high; the standard 19"
width permits mounting in control racks. The panel is finished in
Altec Green.

The 13033 is a plug-in equalizer assembly for magnetic
phono cartridge and is for use with the Altec 1566A pre-
amplifier. A similar unit, Part No. 12864, is available for
use with the Altec 342B amplifier and the 1567 A Mixer
Preamplifier. Dimensions are IX," diameter x 1'Y,," high.

4722 MICROPHONE INPUT MATCHING
TRANSFORMER
Provides low impedance microphone inputs for all Altec
amplifiers requiring this plug-in microphone input trans-
former. Has 60 db electro-magnetic shielding; frequency
response ± 1 db 30-15,000 cps; impedance 30/50, 100/200
(with C. TJ, and 40,000/65,000 ohms maximum operating
level: -25 dbm (above 60 cps: -19 dbmL Plug-in socket
Il)ounting. Dimensions 1X," diameter x l'Y,," seated height.
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The 13225 assembly is for standard 19" rack or equipment
cabinet mounting and occupies anly 5\4" of panel space.
The assembly has a "Snap-in" removable front caver far
instantaneous access to the units for test or service. The
13225 assembly will house up to nine # 13401 mounting
trays (not furnished) for the 458A and 459A Altec Ampli-
fiers or 13387 utility input devices. The finish of the front
cover is Altec Green.

The 10399 is a perforated panel 134" high that provides
ventilation facilities from front and rear. The 10399 panel
is recomended for separation between high-powered
amplifiers in order to provide proper ventilation. The
10399 is drilled for 19-inch rack mounting and is finished
in Altec Green.

Plain metal panels finished in Altec Green tq provide a
finished appearance to rack spaces not filled with equip-
ment. All panels are drilled for standard rack mounting
and are 19" wide.
10281 Panel - 3'12" h.
10282 Panel - 5\4" h.
10283 Panel - 7" h.

10284 Panel - 834" h.
10440 Panel- 10'12" h.
10441 - 12\4" h.

The 13811 accupies only 7 inches of rack space and can be
used for rack mounting of the following Altec components:
314 FM tuner or 360B amplifier. The assembly is finished
in Altec Green.

The 12210 is a rack mounting assembly that houses the
Al TEe 342B amplifier and occupies only 834" of rack
space in a 19-inch rack mount. The 12210 is finished in
Altec Green.

Sturdy table cabinet with 834" of panel space on a 19-inch
rack mount. Equipment may be mounted from either side,
or with shallow equipment, both sides may be used. Well
ventilated with complete access to equipment from top
and rear. The overall dimensions of the 12894 cabinet are
12" h., 2134" w, 15\4" d. The unit is finished in Altec Green.



412(, 41SC Billex®lout/speakers 412C
415C

INNER CONE VIBRATES
INOEPENOENTLY OF
OUTER CONE TO REPRO·
OUCE FREQUENCIES
ABOVE 1,000 CYCLES

INNER CONE COUPLES
TO OUTER CONE AND
THE ENTIRE CONE
STRUCTURE VIBRATES
TO REPRODUCE fRE·
QUENCIES BELOW
1,000 CYCLES

Features
Exclusive Patented
Biflex® Principle

Wide Range

Excellent Sound
Distribution

Smooth Response

High Efficiency

Low Cone Resonance

Edge-Wound Aluminum
Voice Coil

HE'avy Alnico Magnet
Rigid Cast Aluminum

Frame

Sealed Against
Dust and Dirt

FULL-RANGE MUSIC AND PA SYSTEMS
STUDIO MONITORING � SCHOOLS � CHURCHES � CLUBS

MUSIC ROOMS
With the introduction of the patented Biflex® principle - an Altec exclusive
- the problem of obtaining full frequency reproduction from a single-cone
loudspeaker is now considered solved. Whereas, in the past, it was neces-
sary to provide a compromise between the smaller cone, of minimum weight
and diameter, best for HF reproduction, and the larger, heavier cone-
optimum for bass response - the Altec Biflex loudspeakers utilize the prin-
ciple of damped mid-cone compliances, wherein the entire area of the
speaker cone propagates the low frequencies; the smaller central cone,
the high frequencies.

Below 1000 cycles, the stiffness of the mid-cone compliance is such that it
couples the inner and outer sections into a single moving element. Above
1000 cycles, the balanced mass of the outer section prevents the transmission
of sound beyond the mid-compliance and the outer portion of the cone
uncouples at this point, permitting the inner section to operate independently
(as shown in the diagram, above). The Biflex design (U.S. Patent 2834424),
coupled with the famed Altec precision standards, produces a loudspeaker
whose specific,:,tions far exceed those of many two and three-way units.
Both the 412C and 415C employ Alnico V magnets for maximum efficiency;
the voice coil of each is of edge-wound aluminum, situated in a deep magnetic
gap to maintain proper cone control and linearity, resulting in extremely
low distortion - even during excessive cone excursion.
In addition to providing outstanding performance as full-range units, Altec
Biflex speakers may also serve as fine low freqeuency reproducers, requiring
only the addition of a suitable Altec high-frequency driver unit (such as the
8020 or 806A) and associated dividing network (N-5000; N-8000J. Because
of this valuable dual purpose feautre, Altec Biflex are ideal for the initial
reproducer of high-quality music systems which may be expanded into
two-way speaker systems at a later time - with the overall system response
extended beyond 22,000 cycles.

Either the 412C or 415C Biflex provides both the serious listener and the
audio engineer with high efficiency, wide range, and smooth response over
an unusually wide distribution area - all at moderate cost.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York



AlTEC 412(, 41SC

Power:
Frequency Response:
Pressure Sensitivity:

SPECIFICATIONS

412C
20 watts
30 - 15,000 cycles
100 db SPL at 4' with 1 watt*
113 db SPL at 4' with 20 watts
(Ref .. 0002 dynes/ cm2)

8 ohms
32 cycles
3"
Alnico V
1.8 Ibs.
9 Ibs. 7 oz.
11,400 Gauss
1000 cycles (mechanical)
Binding Post
12-1/8"

Impedance:
Cone Resonance:
Voice Coil Diameter:
Magnet:
Magnet Weight:
Magnet Structure:
Flux:
Crossover:
Terminals:
Diameter:
Mounting Data:
Baffle Opening:
Mounting Bolt Centers:

10-1/4"
4 holes, equally spaced, on
11-9/16" centers

Depth: 5-5/8"
Weight: 15 Ibs.
*Equivalent to EIA rating of 53 db at 30 feet from 1 milliwatt
**Equivalent to EIA rating of 54 db at 30 feet from 1 milliwatt

415C
25 watts
25 - 14,000 cycles
101 db SPL at 4' with 1 watt**
115 db SPL at 4' with 25 watts
(Ref .. 0002 dynes/ cm2)

8 ohms
27 cycles
3"
Alnico V
2.4 Ibs.
10 Ibs. 8 oz.
13,500 Gauss
1000 cycles (mechanical)
Binding Post
15-3/16"

13-1/4"
8 holes, equally spaced, on
14-9/16" centers
7"

412C:
The loudspeaker shall be 12" in diameter and shall have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 100 db
SPl at 4 feet with 1 watt and 113 db SPl at 4 feet with 20 watts, measured on axis; reference
shall be .0002 dynes/cm2� The loudspeaker shall have a power rating of at least 20 watts. The
voice coil shall be 3 inches in diameter and of edge-wound aluminum ribbon and shall operate
in a magnetic gap of 11,400 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet of at least 1.8 pounds. The
frequency response shall be uniform over the range of 30 to 15,000 cycles when the unit is
mounted in a suitable enclosure. The loudspeaker shall employ the Biflex® principle of damped
mid-cone compliances, producing wide frequency distribution. The cone-surround area shall be
treated with a permanent damping material permitting free air resonance not to exceed 32 cycles.
The speaker shall include a metal dust cover over the magnetic structure, providing a protective
seal against dirt, iron particles, and magnetic dust.
Any loudspeaker not meeting the foregoing requirements shall not be acceptable under this
specification.
The loudspeaker shall be Altec lansing Model 412C.

The loudspeaker shall be 15" in diameter and shall have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 101 db
SPl at 4 feet with 1 watt and 115 db SPL at 4 feet with 25 watts, measured on axis; reference shall
be .0002 dynes/cm2� The loudspeaker shall have a power rating of at least 25 watts. The voice
coil shall be 3 inches in diameter and of edge-wound aluminum ribbon operating in a magnetic
gap of 13,500 Gauss, derived from an Alnic V magnet of at least 2.4 pounds. The frequency
response shall be uniform over the range of 25 to 14,000 cycles when the unit is mounted in a
suitable enclosure. The loudspeaker shall employ the Biflex® principle of damped mid-cone com-
pliance, producing wide frequency distribution. The cone-surround area shall be treated with a
permanent damping material, permitting free air resonance not to exceed 27 cycles. The speaker
shall include a metal dust cover over the magnetic structure providing a protective seal against
dirt, iron particles, and magnetic dust.

Any loudspeaker not meeting the foregoing requirements shall not be acceptable under this
specification.

The loudspeaker shall be Altec lansing model 415C.



Sectoral Horns SECTORAL
HORNS

Feotures

Rugged Construction in
Every Detail

No Spray Effect or
Horizontal Diffraction

Complete Freedom
From Resonance

Variety of Conflgurations and
Distribution Patterns

Available With 300, SOOor
800 Cycle Cutoff Frequency

FOR INDOOR OR OUTDOOR USE IN .
PAGING SYSTEMS ... FACTORIES ... AIRPORTS ARENAS

STADIUMS ... SHOPPING CENTERS ... PARKING LOTS
TWO-WAY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS ... THEATRES

AUDITORIUMS ... RESTAURANTS SCHOOLS ... CHURCHES
STUDIOS ... CONCERT HALLS HOTELS ... NIGHTCLUBS

DISCOTHEQUES ... WIDE RANGE MUSIC SYSTEMS
Altec Sectoral Horns are an inexpensive and compact means of
uniformly controlling the sound projection angle while maintaining
excellent reproduction in the middle and high frequencies.
A characteristic of a sectoral horn is that the horizontal beam width
remains constant throughout the middle and high frequency range.
In other types of horns, the beam becomes progressively sharper as
the frequency increases until, at the higher frequencies, only a nar-
row area may be covered adequately. Because the dispersion pat-
tern is carefully controlled by the sectoral expansion of these Altec
horns, the full sound spectrum may be directed exactly where it is
needed ... and without the spray effect or horizontal diffraction
usually found in folded or re-entrant horns.
Altec Sectoral Horns are made of light weight cast aluminum and
are carefully designed to assure complete freedom from resonance
and ring. The sturdy weatherproof construction makes them ideal
for paging systems in or around factories, airports, railroad and bus
stations, shopping centers or other outdoor applications such as
military bases or athletic fields. They may be used singly as excel-
lent projectors for paging and sound systems, or in conjunction with
low-frequency speakers, they serve as outstanding high-frequency
components of a large two-way speaker system.
These Altec horns are available in many configurations and distribu-
tion patterns. Descriptive information on the complete line of Altec
Sectoral Horns and their accessories follows. A Table of Specifi-
cations will be found on Page 3.111!W11

-------1-S-1-S-S-. -M-a-n-c-h-e-st-e-r-A-v-e-.-,-A-n-a-h-e-im-,-C-a-li-f.---------'
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The Altec 31 A Sectorol Horn is designed for speech ond back-
ground music reproduction in sound systems where wide angles of
horizontal coverage and/or a low cutoff frequency are required.
The' 31 A is designed to operate with the 730C Driver unit through
the Altec 27 A Receiver Attachment. Use of an Altec N-500C Net-
work or 15045A 70-volt matching transformer will provide driver
protection. The long acoustic length and 300-cycle cutoff fre-
quency adapt the 31 A to high-level operation with excellent
projection, The distribution pattern of the 31A is 120-degrees
horizontally and 40-degrees vertically. like all Altec Sectoral
Horns, the 31A is weatherproof; an ideal horn for paging systems
in outdoor installations. The single 90-degree bend permits com-
pact and secure attachment to a pole or other vertical surface.

31A Horn
with 27A Attachment
and 730C Driver

The Altec 511 A Sectoral Horn has a frequency cutoff of 500
cycles. It may be used as the high-frequency component of a large
two-way system, or - by itself - as an excellent projector for
paging and public address systems. When used with the Altec
802D Driver in a wide-range, two-way sound system, the Altec
N-500D Network should be included in the system, When the
511 A is used with the Altec 730C Driver (in paging or public ad-
dress systems), the Altec N-500C Network or the Altec 15045A
70-volt transformer should be used to provide the high-frequency
driver with protection against damage by low frequencies. The
511A distributes sound in a pattern which is 90-degrees hori-
zontally and 40-degrees vertically. A universal mounting bracket
is supplied with each 511A Horn. This mounting bracket makes it
simple to install the 511A in any position desired.

811 B Horn
with 806A Driver

The Altec 311-60 and 311-90 are the newest sectoral horns in the
Altec line. They are designed for use in sound systems where a
low cutoff and uniform control of the projection angle are re-
quired. These horns are treated with "Aquaplas", a patented
sound deadening material, to assure freedom from resonance and
ring. They are designed to operate with an Altec 288C, 290E or
730C Driver loudspeaker through the proper receiver attachment.
Use of an Altec N-500C Network or 15045A 70-volt matching
transformer will provide driver protection. Both horns feature a
300-cycle cutoff frequency, and the sound pattern, controlled by
the sectoral expansion, is 60,degrees horizontally for the 311-60,
and 90-degrees for the 311-90. Vertical distribution for both
horns is 40 degrees.

511A Horn
with mounting bracket

Designed specifically for two-way sound systems, the Altec 811 B
Sectoral Horn has a frequency cutoff of 800 cycles, and should
be installed in conjunction with a low-frequency speaker such as
the Altec 414A, 416A or 515B. The Altec 802D or 806A Driver
will provide the 811 B Horn with excellent high-frequency repro-
duction from 800 to 22,000 cycles. The sound distribution pattern
is 90-degrees horizontally and 40-degrees vertically. An Altec
N-800D Network should be included in the system as a protec-
tive measure to prevent low frequencies from damaging the high-
frequency driver.
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Gasket Specifications

No. Altec Outside Inside ThicknessNo. Dia Dia.
2++ 21263 4" 1" 0.093"
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NOTE: If the 30546 adapter has a flat surface, a #3 washer will be required.
Any 30546 with a raised step does not require the use of a washer.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SECTORAL HORNS

Sound Pressure Level
Driver Model Full Driver Power Distribution Pattern Cutoff Dimensions Weight Adapter ModelHorn Number Number Measured at Horizontal Vertical Frequency Height (8) Width Depth (A) (lb.) Number

30 feet 100 feet

31A 730C 104 db 94db 120° 40° 300 cps 17"* 23" 14" 15* 27 A(Attachmentl

311-60 730C 109db 99 db 60° 40° 300 cps 10%" 20" 21" 19V21bs 21216
30546**

288C 111 db 101 db 30546**
290E 114 db 104 db 30546**

311-90 730C 107 db 97 db 90° 40° 300 cps 123,4" 28%" 21" 291bs 21216
30546**

288C 109 db 99 db 30546**
290E 112 db 102 db 30546**

511A 730C 107 db 97 db 90° 40° 500 cps 10%" 23¥a" 18%" 17% 30619**
802D 108 db 98 db

811 B*** 80M 106 db 96db 90° 40° 800 cps 8%" 183,4" 13%" 9
802D 108 db 98 db

* With 27 A attachment
** For weather protection
***Must be used with low-frequency speaker and 800-cycle network.
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The loudspeaker horn shall be furnished complete with receiver attachment. It shall be of the
wide-angle, sectoral type and shall employ not more than one bend of not over 90'. Folded
or re-entrant type horns will not be acceptable because of inherent phase cancellation occuring
in the bends of the air column, and horns not of the sectoral type will not be acceptable. When
equipped with the compression-type driver specified elsewhere, it shall produce a uniform
sound pressure level of db at a distance of feet for a watt input. The
distribution angle shall be 120' horizontally and 40' vertically. It shall have a low-frequency
cutoff of 300 cycles and shall be constructed of heavy cast aluminum.
Any horn not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.
The horn shall be Altec lansing Model 31A with 27A Receiver Attachment.

The loudspeaker horn shall be of the straight sectoral type with exponential expansion and
straight throat. Folded or re-entrant type horns will not be acceptable because of inherent
phase cancellation occurring in the bends of the air column and horns not of the sectoral type
will not be acceptable. The horn shall be Aquaplas treated as additional protection against
resonance and ring. The horn shall produce a uniform sound pressure level of db at a
distance of feet from the horn mouth with a watt input when equipped with the
compression-type drive specified elsewhere. The distribution angle shall be (600 - for the
311-60 horn) (900 - for the 311-90 horn) horizontally and 400 vertically. (If the Altec 30546
Adapter is to be used, add: A 450 adapter shall be installed on all loudspeaker horns to pro-
tect the driver unit from damage caused by the accumulation of water and foreign particles.)
The horn shall have a low-frequency cutoff of 300 cycles, and shall be constructed of heavy
cast aluminum.
Any horn not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.
The horn shall be Altec lansing Madel (311-60) (311-90).

The loudspeaker horn shall be of the straight sectoral type with exponential expansion and
straight throat. Folded or re-entrant type horns will not be acceptable because of phase can-
cellation occuring in the bends of the air column and horns not of the sectoral type will not be
acceptable. When equipped with the compression-type driver specified elsewhere, it shall have
a uniform sound pressure level of db at a distance of . . . feet for a watt input.
The distribution angle shall be 90' horizontally and 40' vertically. (If the 730C Driver is to be
used, add: A 90' adapter shall be installed on all loudspeakers to protect the driver unit
from damage caused by the accumulation of water and foreign particles). The horn shall have
a low-frequency cutoff of 500 cycles, and it shall be constructed of heavy cast aluminum.
Any horn not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.
The horn shall be Altec lansing Model 511A (complete with mounting bracket).

The loudspeaker horn shall be of the straight sectoral type with exponential expansion and
straight throat. Folded or re-entrant type horns will not be acceptable because of phase can-
cellation occuring in the bends of the air column and horns not of the sectoral type will not be
acceptable. When equipped with the compression-type driver specified elsewhere, it shall have
a uniform sound pressure level of db at a distance of . ... feet for a watt input.
The distribution angle shall be 90' horizontally and 40' vertically. It shall have a low-fre-
quency cutoff of 800 cycles, and shall be constructed of heavy cast aluminum. .
Any horn not meeting all of these requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under these
specifications.
The horn shall be Altec lansing Model 811 B.



60'C
602C
6058

601(, 602(, 6058 Duplex®loudspeakers

� PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST AND STUDIO PLAYBACK MONITORING·
� HIGH QUALITY DISTRIBUTED SOUND SYSTEMS FOR,

� AUDITORIUMS. FACTORIES. TRANSPORTATION TERMINALS. RESTAURANTS·
� CENTRAL PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS FOR,

� HOTELS. CLUBS. SCHOOLS· HOSPITALS· CIVIC CENTERS·

Altec 'Duplex' ® loudspeakers ore two-way transducers, consisting of magnetically,
electricolly, and mechanically independent high and low frequency units, mounted
within one physical frome, to provide the quality advantages of a professional two-
way speaker system in a compact form. Every Altec Duplex loudspeaker is guaranteed
to meet or exceed its published specifications stating its capability to reproduce the
entire audible range of sound, when mounted in the correct enclosure.
The efficiency, power handling copacity, and extremely wide response of these units
make each on ideal choice for both single-source (high-level) and distributed (Iow-
level) sound systems. The minimal distortion, wide range, smooth response, and ex-
cellent distribution characteristics assure perfect audio reproduction of speech and
music for all PA, sound reinforcement, or background music installations - in addition
to providing highest quality monitoring of broadcast and recording material for the
largest studios.
Each 'Duplex' loudspeaker is supplied with a professional-type, full·section dividing
network, incorporating a high.frequency balance control for correctly matching or ad-
justing to the acoustical characteristics of individual listening areas.
The 6058 Duplex - the finest 15-inch, full-range loudspeaker in use throughout the
audio industry - has, for years, been the accepted standard monitor speaker of major
broadcast and recording studios, wherein no compromise may be afforded between
the original performance and the reprodvced sound. The 605B covers the entire audio

I range from 20 to 22,000 cycles. The exceptional uniformity of response is due, in part,
to the lorge, edge-wound aluminum (in the high.frequency section) and copper (in the

I low-frequency section) voice coils, operating in magnetic gaps of high flux density, pro-
duced by independent oversize Alnico V magnets. The large 21/4" aluminum high-

I frequency diaphragm, having tangential compliance, is coupled to a heavy, high-
impact, compression-molded multicellular horn, providing both outstanding sound dis-I tribution and an amozing clarity of the higher musical harmonics - without annoying
resonant 'peaks' or 'hollows' which produce undesirable sound cancellation. A combina-

I tion phasing plug and pole piece, precision-machined with two acoustically exponential
I annular slots, assures correct phose relationship between the center and outer edge of

the HF diaphragm. The high-compliance low-frequency cone, driven by the large 3-inchI copper voice coil, reproduces the lowest fundamental boss tones without frequency
doubling or 'bottoming' - even at full rated power. It is this exceptional attention to

I the numerous details of engineering and production which make the Altec 6058 the finest
I two-way 'Duplex' loudspeaker available.

The 602C Duplex is designed to fulfill the some professional requirements as the 6058
I for use in installations where the higher power rating and sensitivity of the latterI are not required ... with an attendant decrease in cost. The 602C utilizes a compression

driver, coupled to a non-resonant fiberglass sectoral horn, providing distributionI in a 90° by 40° pattern. Both the high and low-frequency voice coils are of edge-
wound aluminum ribbon.

I The 601C - smallest of the Duplex line - represents the only 12-inch, two-way loud-
I speaker of professional quality which has been adopted by the audio industry for
I applications involving limited space, wherein high quality standards must be main-

tained. The high-compliance low-frequency cone, actuated by a large 3-inch edge-
I wound aluminum voice coil and compression driver, coupled to the rigid, die-cast

multicellular.type horn, provides a" clarity and distribution of frequencies up to 22,000

IDD cycles in a 90° by 40° pattern.

j ~V"VVN<h' ---1

, _ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York ~

Features:
Two-way

Highest efficiency

22,000 cycle range

3" edge-wound bass
voice coil

Massive magnetic structures

Guaranteed frequency range

Smooth response

Improved bass response

Low distortion

I~



-ALTEC 601(, 602(, 6058
Power:

Frequency Response:

Pressure Sensitivity:

601C
20 watts (30 watts, peak)

30 . 22,000 cycles

99 db SPl at 4 ft. from
1 watt* or 112 db SPl at
4 ft. from 20 watts.

B ohms

39 cycles

IF: 3 inches
HF: % inches
90°
40°
Alnico V

IF: 1.B pounds
HF: .1BB pounds
IF: 9.44 pounds
HF: .23 pounds

IF: 10,400 Gauss
HF: 10,000 Gauss
3,000 cycle full-section
(furnished with speaker)

Binding Post (4)

12);8 inches

Baffle Opening: 10).;; inches
Mtg. Bolt. Cntrs: 52~2 inches
(4, equally spaced, at 90')
Depth: 5Ys inches

15 pounds with network
*(Equivalent to EIA rating
of 52 db at 30 feet from
1 mw)

Impedance:

Cone Resonance:

Voice Coil Diameters:

Horixontal Distribution:

Vertical Distribution:

Magnet: Type:

Weight:

Terminals:

Diameter:

Mounting Data:

25 watts (35 watts, peak)

20 . 22,000 cycles

101 db SPl at 4 ft. from
1 watt* or 115 db SPl at
4 ft. from 20 watts.

B ohms
2B cycles

IF: 3 inches
HF: % inches
90°
40°
Alnico V
IF: 2.4 pounds
HF: .1 BB pounds

IF: 10.5 pounds
HF: .23 pounds

IF: 11,400 Gauss
HF: 10,000 Gauss

3,000 cycle full-section
(furnished with speaker)

Binding Post (4)

15?)6 inches
Baffle Opening: 13).;; inches
Mtg. Bolt Cntrs: 7Y,6 inches
(B, equally spoced, at 45')
Depth: 7).;; inches
16 pounds with network
*(Equivalent to EIA rating
of 54 db at 30 feet from
1 mw)

35 wotts (50 watts, peak)

20 . 22,000 cycles

97 db SPl nt 4 ft. from
1 watt* or 112.4 db SPl
at 4 ft. from 35 watts.

16 ohms
25 cycles

IF: 3 inches
HF: 1% inches
90°
40°
Alnico V

IF: 2.25 pounds
HF: .531 pounds

IF: 15.13 pounds
HF: 5 pounds

IF: 11,000 Gauss
HF: 14,000 Gauss

1,600 cycle fu II-section
(furnished with speaker)

Binding Post (4)

15?)6 inches
Baffle Opening: 13).;; inches
Mtg. Bolt Cntrs: 7Y,6 inches
(B, equally spaced, at 45°)
Depth: 10 inches

2B pounds with network
*(Equivalent to EIA rating
of 50 db at 30 feet from
1 mw)

601C: The loudspeaker shall be 12'/8 inches in diameter and of the 2-way Duplex type, having a continuous power rating of 20 watts and
a peak power rating of 30 watts. The loudspeaker shall be capable of reproducing a frequency range from 30 to 22,000 cycles
per second and shall have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 112 db SPL, at 4 feet from 20 watts, measured on axis. The loud-
speaker shall employ a full section dividing network, having a 3,000 cycle crossover frequency and a continuously adjustable range,
from 0 to -10 db, of high frequency attenuation.
The loudspeaker shall have a nominal impedance of 8 ohms. The low frequency cone shall have a free air resonance frequency
of 39 cycles per second; the IF voice coil shall be of edge-wound aluminum ribbon having a diameter of 3 inches and shall operate
in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 10,400 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet having a weight of at least 1.8 pounds.
The outer edge (rim) of the IF cone shall utilize a high-compliance, mechanically-damped cloth-surround which, complemented by
the correct apex suspension (spider), shall be capable of reproducing the stated low frequency response.
The high frequency diaphragm shall be of golden Mylar*: having tangential compliance, and shall be properly loaded, acoustically,
by a die-cast aluminum multicellular-type horn, having exponential expansion. The frequency distribution pattern of the loud-
speaker, owing to the use of this high frequency horn, shall be 90° by 40°. The HF voice coil shall be of edge-wound aluminum
ribbon having a diameter of 3;4 inches and shall operate in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 10,000 Gauss, derived from an
Alnico V magnet having a weight of .188 pounds. High frequency diaphragms having annular compliances, or horns with spherical
radiation patterns, shall be unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeaker frame shall be of heavy cast construction.
Any loudspeaker not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeaker sholl be Altee lonsing Model 601C.

602C: The loudspeaker shall be 15y,'6 inches in diameter and of the 2-way Duplex type, having a continuous power rating of 25 watts
and a peak power rating of 35 watts. The loudspeaker shall be capable of reproducing a frequency range from 20 to 22,000 cycles
per second and shall have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 115 db SPl, at 4 feet from 25 watts, measured on axis. The loud-
speaker shall employ a full section dividing network having a 3,000 cycle crossover frequency and a continuously adjustable range,
from 0 to -10 dbl of high frequency attenuation.
The loudspeaker shall have a nominal impedance of 8 ohms. The low frequency cone shall have a free air resonance frequency of
28 cycles per second; the LF voice coil shall be of edge-wound aluminum ribbon having a diameter of 3 inches and shall operate
in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 11(400 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet having a weight of at least 2.4
pounds. The outer edge (rim) of the LF cone shall utilize a high-compliance, mechanically-damped, cloth-surround whlch, comple-
mented by the correct apex suspension (spiderL shall be capable of reproducing the stated low frequency response.
The high frequency diaphragm shall be of golden Mylar*~ having tangential compliance, and shall be properly loaded, acoustically, by
a heavy molded fiberglass sectoral horn, having exponential expansion. The frequency distribution pattern of the loudspeaker, owing
to the use of this high frequency horn, shall be 90° by 40°. The HF voice coil shall be of edge-wound aluminum ribbon, having a
diameter of 3;4 inches, and shall operate in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 10,000 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet
having a weight of .188 pounds. High frequency diaphragms having annular compliances and/or utilizing horns with spherical radiation
patterns shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeaker frame shall be of heavy construction.
Any loudspeaker not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeoker sholl be Altee lanSIng Model 602C.

6058: The loudspeaker shall be 15y,'6inches in diameter and of the 2-way Duplex type, having a continuous power rating of 35 watts and a
peak power rating of 50 watts. The loudspeaker shall be capable of reproducing a frequency range from 20 to 22,000 cycles per second
and shalt have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 112.4 db SPL, at 4 feet from 35 watts, measured on axis. The loudspeaker shall employ
a full section dividing network having a 1,600 cycle crossover frequency and a continuously ad[ustable range, from 0 to -10 db, of
high frequency attenuation.
The loudspeaker shall have a nominal impedance of 16 ohms. The low frequency cone shall have a free air resonance frequency of 25
cycles per second; the IF voice coil shall be of edge-wound copper ribbon, having a diameter of 3 inches and shall operate in a
magnetic gap having a flux density of 11,000 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet having a weight of 2.25 pounds. The outer edge
(rim) of the LF cone shall utilize a high-compliance, mechanically-damped, c1oth~surround which, complemented by the correct apex sus-
pension (spider), shall be capable of reproducing the stated low frequency response.
The high frequency diaphragm shc.1I be of aluminum, having tangential compliance, and shall be properly loaded, acoustically, by a
multicellular horn, compression-molded of heavy, high-impact plastic. The frequency distribution pattern of the loudspeaker, owing to
the use of this multicellular horn, shall be 90° by 40°. The HF voice coil shall be of edge-wound aluminum ribbon, having a diameter of
13;4 inches, and shall operate in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 14/000 Gauss, derived from an Alnico V magnet having a weight
of .531 pounds. High frequency diaphragms having annular compliances and/or utilizing horns with spherical radiation patterns shaJl
be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeaker frame shall be of heavy cast construction. The high frequency diaphragm and voice coil assembly shall be field
replaceable without the use of special tools or skills; this shall be interpreted to mean that the loudspeaker shall incorporate self~
centering dowels to insure proper spacing and alignment of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly.
Any loudspeaker not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The loudspeoker sholl be Altee lansing Model 6056.



604£ g~UP~EX lout/speaker 604£

Features
Recording and Broadcast

PLAYBACK Quality

Excellent Mid-Range
Frequency Response
DUPLEX (two-way
coaxial speaker)

Highest Efficiency

From 20 to 22,000 cycles
Frequency Range

Dual Magnetic Structures

Edge-Wound Voice Coils

High Power Handling Capacity
Dual Full-Section Precision

Crossover Network

Heavy Cast Frame
Construction

Smooth Uniform Response

Low Cone Resonance

Field Replaceable
HF Diaphragm and Voice Coil

Wide Angle 400 x 900
Distribution

Multicellular HF Horn

Compression HF Driver

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING AND BROADCASTING STUDIO MONITORING
PLAYBACK QUALITY SOUND SYSTEMS ... AUDITORIUMS ... RESTAURANTS

SCHOOLS ... FACTORIES ... SHOPPING CENTERS ... TRANSPORTATION TERMINALS
NIGHTCLUBS ... PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS

For twenty years Altec 604·type Duplex ® speakers - long acclaimed by professional sound
engineers as THE standard coaxial speaker for the audio industry - have made high fidelity
history in recording and broadcasting studios. Now, Altec has incorporated two decades of
experience and progress with the most recent research advances, the newest engineering
developments, and the latest laboratory refinements to produce a contemporary PLAYBACK
version of those famous 604-type speakers: The Altec Super Duplex 604E.

This fifteen-inch, coaxial speaker encompasses frequencies from 20 to 22,000 cycles, a range
that extends beyond the normal scope of the human ear. Unlike many speakers which con-
centrate on extremely high or low frequency reproduction to the detriment of the intervening
sound spectrum, particularly the important middle range which contains some 90% of all
musical sounds, the Super Duplex provides unusually uniform and pure response throughout
the mid-frequency range as well as those frequencies at the edge of hearing. The unique use
of a machined phasing plug with two exponential acoustic slots insures a proper phase
relationship between the sound emanating from the center and outer edge of the high-
frequency diaphragm, resulting in exceptional and smooth mid- and high-frequency range
reproduction. The high power capacity (35 walts), minimal distortion, extremely wide range,
excellent sound distribution, and smooth response of the Super Duplex will meet the demands
of studios so discriminating that they tolerate no compromise between the original perform-
ance and the reproduced sound.

A two-way, coaxial transducer, the Super Duplex 604E consists of a single frame containing
both the high- and low-frequency speakers; magnetically, electrically and mechanically inde-
pendent units. The 604E has a dual magnet structure weighing 26 pounds, 13 ounces which
contains oversize Alnico V magnets. The high frequency section utilizes an edge-wound
aluminum voice coil on a large (21il inch) aluminum diaphragm with tangential compliance
coupled to a heavy, high-impact, multicellular horn with a 40° by 90· distribution angle.
The low-frequency cone is driven by an edge-wound 3-inch copper voice coil and is of high
compliance with cloth surround rim and apex (spider) suspension.

A dual full-section dividing network with a crossover frequency of 1,500 cycles has a high
frequency shelving control with a 0 to -10 db range for correctly matching and adjusting
the acoustical characteristics to any listening area.

The 604E may be mounted in a functional studio monitoring enclosure (Altec 857A) for
recording and broadcast studio monitoring purposes. For home use the Altec 858A "Carmel"-
type cabinet or the new Altec 855A "Malibu" furniture-styled enclosures are recommended.
For detailed information on other members of Altec's family of Duplex ® speakers, see the
descriptive literature on model numbers 601, 602 and 605.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York
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(LF) 20.31 pounds
(HF) 6.5 pounds

(LF) 13,000 Gauss
(HF) 15,500 Gauss101 db SPL at 4 ft. from 1

watt* or 116.4 db SPL at 4
ft. from 35 watts 1,500 cycle, dual full-section

(furnished with speaker)
Designed to operate from
8 ohms or 16 ohms Binding post (4)

15J(/'

Terminals:
Diameter:

Baffle opening- 13X inches
Mtg. Bolt. Cntrs.-14~6 inches
(8, equally spaced at 450)

Depth-11 Ya inches
34 pounds (including network)

(LF) 3 inches
(HF) 1% inches

Magnets-

Type:

Weight:

Alnico V

(LF) 4.4 pounds
(HF) 1.2 pounds

Altec 855A, 857 A, 612A,
614A Cabinets

The loudspeaker sholl be 15J(6 inches in diameter and of the two-way Duplex type, having a continuous power rating
of 35 watts and a peak power rating of 50 walts. The loudspeaker shall be capable of reproducing a frequency range
from 20 to 22,000 cycles per second and shall have a minimum pressure sensitivity of 116.4 db SPL at 4 feet from
35 walts, measured on axis. The loudspeaker shall employ a dual full-section dividing network having a 1,500 cycle
crossover frequency and a continuously adjustable shelving control with a range of 0 to -10 db of high frequency
attenuation.

The loudspeaker shall be designed to operate from 8 ohms or 16 ohms impedance. The low frequency cone shall have a
free air resonance frequency of 25 cycles per second: the LF voice coil shall be of edge-wound copper ribbon having a
diameter of 3 inches and shall operate in a magnetic gap having a flux density of 13,000 Gauss, produced by a mag-
netic structure having a weight of 20.31 pounds. The outer edge (rim) of the LF cone shall utilize a high-compliance,
mechanically-damped, cloth surround which, complemented by the correct apex suspension (spider) shall be capable of
reproducing the stated low frequency response.

The high frequency section of the speaker shall be a 2'.4" aluminum diaphragm having tangential compliance and
shall be properly loaded, acoustically, by a multicellular horn, and shall utilize a machined phasing plug (i.e., pole
piece) having two exponential acoustic slots to provide the proper phase relationship between the sound emanating
from the center and outer edge of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly. The frequency distribution paltern of the
loudspeaker achieved by use of the multicellular horn shall be 900 by 400� The HF voice coil shall be of edge-wound
aluminum ribbon, having a diameter of 1'l4 inches, and shall operate in a magnetic gap having a flux density 01
15.500 Gauss, produced by a magnetic structure having a weight of 6.5 pounds. Total magnetic structure weight shall
be no less than 26 pounds. High frequency diaphragms having annular compliances and/or utilizing horns with spherical
radiation palterns shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.

The loudspeaker frame shall be of heavy cast construction. The high frequency diaphragm and voice coil assembly
shall be field replaceable without the use of special tools or skills. This shall be interpreted to mean that the loud-
speaker shall incorporate self·centering dowels to insure proper spacing and alignment of the diaphragm and voice
coil assembly.



BOlD & B06A Driver lout/spellkers 802D
806A

Tangent,,1 Compt"nce ~MagnetlC Structure
of Diaphragm ~

Features:

Smooth, Peak-Free Response

Extremely High Efficiency

Faithful Reproduction

Aluminum Diaphragm with
Tangential Compliance

Edge-Wound Voice Coil

3D-Watt Capacity

Compact - Easily Installed

Field Replaceable Diaphragm
& Voice Coil Assembly

PROFESSIONAL 'PLAYBACK' SOUND SYSTEMS
BROADCAST & RECORDING STUDIOS � BALL ROOMS
AUDITORIUMS � SCHOOL & CHURCH MUSIC ROOMS

MUSIC HALLS � THEATRES � NIGHT CLUBS
DANCE STUDIOS � WIDE RANGE MUSIC SYSTEMS

The Altec S02D and S06A High Frequency Driver laud speakers are designed far
all prafessianal l'l,t\.'(YOt\.CY.. applicatians requiring autstanding repraductian af saund
over an extremely wide frequency range ot substantial power levels. Such conditions
are readily fulfilled with unusua·lly high efficiency and exceptionally unifarm re-
spanse fram 500/S00 (dependent on the dividing network and horn employed)
to over 22,000 cycles.
When used in canjunctian with the Altec 51 lA, 511S (500 cycle) or S11S (SOO
cycle) sectoral horn, the N-500D (500 cycle) or N-SOOD (SOO cycle) network, and
the 414, 515, or S03 low frequency loudspeaker, the S02D and S06A furnish the
realistic reproduction demanded by all major broadcasting stations, recording
studios, theatres, auditoriums and music halls.
Both the S02D and S06A transducers utilize a voice coil of notably large diameter
(13~") edge wound with aluminum ribbon and coupled to a large 21,4/1 aluminum
diaphragm having tangential compliance. A mechanical phasing plug (i.e., pole
piece), having two exponential acou5tic slots, is utilized to provide the proper
phase relationship between the sound emanating from the center and outer edges
of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly, thus insuring maximum high frequency
reproduction while maintaining a smooth overall response. Either driver is capable
of uniform, peak.free reproduction to a point for above the range of human hearing.
The entire diaphragm and voice coil assembly af the S02D and S06A is field
replaceable; no special tools or skills are required.
For full range systems utilizing low frequency loudspeakers of relatively low effi·
ciency, located in non·reverbrant areas having moderate ambient noise levels, the
Altec S06A driver proves a perfect match (Such canditians would be analgous· to
the average listening room or smaller broadcast and recording studio).
In instances wherein relatively high ambience is present, and where maximum
efficiency of both vocal speech and music must be reproduced with greatest clarity,
the heavier magnet weight and greater flux density of the S02D are preferred. The
8020 represents one of the finest high frequency transducers manufactured by
Altec; the 2 db greater efficiency (over the S06Aj, coupled with the same precision
accuracy of minute production tolerances, make the 8020 the industry standard
for laboratory and professional usage alike.
These factors, together with the all·important Altec criterion of engineering ex·
perience, combine to produce the S02D and S06A high frequency loudspeakers of
virtually matchless quality and limitless application.

1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.

New York



AlTEC 802D
806A

Power:

Frequency Response:

Pressure Sensitivity:

30 watts (with N-500D ar N-800D Network)

500-22,000 cycles

111.7db* at 1 watt;
126.4db at 30 watts

16 ohms
1.75"

30 watts (with N-500D or N-800D Network)

500-22,000 cycles

109.5db* at 1 watt;
124.2db at 30 watts

16 ohms
1.75"

Impedance:

Voice Coil Diameter:

Application: HF Driver unit for wide-range, two-way studio
'Playback' Systems

N-500D Network and 511 A or 511 B horn for
500 cycle crossover

N-800D Network and 811 B horn for 800 cycle crossover

1.2Ibs.

15,250 Gauss
Diameter: 4~/21f
Depth: 3'J-(."

7 Ibs.

Altec Green

511 A, 511 B, 811 B Sectoral Horns; N-500D, N-800D
Dividing Networksi 70.7v transformers

HF Driver for wide-range, two-way, studio
'Playback' Systems

N-500D Network and 511A or 511 B horn for
500 cycle crossover

N-800D Network and 811 B horn for 800 cycle crossover

13 oz.

13,000 Gauss

Diameter: 4V211
Depth: 3'4"

5 Ibs., 11 oz.

Altec Green

511A, 511 B, 811 B Sectoral Horns; N-500D, N-800D
Dividing Networks; 70.7v transformers

Ma.9net Weight:

Flux:

Weight:

Finish:

Accessories:

*(Ref: .0002 dynes/em' measured with warble frequency 500 - 2,500 cycles, 4' from mouth of 30" trumpet)

Note: For Multicellular Horns use Altec drivers 730, 288 and 290 types.

ARCHITECTS' & ENGINEERS' SPECIFICATIONS

(FOR ALTEC 8020):
The high frequency driver loudspeaker shall utilize a 2'4" diameter aluminum diaphragm having tan-
gential compliance, coupled to a voice coil of edge wound aluminum ribbon having a diameter of 13,4".
The voice coil gap shall have a flux density of at least 15,250 Gauss, produced by a magnet having a
weight of 1.2 pounds. A machined phasing plug, which also serves as the pole piece, having two ex-
ponential acoustic slots sholl be utilized to provide the proper phase relationship between the sound
emanating from the center and edges of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly, thus insuring maximum
high frequency reproduction while maintaining a smooth overall response. The entire diaphragm and
voice coil assembly shall be field replaceable without requiring special tools or skills; this shall be
interpreted to mean that the speaker shall incorporate self-centering dowels to insure proper spacing
and alignment of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly.
The HF driver loudspeaker shall produce a sound pressure level of at least 111.7 db with 1 watt input
and 126.4 db with 30 watts input at a distance of 4 feet from the mouth of a 30" trumpet when a
warble band of 500 to 2,500 cycles is used. Single frequency measurements shall not be acceptable
under this specification. The frequency response of the HF driver shall be uniform over the range of
(SPECIFY):

500 to 22,000 cycles, when used with the Altec 511A or 511 B sectoral horn and N-500D dividing network.
800 to 22,000 cycles, when used with the Altec 811 B sectoral horn and N-800D dividing network.

Any high frequency driver loudspeaker not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall not be
acceptable under this specification.
The high frequency driver loudspeaker shall be Altec Lansing Model 8020.

(FOR ALTEC 806A):
The high frequency driver loudspeaker shall utilize a 2'4" diameter aluminum diaphragm having tan-
gential compliance, coupled to a voice coil of edge wound aluminum ribbon having a diameter of 13411�
The voice coil gap shall have a flux density of at least 13,000 Gauss, produced by a magnet having a
weight of 13 ounces. A machined phasing plug, which also serves as the pole piece, having two ex-
ponential acoustic slots, shall be utilized to provide the proper phase relationship between the sound
emanating from the center and edges of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly, thus insuring maximum
high frequency reproduction while maintaining a smooth overall response. The entire diaphragm and
voice coil assembly shall be field replaceable without requiring special tools or skills; this shall be
interpreted to mean that the speaker shall incorporate self-centering dowels to insure proper spacing
and alignment of the diaphragm and voice coil assembly.
The HF driver loudspeaker shall produce a sound pressure level of at least 109.5 db with 1 watt input
and 124.2 db with 30 watts input at a distance of 4 feet from the mouth of a 30" trumpet when a
warble band of 500 to 2,500 cycles is used. Single frequency measurements shall not be acceptable
under this specification. The frequency response of the HF driver shall be uniform over the range of
(SPECIFY):

500 to 22,000 cycles with the Altec 511A, 511 B sectoral horn and N-500D dividing network.
800 to 22,000 cycles with the Altec 811 B sectoral horn and N-800D dividing network.

Any high frequency driver loudspeaker not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall not be
acceptable under this specification.
The high frequency driver loudspeaker shall be Altec Lansing Model 806A.



Spellker ClIlJinets Spealcer
Cabinets

Felltures:

Utility and Furniture
Finished Cabinets

Portable or Permanent
Installations

Acoustically Engineered
Heavy Construction
Long Lasting Finish

Right Size For Every Need
Pre-Drilled Baffles for

8", 12" or 15" Loudspeakers
Acoustically Damped

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING AND BROADCASTING STUDIO
MONITORING PLAYBACK QUALITY SOUND SYSTEMS ...
AUDITORIUMS RESTAURANTS ... SCHOOLS ... FACTORIES
... SHOPPING CENTERS ... TRANSPORTATION TERMINALS ...
NIGHTCLUBS ... PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS ... DISCOTHEQUES

In applications where it is not necessary to conceal the loudspeakers, these compact
enclosures will provide optimum performance in a minimum of space. They are
designed for excellent bass response and clean, undistorted mid-range and high.
frequency reproduction. They will furnish the proper baffling and mounting for
any installation.

Heavy wood construction, sturdy bracing, and proper application of acoustical
material permit greater power output without cabinet rattle or boom. These
cabinets may be permanently mounted or used portably for roving public address
installations.

The furniture-type enclosures are constructed of hand-rubbed walnut and the utility
cabinets are finished in protective industrial paint, designed to last indefinitely
under normal use. Cabinets are available with baffles pre-drilled to mount 8-inch,
12-inch, or 15-inch loudspeakers as indicated by the suffix of each model number.
The suffix A indicates the enclosure will house a 15-inch speaker; a B suffix refers
to a 12-inch speaker, and the C to an 8-inch speaker. (For example, the 614-type
cabinet may be ordered to house anyone of the three sizes. For use in mounting
a 12-inch loudspeaker, the 614B should be ordered,)

A list of the recommended Altec loudspeakers for each model and type is included
in the Table of Specifications. The 856 requires a separate high frequency horn and
driver, and appropriate dividing network. Both the 612 and the 614 utility cabinets
may be used with similar two-way systems if the high-frequency harns are mounted
on top of the enclosure.

L....------I ~ ~1--~~---1-S-1-S-S.-M-a-n-ch-e-s-te-r-A-v-e-.-, -A-n-a-h-e-im-,~C-a-I-if-.--------1 ~
.~ ~
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--SpellkerCllbinets--------------

(a) (b) Dimensions (in inches) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Model Type (c) (dl (el Cubic Cabinet Weight Finish Recommended Allee Speakers
Number Height Width Depth Feet Type (Ibs) 15" 12" 8"
612A/B Utility 29Y2 25Y2 17% 6.15 Bass 55 Grey 415 Biflex 412 Biflex

Reflex 602 Duplex 601 Duplex
604 Duplex
605 Duplex

614A/B/C Utility 24% 18',4 14\4 3.23 Bass 30 Grey 415 Biflex 412 Biflex 409
Reflex 602 Duplex 601 Duplex 755

604 Duplex 401
605 Duplex 403

409
618B/C Utility 22 17 13\4 (top) 2.32 Infinite 15 Grey 412 Biflex 755

9',4 (bottom) Baffle 601 Duplex 401
403

622B Utility 17 22 13\4 (top) 1.87 Infinite 15 Brown 412 Biflex
7X. (bottom) Baffle 601 Duplex

857A Utility 20 27 15% 3.5 Bass 38 Grey 415 Biflex
Reflex 602 Duplex

604 Duplex
605 Duplex

855A Furniture 40 25 18 7.2 Bass 74 Walnut 415 Biflex 412 Biflex
Reflex 602 Duplex 601 Duplex

604 Duplex (adapter
605 Duplex furnished)

856A Furniture 42 30 24 12.6 Bass Reflex 95 Walnut 515*
Expon. Horn 416*

858A Furniture 25% 35 17',4 6.15 Bass 64 Walnut 415 Biflex 412 Biflex
Reflex 602 Duplex 601 Duplex

604 Duplex (adapter
605 Duplex furnished)

859A Furniture 29% 27Y2 19 5.7 Bass Walnut 415 Biflex 412 Biflex
Reflex 602 Duplex 601 Duplex

604 Duplex (adapter
605 Duplex furnished)

*requires high frequency unit: 500 Cycle - 511 B horn, 802 driver, and 500D crossover network
800 Cycle - 811 B horn, 806 driver, and N800D crossover network

(Blank should be filled with information to be found in the Table of Specifications listed above. Each blank

is referenced to the appropriate column of the table.)

The speaker cabinet shall be of the (b) type measuring (c) inches in height, (d) inches in width, and (e)
inches in depth. It shall be of heavy wood construction and finished in (i). It shall be of the (g)-type. Cabinets

employing folded horns or tuned slots shall not be acceptable under this specification because of their
inherent poor reproduction of the middle frequencies. The cabinet shall contain (I) cubic feet, weigh at
least (h) pounds, and contain proper acoustical material. The cabinet shall be furnished with a 'grilled'

opening for housing a (j) inch speaker. The cabinet shall be Altec lansing Model (a).



Dividing Networks and Diaphragm/Voice Coil Assemblies

The N-500C is a full-section, dual LC dividing netwark, used to effect a 500-cycle crossover in two-way loudspeaker
systems consisting of such low-frequency speokers os the Altec 414,416 or 515, and the Altec 288, 290 (with the 15067
auto-tronsformer for impedonce motching), or 730 high-frequency reproducers used on Altec multicellular horns (805,
1005, 1505, etc.). The network olso permits high-level paging and public address usage where the high-frequency unit
only is to be employed; hence driver protection must be provided. Five taps are provided on the N-500C; four of these
represent increasing amounts of high-frequency shelving (in steps of 1 db); the fifth produces an unattenuated high
frequency response. When the N-500C network is used in conjunction with a high-frequency driver only, for use in
paging and public address or sound system work, the low-frequency cannections of the netwark must be terminated
with a power resistor having 0 volue of 12 ohms ond a rating of at leost equal to the maximum output power delivered
by the amplifier used. The N-500C network provides an attenuotion of 12 db per octave above and belaw the 500-cycle
crossover point.
NOTE: Becouse of the extreme overoll efficiency of the 802-type high frequency driver ot least 3 db of attenuation

must be provided if used with the N-500C network.

The N-500E is a full-section, dual LC network which provides a 500-cycle crossover for two-way speaker systems
consisting of Altec low-frequency speaker(s), (414, 416 and 515) and high-frequency driver loudspeakeds), (806 and
802) mounted on the 511 sectoral horn(s). The N-500E network contains a shelving control utilizing 0 five-position
rotary switch which has one position of "0" attenuation and increasing high frequency attenuation in four steps of
1.5 db each. The N-500E crossover network also contains circuitry which controls certain portions of the spectrum-
in effect, "tailoring" the response characteristics-assuring uniform and equal coverage of the audio range when
used with Altee "Voice of the Theatre" components.
When the N-500E crossover network is used for high freq uency driver protection without a low frequency speaker,
the low frequency section (output) must be loaded with a power resistor having a value of 16-ohms and a power
rating of at least the maximum output power delivered by the amplifier used. The N-500E network provides an at-
tenuation of 12 db per octave above and below the 500-cycle crossover point.

The N-800D is also 0 full-section dividing network of highest quality, enabling a smooth crossover at 800-cycles to
be obtained with Altec high··frequency driver units such as the 802 and 806. mounted on the 811 sectoral horn. Five
high-frequency output taps are provided on the network, four of which provide increasing omounts of high-frequency
shelving (in steps of 1 db), the fifth providing an unattenuoted high-frequency response.
The N-800D network provides an attenuation of 12 db per octave above and below the 800-cycle crossover point.

111IDl11-------t-S-t-S-s.-M-a-n-C-h-es-t-e-r-A-v-e-.,-A-n-a-h-ei-m-,-c-al-if-.-----~-
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--AlTEC-------------
SPECIFICATIONS

N-500E
500 cycles
80 watts (max.)
16 ohms.

Power:

Impedance:

High Frequency
Shelving:

Type:

N·500C
500 cycles
250 watts (max.)
12-16 ohms.

4-1 db steps
Full section Dual LC
(12 db per octave).

10" High
8" Wide
41Y,.' Deep
13.25Ibs.

4-1.5 db steps
Full section Dual LC
(12 db per octave).

234" High
6v.." Wide
634" Deep
4.5Ibs.

N-800D
800 cycles
75 watts (max.)
16 ohms.

4-1 db steps
Full section Dual LC
(12 db per acta vel.
6" High
4'4" Wide
2%" Deep
2.7 Ibs.

The field replaceable diaphragm and voice coil assemblies for Altec loudspeakers are listed below.
Care should be exercised when making a replacement; until properly mounted, these assemblies
are extremely delicate.

Diaphragm/Voice Coil Assembly
Code Number

50A Horn (Driver Unit, complete)
150A
288B-C
290C-D
400B
401A
401B
402A-B-C-D
408A
412A-B
412C
414A
415A
415C
416A
515
515B
555
600B
601 A-B (LF)
601C
602A-B (LF)
602C (LF)
603B
604 (LF)
604 (HP)
604B (LF)
604C (LF)
604B·C-D (HF)
604D (IF)
604E (HF)
604E (LF)
605A (HF)
605A (LF)
615A, B (HF)
615A, B (LF)
713C
720A
730A (Head Assembly, complete)
730B

730C
755A
755C
802B-C-D
803A
803B
804A
80M

(NOTE: The high-frequency unit of the
601 and 602 speakers is model
3000 and is not field replace-
able.)

20839
21209
20221
21136
20509
20748
21085
20882
20733
20729
21103
21066
20730
21100
20884
20248
21092
20303
20464
20592
21073
20593
21106
20419
20248
20275
20248
20603
20275
20841
20275
20969
20275
20969
20275
21247
BL-163147
ES-670-650-2
20607
21127
21209
BO-162761
21021
20275
20476
20884
20275
20275



10 & 2S Volt line Transformers
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Altec 70- and 25-volt transformers fulfill every need in the distribution
of electrical energy to loudspeakers for sound system application.
Illustrated at the right is the Altec "Truth" box, used to provide a
direct comparison of the greater efficiency of Altec line transformers
versus other types available. The "Truth" box has proven this in
demonstrations before Architects, Engineers and Consultants and
before every Altec Sound Contractor from coast to coast.
This demonstration proves that the Altec line transformers have from
3 to 6 db less insertion loss with the results that the amplifier size
may therefore be reduced by V2 or even more in size when using
Altec line transformers. Conversely, this means that twice as many or
more loudspeakers may be operated from the power amplifier.
The insertion losses listed for these Altec transformers are maximum
and actual loss differs only with the taps used and, for most taps, is
less than the listed value. Rigid design parameters call for the use
of grain-oriented steel which has produced this high efficiency in
transformer design. The low insertion loss represents a greater saving
in cost of audio power. The various Altec transformers are listed and
described below with installation and connection information on
Page 3.

The Altec 15045A 70-Volt Line Transformer and High Pass Filter
combines the functions of line matching and low-frequency cutoff in
a single unit. Serving as a high pass filter with adjustable cutoff
characteristics, the 15045A provides fow-frequency attenuation to
prevent damage to the diaphragm of driver loudspeakers. The
15045A is easily mounted within the weatherproof housing of the
Altec 290D or 730C Driver Loudspeaker, or in the -f'ltec 21256
Transformer Housing for use with other speaker systems.

The 15045A has a frequency response of ±1 db from the selected
cutoff to 10,000 cps, and a maximum insertion loss of 0.5 db. A
wide range of speaker power and a variety of cutoff frequencies
may be selected depending upon the connections to the transformer.
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FIGURE 1: Altec 15045A Transformer and Schematic./

The Altec 15064, a small 70-volt line transformer, has a frequency
response of ±1 db from 60 to 15,000 cps, and a maximum insertion
loss of 0.7 db. The 15064 is designed for mounting directly on the
frame of the Altec 401 B, 403A, or 409B Loudspeaker, or on the
bracket supplied with the 755C loudspeaker. The transformer has an
B-ohm secondary impedance with a tap at 4 ohms which permits a
single transformer to be used for two 8-ohm speakers.

Attached to the frame of the 15045A are two large (1.5 mfd) and
two small (0.75 mfd) capacitors. One set of leads from these capa-
citors is internally connected to the primary common of the trans-

former. One or more of the unattached capacitor _leads should be
connected to the low, or common, side of the amplifier output in

order to obtain the desired cutoff frequency. One of the colored
leads from the transformer, selected according to the power desired,

should be connected to the high side of the 70-volt amplifier output
line. Figure 2 shows the proper connections for various power and

cutoff frequency values. To facilitate connections, wire nuts and

sleeving (for capacitor leads) are supplied with the 15045A.

TABLE OF CONNECTIONS -15045A

Desired Low
Capacitors

Power Lead Color Frequency
(watts) Cutoff (cps) Used

100 Gray 450 All

BO . Brown 500 2 large, 1 small

BO Brown 350 All

60 Blue 500 2 large

60 Blue 300 All
40 Orange 500 1 large, 1 small

40 Orange 300 2 large

30 Red 300 1 large, 1 small

I mil FIGURE 3: Altec 15064 Schematic and Transformer.---1 ~ ---~~~----~-----------....
, _ 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
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The Altec 15065 Transformer is the smollest of the Altec high quality full-range
70-volt line transformers. It has a maximum insertion loss of 0.5 db and a
frequency response of :!:1 db from 30 to 15,000 cps. The 15065 affords a
choice of three primary (wattage) leads of 8, 4, or 2 watts, and of three sec-
ondary (impedance) leads of 16, 8,or 4 ohms. The transformer is easily
mounted within the weatherproof housing of the Altec 2900 or 730C Driver
loudspeakers, or in the Altec 21256 Transformer Housing.

The Altec 15066, a high quality, 70-volt line transformer, is similar to (but
larger than) the Altec 15065. It has a frequency response of :!:1 db from 30 to
15,000 cps, and a maximum insertion loss of 0.5 db, but is designed for
wattages of 32, 16, and 8 watts. Specification will be found in the table on
Page 4.

The heavy-duty Allec 15067 Autotransformer is a versatile unit which may be used in 70- or
140-volt lines, or for other impedance matching purposes. Because the frequency response is
much wider than the rated 30 to 15,000 cps, the autotransformer is adaptable to a range of
impedances. The insertion loss will not exceed 0.3 db (in 70-volt use) even at the maximum
exampled impedance mismotch. The maximum rated operating current in any part of the
winding is 2.2 amperes (permitting a maximum rated load current of 4.4 amperes). Maximum
applied voltage varies with the lowest applied frequency as indicated in the table (Figure 7).
Maximum power = maximum applied voltage x maximum input current.
Figure 7 is a Table of Connections and Values for the Autotransformer, and Figure 8 shows
schematics for several types of connections when two 15067 Autotransformers are combined
for higher power or impedance matching flexibility.

TABLE OF CONNECTIONS AND VALUES FOR THE ALTEC 15067 AUTOTRANSFORMER
Maximum Source Voltage & Power Source load Impedance Ratio Voltage Ratio Maximum
30 cps minimum 60 cps minimum Terminals Terminals (Source to load) (Source to load) load Current

70 v at 150 w 140 v at 300 w 1 & 4 1 & 2, or 2 & 4 1:0.25 (1/4) 1:0.5 (1/2) 4.4 amp{E''-.-. := 70 v at 150 w 140 v at 300 w 1&4 1 & 3 1:0.5 (1/2) 1:0.7 (7/10) 3.1 amp
70 v at 50 w 140 v at 100 w 1 & 4 3 & 4 1:0.062 (1/16) 1:0.25 (1/4) 2.9 amp
50 v at 150 w 100 v at 300 w 1&3 1&4 1:2 1:1.4 (1-2/5) 2.2 amp-'§I}~: .~35 v at 150 w 70 v at 300 w 1 & 2, or 2 & 4 1 & 4 1:4 1:2 2.2 amp

17.5 v at 50 w 35 v at 100 w 3 & 4 1 & 4 1:16 1:2 0.75 amp

I>.wI>.... ;;)."
Example: (line 2 of the table.) With a 70-volt line source connected to terminals 1 and 4, terminals 1 and 3 may be at 16 ohms or more down
to 30 cps (or 32 ohms with 140 volts down to 60 cps). With a load impedance of 16 ohms (terminals 1 and 3), and a source-to-Ioad impedance
ratio of 1:0.5 (1/2), the. source impedance at terminals 1 and 4 may be determined as 32 ohms: 1:0.5, (1/2), or 32:16 ohms. The voltage
ratio for this connection is 1:07 (3/4). Therefore, the load voltage will be 0.7 (3/4) of the source voltage (70 volts), or 49 volts. By rounding
this off to 50 volts, the load current may be determined by dividing the load voltage by the load impedance: that is, 50 volts divided by 16
ohms. The result, 3.1 amperes, also is the maximum load current perm itted in this example.

FIGURE 7: Table of Connections and Values for the Altec 15067 Autotransformer.
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~"FIGURE 8A: Parallel for Matching

70-Volt, 300-Watt line to 4 or 8 Ohms.

FIGURE 8B: Series for Matching

FIGURE 8C: Cascade for Matching

70-Volt, 80-Watt Line to 8, 16. or 32 Ohms.

140-Volt, 300-Watt line to 16 or 32 Ohms.

Although it is rated as a four-watt transformer, the Altec 15074 is a multi-
purpose unit with nominal secondary impedances of 2, 4, or 8 ohms, and nomi~
nal primary wattages of 4, 2, or 1 watt when connected to a 70-volt line. The
transformer may be loaded up to four times its nominal impedance with no
impb-irment of its frequency response, :!:1 db from 60 to 15,000 cps. Maximum
insertion loss is 1.2 db at nominal impedance, 0.8 db at twice nominal impe-
dance, and 0.5 db at four times nominal impedance. The transformer may be
mounted directly on the Altec 401 B, 403A, and 409B loudspeakers, or on the
bracket supplied with the 755C loudspeaker. The Table of Specifications on
Page 4. shows the transformer at one, two and four times its rated nominal
impedance.



The Altec 15075A 70-volt line tronsformer is designed for use with the Altec
730C Driver Loudspeaker, the 150A Horn System, or similar 8-ohm speakers.
The Transformer has a frequency response of ==2 db from 200 to 15,000 cps,
and a maximum insertion loss of 0.6 db. The unit is shipped with a plastic
cable clamp, two mounting screws and two lockwashers.
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The Altec 15132 70-volt line transformer, designed primarily for mounting on
the Altec 403A Loudspeaker, has a frequency response of ==1 db from 100 to
10,000 cps, and a maximum insertion loss of 1 db. The transformer may also
be mounted directly on the Altec 401 Band 409B loudspeakers, or on the
bracket supplied with the Altec 755C loudspeaker. It may be used in any
installation where a low-power, eight-ohm transformer is needed.

The Altec 15230 25-Volt Line Transformer provides the advantages of a 70-volt
system, but with substantially lower speaker line voltage. It is designed for use
with the Altec 1556A 'Altalk' Amplifier il\ sound distribution and pagigg sys-
tems where 25-volt speaker lines are employed. It has a frequency response of
==2 db from 100 to 5000 cps, and a maximum insertion loss of 1 db.
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The Altec 15313 70-Volt Line Transformer, a 3D-watt transformer, is designed
for use with the Altec 150A Horn System and other Altec high-frequency drivers
of speakers such as the Altec 730C. The transformer has a frequency respOl\Se
of ==1 db from 150to 12,000 cps, a maximum insertion loss of 0.8 db, nominal
secondary impedances of 8 or 16 ohms, and nominal primary wattages of 30,
15, 7.5, or 3.75 watts when the unit is connected to a 70-volt line.

The Altec 21256 Transformer Housing is a weatherproof housing designed for
the protection of Altec transformers. The unit will house the 15045A, 15064,
15065, 15074, 15075A, 15132, 15230, and 15313 transformers. The housing
consists of a steel can which fits over an aluminum base and is secured by two
screws. Wiring access is made through a pair of rubber grommets inserted into
the bottom of the base. The housing is supplied with the necessary mounting
parts.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Weatherproof housing

Finish: Grey enamel

Dimensions: 6%" H (including base)
x 3'Y,," W X 4Y." D

In a 70-volt line distribution system, the primary taps of the trans-
former are marked in watts, and the secondary taps are marked in
ohms to facilitate the matching of loudspeaker impedances. Fre-
quently it is possible to use a single transformer for two or more
adjacent speakers.
The impedance of the speaker voice coil determines the correct con-
nections to the secondary (loudspeaker) side of the transformer.
One lead from the speaker should be connected to the correct im-
pedance tap of the transformer, and the other to the common (C)
lead. The primary of the transformer is tapped over a range of
suitable impedances, each of which draws a different amount of
power from the 70~volt line. The source impedance of a transformer
may be calculated by the formula:

E2R =--
W

R = Impedance,

E = Voltage, and

W = Wattage.

For example, in a 70-volt (70.7 v) syste.m,
70.7 x 70.7

W

5000
R=~-

W
Therefore, aID-watt load would have an actual impedance (R) of
approximately 500 ohms.

Connections to the primary (amplifier) side of a transformer should
correspond to the speaker power required for the location used. The
'high' side of the 70-volt line from the amplifier is connected to the
desired wattage (W) lead, and the 'low' side to the common (C) lead
of the transformer primary. By adding the total wattage needed for
all loudspeakers, the power requirements of the amplifier are de-
termined. This total should not exceed the rating of the amplifier.



70 & 25 Volt line Tronslormers

TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS
Model Frequency Response

Audio Walts Secondary Maximum
Weight

Number Primary Load Impedance Insertion Loss

15045A ±1 db from selected low 100, 80, 60, 40, & 30 w 4 and 8Q 0.5 db 2-1/2 lb.
frequency cutoff to 10,000 cps

15064 ± 1 db from 60 to 15,000 cps 1, 0.5 and 0.25 w 4 and 8Q 0.7 db 3/8 lb.

15065 ±1 db from 30 to 15,000 cps 8, 4, and 2 w 16,8, and 4Q 0.5 db 2-1/4 lb.

15066 ±1 db from 30 to 15,000 cps 32, 16, and 8 w 16, 8, and 4Q 0.5 db 5 lb.

15067 ±1 db from 30 to 15,000 cps 160, or 16 and 8Q, or 0.3 db, or 5-3/5 lb.
80 w 32 and 16Q 0.2 db

(for impedance matching at other 80, or 16,8, and 4Q, or 0.5 db, or
than 70 volts) 40 w 8,4, or 2Q 1.0 db

15074 ±1 db from 60 to 15,000 cps 4,2, and 1 w 8,4, and 2Q 1.2 db 5/8 lb.

(twice nominal impedance) 2, 1, and 0.5 w 16,8, and 4Q 0.8 db

(four times nominal impedance) 1, 0.5, and 0.25 w 32,16, and 8Q 0.5 db

15075A ±2 db from 200 to 15,000 cps 15,7.5, and 3.75 w 8Q 0.6 db 1/2 lb.

15132 ±1 db from 100 to 10,000 cps 4. 2, 1, and 0.5 w 8Q 1.0 db 1/2 lb.

15230 ±2 db from 100 to 5000 cps 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25 w 8Q 1.0 db 5/8 lb.

15313 ±1 db from 150 to 12,000 cps 30, 15, 7.5, and 3.75 w 8 and 16Q 0.8 db 1/2 lb.

*Insertion loss for the most unfavorable combinations of impedances.

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS
Model Figure

A 8 C D E F H
Number Number

15045A 17A 2-1/2 4 2-5/8 3-9/16 3/16 Dia. Holes

15064 17A 1-9/16 2-3/8 1-3/8 2 3/16 Dia. Holes

15065 17A 2-5/16 4 2-5/8 3-9/16 3/16 Dia. Holes

15066 178 3 3-1/8 3-3/4 2-9/16 2-1/2 3-1/8 3/16 x 5/16

15067 178 3 3-7/16 4-1/4 2-3/4 2-3/8 2-7/8 3/16 x 5/16
15074 17A 1-5/8 2-3/8 1-15/16 2 3/16 Dia. Holes
15075A 17A 2-1/4 4 2-5/8 3-9/16 3/16 Dia. Holes

15132 17A 1-1/2 2-3/8 1-15/16 2 3/16 Dia. Holes

15230 17A 1-1/2 2-3/8 1-15/16 2 3/16 Dia. Holes

15313 17A 1-15/16 3-1/8 2-3/4 2-13/16 3/16 Dia. Holes

FIGURE 17A: Small Size. FIGURE 178: large Size.
FIGURE 17: Dimensional Drawings, Altec Transformers.

(NOTE: After selecting transformer, ascertain the proper values as shown in the Table of Specifications, and insert in the blank spaces
where required.)

The transformer shall deliver within db of its full rated powe r ov~r the entire range of ~uency Response) with an insertion
loss not greater than (Maximum Insertion loss) for the most unfavorable impedance combination. The primary shall be labeled in terms
of power of (Audio Watts Primary) watts delivered to the load whe n the transformer is connected to a (70-volt) (25-volt) line, and the
secondary shall be tapped for (Secondary load Impedance) ohm load.

(If the 15045A transformer and high-pass filter is to be specified, insert the following line at this point: The transformer shall have a
low-frequency of cycles at watts for adequate protection of horn driver elements from potential damage by low frequencies.)
Any transformer not meeting all of the foregoing requirements shall be deemed unacceptable under this specification.
The transformer shall be Altec lansing Model _




